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Over the last few years computer hardware has continued to become smaller, cheaper, faster and more numerous. Computer software too has continued to become more efficient and powerful. The result has therefore been an availability of increasingly versatile microcomputers whose power rival that of minicomputers and many of the earlier generations of mainframe computers. At the same time, computers and communications have merged, with the result that computing power has become cheaper than communication. As the computation becomes cheaper and the machines become faster, the desire to solve larger and more complex problems will continue to increase.

This research programme is set up with the above as background. The aim of this research is to investigate some aspects of distributed computation and how this can be achieved in wideband broadcast-type communication channels, such as the ethernet, within a Local Area Network (LAN). In such a type of LAN efficient channel protocols based on Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection may be employed since the round-trip propagation delay is small.

The specific method of distributing a computation employed in this research is that of the CPU cache dual processor distributed computation. In such a CPU cache dual processor distributed computation system a smaller computer may decide to share some of its computational workload with a larger and more powerful computer existing within the same LAN. Furthermore, several such small computers with a CPU cache may exist in the same LAN. Hence, whether the smaller computers decide to share or not to share their computational workload with the large and more powerful
computer will also depend on the workload at the large computer.

In this research, both theoretical and experimental (simulation) methods of analysing the CPU cache dual processor distributed computation system to determine some of the important performance measures have been employed. Some of these performance measures that are relevant to the CPU cache system are scheduling time, CPU utilization, CPU throughput, CPU queueing time, input-output handling and the average channel delay. These performance measures are then used to characterise the computational workload at the large computer in order to determine the system capability for distributed computation within the LAN.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY TREND

Ever since 1945 when the first vacuum tube computer was built there has been a series of radical technological breakthroughs in electronics and computer hardware. With each major technological breakthrough a new and more powerful generation of computers based on the new electronic devices replace the previous generation of computers that were built using the older generation of electronic devices.

The first generation computers of the 1940s used tens of thousands of electronic valves, cost millions of pounds and were bulky enough to fill a large room (ref. 1.1). Such computers included EDSAC, EDVAC, LEO and UNIVAC 1. The second generation computers of the 1950s soon replaced the first generation computers and these used transistors in their hardware. These were still expensive but were less bulky and included such computers as the ATLAS and the IBM 7000 series of computers. They were soon to be replaced in the 1960s and early 1970s by yet more powerful and more compact third generation computers which were built using the then technology of small scale integration (SSI) and medium scale integration (MSI). Examples of these include the ICL1900 series and the IBM360 series computers. The computers of the late 1970s and early 1980s are essentially the fourth generation computers and these are built using the sophisticated microelectronic technology of Large Scale Integration (LSI) and the very large scale integration (VLSI) in which hundreds of thousands of electronic components can be packed on one single integrated circuit (IC) measuring only a few millimetres square. Because of this VLSI technology and mass production, relatively small but quite powerful computers can be produced abundantly and cheaply.
Despite their small size, power and the sophisticated microelectronic technology on which they are based, today's fourth generation computers are essentially the same model computer as the first generation computers in that they are all based on the John Von Neumann model of computation (ref. 1.2). In the Von Neumann model of a computer the computer program instructions are executed strictly sequentially and hence there is little opportunity to employ the large numbers of processors, which can be achieved with VLSI technology, to gain great processing speed if the computer program instructions are inherently parallel. The fifth generation computers of the future will most probably be essentially non Von Neumann and hence very powerful and very fast (ref. 1.3, 1.4).

1.2 I.C. TECHNOLOGY TREND

A computer is a complex system incorporating diverse technologies. Typically, electronic technology is used for the computation, magnetic for long-term storage, and electromechanical for input and output. The evolution of computer structures usually correlates with that of the available technology. The electronic technology has been the most dominant factor in the evolution of computers. Among the technology dimensions are the generation, component complexity and date.

The transistor and the integrated circuit (I.C.) have had a profound impact on the structure of computers. Further, the proliferation of the computer structures built from these technologies has provided enough data points that several interesting digital IC generations and trends can be discerned as shown in fig. 1.1 and fig. 1.2 (ref. 1.5, 1.6).

One of the dominant features in the design of digital ICs has been the collection of basic logic primitives (AND, OR, NAND, etc.) and sequential circuit components (flip-flops, registers, etc.) to build a single IC.
Fig. 1.1 Generations of Digital I.C. Functions

Fig. 1.2 Rate of Increase of the Component Count per I.C.
Further levels of integration led to the emergence of the SSI, MSI, LSI and the VLSI. In this way great reductions in size of component modules was possible. But this had the inherent drawback that the component modules contained a wide variety of functions and were thus specialized. Without well defined functions such as addition, multiplication, etc., the semiconductor technology cannot provide high density products in high volume because there are few large-scale, general-purpose universal functions. These problems have so far been reduced by the two methods of customizing LSI logic: programmable logic arrays (PLA) and the gate density.

Gate density has increased from about 12 in the SSI to hundreds of thousands in the VLSI. As the densities began to approach 100 gates, the construction of complete arithmetic units on a single chip IC became possible (e.g. the TTL SN 74181 ALU unit) (ref. 1.5, 1.6, 1.7). In the 1980s ICs may be expected to reach a packing density of one million gates on a single chip and perhaps ten million gates by the 1990s. A gate is built with from 2 to 6 or more transistors. Z8000 microprocessor chip has been estimated to have 5833 gates and 17,500 transistors (ref. 1.8). The four major packing densities that have been expected to characterise the design and production of IC chips is as shown below, (ref. 1.9, 1.10)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IC chips</th>
<th>Number of electronic devices (roughly)</th>
<th>Period (approx.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LSI</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>1977-1984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VLSI</td>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>1979-1987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VVLSI</td>
<td>1,000,000</td>
<td>1985-1995</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| VVVLSI   | 10,000,000                             | 199x-20x1
These values assume that the device count will continue to grow, roughly doubling every 12 to 18 months as has been the case for over 20 years.

A typical small computer might be built with from 1 to 100 or 1000 IC chips, a medium-size computer from 2000 to 7000 and a large computer from 10,000 to 100,000 or even more.

1.3 DISTRIBUTED COMPUTATION

A Multicomputer is a system with more than one computer. Multicomputer networks can be configured so that:

a) Each computer works on a separate problem
b) Each can multiprogram several problems, possibly including interactive terminal-based users and some background programs
c) All can work on the same problem, but essentially by first subdividing that problem into smaller problem pieces so that each can work separately.
d) All can work on the same problem, with increasingly closer coordination and interconnection.

In a distributed computation environment a single user problem (or task) is considered to be composed of many smaller subproblem pieces which are then distributed to and processed by two or more different computers or processors configured in a network. Such a mode of distribution of a computation can be seen to cover a wide spectrum ranging from the loosely coupled load and resource sharing networks such as the ARPANET (ref. 1.11, 1.12, 1.13) in which interaction is infrequent to the very tightly coupled multiprocessors and data flow computers in which interaction is on an instruction by instruction basis. Thus, there is a continuum from processors sharing a common memory (the tightly coupled
multiprocessors) to processors communicating via pre-established message-passing protocols but cooperating on one task. One of the major disadvantages of such message-passing protocol systems is that they are very slow and it may take them thousands of times longer to send a piece of data to a processor than it takes that processor to execute an instruction or to process that data.

The general-purpose single-CPU serial computers on which the loosely coupled computer networks are based execute a program one instruction after the other, in strict serial fashion. With today's technology it takes them about 1 ns to fetch and then execute a single instruction. The fastest such computers can take 10 ns. It can be expected that even faster cryogenic computers will easily execute instructions within 10 to 100 ps range (ref. 1.14). But then there will no longer be any possibility of still further speeds since the absolute limit of the speed-of-light barrier will have been reached (light travels at about one foot per nanosecond). But even at these instruction execution speeds, there are still many problems where even the fastest single-CPU serial computers are hopelessly slow. Such problems include:-

a) Image processing

b) The perceptual recognition of and interaction with objects in motion

c) Handling and accessing of very large bodies of information

d) The modelling of 3-D masses of matter in order to predict weather, earthquake, or other large scale phenomena.

e) Modelling and development of intelligent thinking systems

Hence, the trend for computer design will be increasingly toward large configurable arrays and networks of many computers, all working tightly together in a parallel-serial fashion (ref. 1.15, 1.16).
Distributed Computation can be considered to be a form of mapping of the problem structure to the computer network structure. In this way it may be characterised into two main categories: reconfigurable and non-reconfigurable computation.

1.3.1 Reconfigurable Distributed Computation

Reconfigurable distributed computation includes the tightly coupled multiprocessors and data flow computer architectures in which the mode of computation can be described as fine grain. In general, the multiprocessors and the data flow networks can be considered to be distinct subcategories within the tightly coupled computation.

1.3.1.1 Multiprocessor Systems

A multiprocessor is a system with more than one processor. In a multiprocessor environment multiple processes are resident in the primary memory, all in stages of computation, and also intercommunicate via the shared memory. The main purpose of the multiprocessor configuration is to improve not only the individual program performance but also the system throughput by exploiting the parallelism inherent in problems and their algorithms. Four major configurations of processors can be identified (ref. 1.17, 1.18, 1.19, 1.20, 1.21):

a) The single-instruction single-data stream (SISD). This is the traditional single-CPU serial computer arrangement which has only one processor working on one set of data and executing instructions strictly according to the Von Neumann model.

b) The multiple-instruction single-data stream (MISD) system in which the processors are pipelined. In such a pipeline, each of a number of processors continually executes the same instruction as data flows through the pipeline, each processor executing a different step in the longer sequence of instructions.
The single-instruction multiple-data stream (SIMD) system in which the processors can be arranged in an array. In such an array, all the processors execute the same instruction, each on a different set of data.

The multiple-instruction multiple-data stream (MIMD) system in which each of the different processors executes a different sequence of instructions on a different set of data.

A single instruction means that the SIMD systems are highly synchronised and hence virtually all contention among the processors is eliminated. On the other hand, a single data stream means that the MIMD systems load instructions only once for very efficient pipelining. The efficient operation of these systems is under the supervision of the control unit. The SISD and SIMD systems have a single control unit while the MIMD systems usually have a control unit for each processor. In this way the parallelism inherent in the problem and its algorithm can be mapped to the configuration of the processors.

1.3.1.2 Data Flow Systems

The concept of the data flow computation systems has come about because of the evolution of the VLSI and VVLSI technology in which many IC chips, each with hundreds of thousands of processors, can be reconfigured as demanded by the algorithm that defines the problem to be solved, (ref. 1.15, 1.16). The main aim here is to develop such multicomputer architectures that put large numbers of processors into appropriately coordinated interaction with one another, in such a way that they all cooperate and work efficiently together to solve a single problem. In this way these reconfigurable multicomputer networks will mirror the algorithms' information flow, much like the way the raw materials flow through assembly lines to
facilitate the production of a single finished product. Different algorithms will call for different reconfigurations of the processors. Thus, the aim is to design the algorithm, program, language and computer in a single integrated architectural exercise so that:-

a) The algorithm will mirror the flow of information through the network of processors

b) This flow will in turn determine the structure that the set of processors should take to efficiently effect the algorithm

c) This structure in turn will determine the architecture of the network of processors that executes the program.

d) The operating system will then either choose the appropriate architecture, or it will actually form and reconfigure that architecture out of the large general-purpose network of the hundreds of thousands of processors or individual devices at its disposal.

In this way the flow graph that represents the algorithm's flow of information through the structure of processors (ref. 1.22, 1.23, 1.24) that transform the input information into the solution to be output is mapped into the physical processor-memory graph structure that will execute those processes (i.e. isomorphic hardware networks).

Hence the data flow model for reconfigurable distributed computation is a paradigm for highly distributed computation in which the interaction during the computation is very fine grain. This mode of interaction is not based on the conventional Von Neumann model of computation in which the speed of the instruction processing is dependent on the operation of the program counter and thus not limited by the basic instruction cycle. In a fine grain model of computation each node of the data flow graph may represent one machine instruction or a small group of such instructions.
If each node corresponds to a single machine instruction then it can be seen that the collection of the processors in fact are configured to run a single program and the interaction of the processors is on an instruction by instruction basis.

A major characteristic of the data flow model of distributed computation is that there are no variables and no memory locations in which to store the results (ref. 1.15). Instead values and partial results are represented by packets that are transmitted between the processing elements. Each processing unit carries out some function on the values at its input and produces an output result. Thus each function depends strictly on its inputs, and not on any global variables. As soon as the input packets have arrived, each processing unit may begin its computation. Hence there is no program counter and no explicit artificially forced sequencing of computation, other than that implicit in one calculation depending on the result of a previous one. As a simple example, consider the evaluation of the expression \((X+Y)/(A\cdot(B+1))\). A tree algorithmic representation might be as shown in fig. 1.3. In this way the parallelism inherent in a problem can be automatically mapped onto the configuration of the processors, and great speed of computation can be achieved. In large and complex problems even greater speeds of computation can be achieved because of the possibility of the presence of many unrelated expressions which can be done in parallel.

1.3.2 Non-Reconfigurable Distributed Computation

Non-reconfigurable computation is based on the processing speed and power of the traditional general-purpose single-CPU serial computers. The organisation of such computers is as shown in fig. 1.4. The computer's single processor accesses a single memory, and inputs and outputs to and
Fig. 1.3 A Tree Representation
(a) Organisation of a small computer

(b) A Typical 8-bit Microcomputer Structure

Fig. 1.4 Characteristics of Small Computers
from the outside world. The CPU comprises the arithmetic and logic unit, ALU, which is often made up of a whole set of simple special purpose processors, the control unit, CU, together with its high-speed registers. More specialized hardware such as for floating point arithmetic capability are sometimes added to improve the speed performance of the computer. Often there are several input/output (IO) devices, and a hierarchy of successively slower and larger memories. But the computation is done by the single CPU, using data and programs stored in its main memory.

The consideration of such autonomous and interconnected computers sharing a single computation as described above imply the existence of a computer network. Computer networks can be considered to have emerged from the convergence of computer and telecommunication technologies, fig.1.5 and 1.6: two technologies with quite distinct histories and traditions.

As a consequence of the computers becoming smaller, cheaper and more numerous the need to interconnect them together into networks (ref. 1.25) has continued to increase. Today’s microcomputers have processing speeds, instruction sets and memory management capabilities comparable to many medium power minicomputers. The small computers tend to have less complex software while the larger and more powerful computers are usually multi-accessed, time-shared, multiprogrammed and have large and complex software. The software of these large mainframe-like computers is often written in an exotic language, is machine dependent or is embedded in a complex web of libraries and thus requiring special system calls and other non-portable environmental features. They also tend to have very specialised hardware. Hence part of the reason for the need for the computers to internetwork arises because of the prospects for resource
Fig. 1.5 Convergence of Computing and Telecommunications
Fig. 1.6 Computing and Communications Interdependencies
sharing, load sharing and to distribute the computing power existing within the network. The ARPA network (ref. 1.11, 1.12, 1.13) is the largest long-haul computer network in existence and it interconnects hundreds of computers geographically distributed across several continents. Another major factor which has contributed to the idea of computer networking is that the cost of the computation has progressively continued to fall over the last decade and has fallen to the point where the cost of the computation is cheaper than the cost of the communication facilities. From this it can be seen that the effect of computer networks is to reduce the effect of geography and distance. However, in a distributed computation environment it is necessary that the total delay in the communication network be very small. Fortunately, in a wideband broadcast-type LAN considered in this thesis very small delay can be achieved.

Several non-reconfigurable models of distributed computation are now examined.

1.3.2.1 The Hierarchical Model

In the hierarchical distributed computation model the computers in the network are functionally arranged hierarchically as shown in fig. 1.7. This is a logical arrangement in situations where the distribution of the entire computation is structured hierarchically. At the lowest level small microcomputers execute certain low level functions locally, such as computations and transactions, and then pass the results up to the next level of more powerful computers such as minicomputers. Some or even all the computations and transactions eventually reach the highest level of large mainframe-like computers which in turn may have access to on-line files or data-bases. This top level computer performs its own type of processing on its own transactions using the data and results from the lower computation levels. In this way each level processes a different level of detail.
Fig. 1.7 Hierarchical Computation Model
A factory complex such as for production or process control may support such a hierarchical structure. The many monitoring instruments and sensors taking readings in an industrial or chemical process may be under the control of microcomputers. Minicomputers in turn analyse data and supervise the performance of the microcomputer by setting switches, operating the relays, adjusting the valves and regulating temperature and speed. Thus, the minicomputers control the process and also provide very fast response to critical changes. The highest level mainframe computer uses data and computation results from the minicomputers to enable it to perform high level functions such as process optimization, quality control, planning, management control and general data processing.

1.3.2.2 The User-Server Model

In the user-server computation model each individual computer in the network has enough computing power to serve the local site. This adequate computing power may be provided by a personal minicomputer with limited local disk storage. In such a set-up (ref. 1.26) specialized high quality or mass storage facilities may be located elsewhere on the network as shown in fig. 1.8. In this way it is possible to achieve resource sharing of large disk servers, file servers, data-base servers, expensive or unique high resolution phototypesetter, high quality printers or graphics facilities which may be centrally located due to economy of scale.

1.3.2.3 The Pool Processor Model

Computing requirements tend to be very bursty in nature. In such a bursty computation environment a relatively short but intensive period during which the computer is in use is usually followed by a relatively long period when the computing power is idle. In order to reduce this expensive CPU idle time, it may be found necessary to pool the processors in a central area and provide the various geographically distributed
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Fig. 1.8 User-Server Computation Model
users with non-intelligent terminals (ref. 1.27). Thus instead of providing each user with enough computing power, the computing power is centralized and accessed by any user who requests it as shown in fig. 1.9. In this way diverse and specialized CPU can be shared. In addition to pooling just the processors, other expensive or special high quality peripherals and data base could also be pooled (ref. 1.28). But the major disadvantage encountered in the pooled resource models such as the pooled processor and the user-server models is the complexity of the scheduling algorithm needed (ref. 1.29), to determine the properties of the computation such as floating point or memory requirements, and also the possibility of deadlock.

1.3.2.4 The CPU Cache Model

In the CPU cache model of distributed computation a smaller computer decides to share its workload with an existing more powerful and centrally located computer in the network. Such a situation can easily obtain in an organisation whose workload exceeds the capacity of the largest existing CPU. CPU cache in this context is used analogously with the memory cache in which there are two levels of the main memory: a small fast memory and a large slow memory. In such a set up the cache algorithm attempts to keep the most heavily used data in the fast memory, to reduce the memory access time. Many such users with a CPU cache problem and existing within a geographically small area may be connected to several existing powerful computers in the same network, as shown in fig. 1.10.

The CPU cache model of distributed computation is about halfway that of the user-server model in which each user has enough local computing power capability provided by a personal minicomputer and the pool processor model in which each user has limited local processing capability (ref. 1.30).
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In the CPU cache model each user has a small general-purpose computer which is capable of running a wide variety of user programs completely in a stand-alone mode. Such a definition of these smaller computers include the 8-bit and 16-bit microcomputers and some minicomputers. Even though they are relatively small, these smaller computers may still have versatile architecture and powerful instruction sets to support massive computational power such as floating-point capability, input/output devices such as high-speed printers, plotters, microfilm recorders and magnetic tapes as shown in fig. 1.11.

Hence in the CPU cache model the workload of the smaller computer is effectively partitioned into two portions and processed thus by the two computers. The decision to run a particular portion of the computation on one computer or the other is based on the relative suitability of the two machines and may depend on such factors as:

a) The relative processing costs of the two machines
b) The communication bandwidth between the two machines
c) The current workload

The current workload at the large computer is a very dominant factor in the decision where to run a particular computation. When the workload at the large computer is light then it can be expected that a large portion of the partitioned workload is sent to run there because the machine there is faster.

This thesis is based on the CPU cache model of distributed computation. The CPU cache model is based on the relative performance of the computers sharing the workload. This relative performance has so far been distinguished by the terms small and large computers. The terms small and large are now further clarified.
Fig. 1.11 Small Computer and Peripherals
1.4 SMALL AND LARGE COMPUTERS

On the one hand the distinction between the small and large computers to explain the existence of a CPU cache is not obvious. The adjectives small and large are relative terms. A computer can be small physically but quite powerful in terms of its instruction set capability. Microcomputers may be described as small computers but their software may enable them to outperform many older generation computers which are physically large. Hence the level of technology is an important factor in this classification. But many factors need to be taken into account to facilitate a valid distinction between the small and large computers.

One can classify computers into the four main categories shown in table 1.1.

On the other hand the level of technology achieved makes this classification even more difficult (ref. 1.5). When an improved basic technology becomes available to the computer designers, there are four paths that the designs can take to incorporate the technology:

a) Use the newer technology to build a lower cost system with the same performance and thereby attract new applications

b) Hold the cost constant and use the technological improvement to get an increase in performance. This approach provides a growth in performance and quality at a constant price.

c) Push the design to the limits of the new technology, thereby increasing both performance and cost. In this approach the new technology is used to build the most powerful machines possible and thus enabling previously unsolved problems to be solved and in so doing advance the state of the art.

d) Find a completely new structure using the computer as a basic archetype (e.g. the calculator) so that the design can be considered to be off the evolutionary path.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Programmable calculator</th>
<th>Microcomputer</th>
<th>Minicomputer</th>
<th>Multicomputer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Typical number of bits per word</td>
<td>12-64</td>
<td>4-16</td>
<td>12-32</td>
<td>16-64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Function</td>
<td>Dedicated</td>
<td>Dedicated or general purpose</td>
<td>General purpose</td>
<td>Dedicated or general purpose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed</td>
<td>Very slow</td>
<td>Slow to fast</td>
<td>Fast</td>
<td>Fast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Required user understanding of machine</td>
<td>Very limited</td>
<td>Extensive</td>
<td>Fair to substantial</td>
<td>Limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Typical high-level language</td>
<td>BASIC implemented in hardware</td>
<td>PL M</td>
<td>BASIC</td>
<td>ALGOL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Typical programming methods</td>
<td>Manually from keyboard</td>
<td>Assembly language</td>
<td>Assembly or high-level language</td>
<td>High-level language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Typical applications</td>
<td>Calculations</td>
<td>Device control</td>
<td>Problem solving</td>
<td>Solving large problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Accounting</td>
<td>Process control</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Replacement</td>
<td>Device control</td>
<td>Systems control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>of digital logic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Very low to low</td>
<td>Low to medium</td>
<td>Medium to high</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.1 Comparison of Typical Characteristics of Computer Classes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>8008</th>
<th>8080</th>
<th>8085</th>
<th>8086</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>number of instructions</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of flags</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum memory size</td>
<td>16K bytes</td>
<td>64K bytes</td>
<td>64K bytes</td>
<td>1M bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I/O ports</td>
<td>8 input</td>
<td>256 input</td>
<td>256 input</td>
<td>64K input</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of pins</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address bus width</td>
<td>8*</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data bus width</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data types</td>
<td>8-bit unsigned</td>
<td>8-bit unsigned</td>
<td>8-bit unsigned</td>
<td>8-bit unsigned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16-bit unsigned (limited)</td>
<td>16-bit unsigned (limited)</td>
<td>16-bit unsigned (limited)</td>
<td>16-bit unsigned (limited)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Packed BCD (limited)</td>
<td>Packed BCD (limited)</td>
<td>Packed BCD (limited)</td>
<td>Unpacked BCD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Addressing modes</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Immediate</td>
<td>Memory direct</td>
<td>Memory direct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(limited)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(limited)</td>
<td>Memory indirect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Memory indirect (limited)</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Immediate</td>
<td>Indexing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Immediate</td>
<td>Register</td>
<td>Immediate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Address and data bus multiplexed
* Memory can be addressed as a special case by using register M

Table 1.2 Comparison of Typical Features of Microcomputers
An examination of the use of new technology for constant cost and constant performance over a period of time leads to an economic view that computer classes can be distinguished by cost and grouped into the following four main categories:

a) Programmable calculators (or monolithic microcomputers)
b) Microcomputers
c) Minicomputers
d) Maxicomputers (or mainframe computers)

as shown in fig. 1.12. Hence, the measure used to define a new class is cost, whereas the measure used to define an established class is performance. This is primarily because once a new class has become established in the market, the users become familiar with what computers and what class can be used for their application, and hence tend to characterise that class on a performance basis. The characterisation of existing classes on a performance basis is important because at each new technology time, performance increases by one category, and the minicomputer performance becomes available on a microcomputer, for example. Hence by considering the effect of technology upon the computer classes using new technology for constant cost and constant performance the following conclusions may be drawn:

a) The cost declines and this creates new classes of computers
b) The new classes become the established classes
c) The established classes become encroached upon.

Computer types can also be classified on the basis of their bytes of virtual address space. Several computer space dimensions are roughly correlated with the number of bytes in the virtual address. A larger virtual address usually means:
a) Wider instruction words to hold larger virtual addresses. These wider words imply wider memories and data paths, higher CPU-Memory bandwidth, and larger instruction sets.

b) Usually, more functionality of the instruction set processor, represented by an ability to support more data-type in hardware.

c) Higher costs due to (a)

d) Higher performance to gain economies of scale.

Fig. 1.13 shows this relationship of bytes in the virtual address space over a period of time.

From this discussion it may be seen that the CPU cache model of distributed computation can be used in the sharing of a computation between a variety of computers, such as:

a) Microcomputers and minicomputers

b) Microcomputers and mainframe computers

c) Minicomputers and mainframe computers

d) 8-bit microcomputers and 16-bit microcomputers

From (d) it may be expected that a mild form of a CPU cache relationship may exist between computers in the same class such as one mainframe computer and another.

A few characteristics of the various computers classes, with the exception of the monolithic microcomputers, that may exhibit a CPU cache are examined below. Monolithic microcomputers (e.g. TMS1000) are primarily single-chip systems incorporating the processor, program ROM, variable RAM, and sometimes dedicated input/output.

1.4.1 The Microcomputer

Very many different microcomputers have been manufactured. Their processing power is primarily determined by the microprocessor on which they are based. They have external RAM and ROM chips and are usually faster.
Fig. 1.12  Computer Class as a Function of Price

Fig. 1.13  Computer Class as a Function of Virtual Address Space
than the monolithic microcomputers, since the off-chip placement of memory and input/output (IO) frees gates for more complex instructions and wider data paths. Some of the important features of these microprocessors around which the microcomputers are built are briefly examined.

1.4.1.1 The 4040 4-bit microprocessor

The important features of the 4040 processors include

a) 24 registers
b) 4-bit words with 12-bit addresses
c) Use of 2's complement and BCD arithmetic
d) Acceptance of programs written in machine and assembly language

1.4.1.2 The 8080/8085 8-bit microprocessor

The 8080 and 8085 are N-channel MOS, Fig. 1.14, and share the same machine and assembly language. Their other important features include

a) 10 principal registers, including one accumulator
b) 8-bit words with 16-bit addresses
c) 5 flags to show the CPU status
d) Use of 2's complement and BCD arithmetic
e) Acceptance of programs written in machine language, assembly language, BASIC, PASCAL, and PL/M (a subset of PL/I)
f) 111 and 113 instructions respectively
g) Clock frequency is between 1 and 4 MHz

1.4.1.3 The Z-80 8-bit microprocessor

The Z-80 is an N-channel MOS microprocessor, fig. 1.15. The Z-80 includes all the 8080 instructions as a subset and has:

a) 22 principal registers including two accumulators
b) 8-bit words with 16-bit addresses
c) 6 flags to show CPU status
The 8085 has on-chip system controller and clock generating capabilities, uses a single +5-V supply and has more bus control functions and interrupt capabilities.

Fig. 1.14 The 8080/8085 Microprocessor
Fig. 1.15  The Z-80 Microprocessor
d) Use of 2's complement and BCD arithmetic

e) Acceptance of programs written in machine language, assembly language, BASIC, PASCAL, PL/M

f) 158 different instructions

g) Clock frequency of 2.5 MHz

1.4.1.4 The M6800 8-bit microprocessor

The Motorola 6800 microprocessor resembles the 8080/8085 in many respects, fig. 1.16. Its important architectural features include

a) 6 principal registers including 2 accumulators

b) 8-bit words with 16-bit addresses

c) 6 flags to show CPU status

d) Use of 2's complement and BCD arithmetic

e) Acceptance of programs written in machine language, assembly language, BASIC, PASCAL, MPL (a subset of PL/l)

f) 72 types of instructions

g) Clock frequency of 1 MHz

1.4.1.5 The 16-bit microprocessors

The 16-bit microprocessors have evolved in direct competition with the well-established minicomputer classes. Some typical 16-bit microprocessors are the Intel 8086, Z-8000, M68000 and the Texas Instruments TMS9900. The main advantages of the 16-bit microprocessors come from the fact that with 16-bit word size, more powerful instructions can be written which allow for much efficient way to perform powerful computational tasks. Most of the present 16-bit microprocessors have instruction sets which are built around specific microcomputer instruction sets, thus allowing the user to take advantage of all the existing software available for a specific minicomputer. The main disadvantage with the 16-bit microprocessors is that more than 40 pins are used on the microprocessor
Fig. 1.16 The 6800 Microprocessor
package unless bus multiplexing is used. However multiplexing of bus information increases the system complexity, as far as parts counts is concerned, and this may slow down the speed of operation of the overall system. Tables 1.2, 1.3, 1.4 and 1.5 show a comparison of some of the important features of Intel microprocessors (ref. 1.5).

1.4.2 The Minicomputer

Many different types of minicomputers have been manufactured. Two of the more popular minicomputers are briefly examined.

1.4.2.1 The PDP-8 Minicomputer

PDP-8 is one of the earliest minicomputers and is widely available. The most important features include

a) One accumulator
b) 12-bit words
c) Separate buses for memory and I/O
d) Use of 2’s complement arithmetic
e) Acceptance of programs written in machine language, assembly language, FORTRAN, BASIC, PASCAL

1.4.2.2 The PDP-11 Minicomputer

PDP-11 is one of the most popular computers. Some of its most important features include:

a) 8 or 16 registers
b) 16-bit words divided into two 8-bit bytes that can be individually addressed and manipulated. Some models have 32-bit words.
c) A single bus (Unibus) for operations with both memory and I/O devices
d) A processor status register that keeps track of four types of conditions.
e) Use of 2’s complement arithmetic
f) Acceptance of programs written in machine language, assembly language, BASIC, FORTRAN, PASCAL
### Table 1.3 Comparison of Typical Microcomputer Performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>NOC</th>
<th>NBC/0 (2 MHz)</th>
<th>NBC/5 (8 MHz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>register-register transfer</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jump</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>register-immediate operation</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subroutine call</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>increment (16-bit)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>addition (16-bit)</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transfer (16-bit)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All times are given in microseconds.

### Table 1.4 Comparison of Typical Microcomputer Technology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Silicon gate technology</th>
<th>NOC</th>
<th>NBC</th>
<th>NOC/0</th>
<th>NBC/5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P-channel enhancement load device</td>
<td>0.5-0.8 MHz</td>
<td>2-3 MHz</td>
<td>3-5 MHz</td>
<td>5-8 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-channel enhancement load device</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-channel depletion load device</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scaled N-channel (HMOS) depletion load device</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clock rate</td>
<td>30 ns</td>
<td>15 ns</td>
<td>5 ns</td>
<td>3 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Typical speed-power product</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>4,500</td>
<td>6,500</td>
<td>20,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approximate number of transistors</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average transistor density (mil² per transistor)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Fastest inverter function available with worst-case processing
* Linear-mode enhancement load
* This is 29,000 transistors if all ROM and PLA available placement sites are counted
* Gate equivalent can be estimates by dividing by 3.
### Table 1.5 Characteristics of Various Microprocessors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Memory module</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Access method</th>
<th>Module size (bits)</th>
<th>Module/8-bit computer</th>
<th>Access time (ns)</th>
<th>Data rate (bits)</th>
<th>Contrib. (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Punched paper card</td>
<td>Permanent, archival</td>
<td>Random, linear</td>
<td>(500 - 1,000) card, 1,000 card/unit</td>
<td>4 - 2</td>
<td>10^6 - 10^9</td>
<td>10^6</td>
<td>2 x 10^6 - 2 x 10^7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic card</td>
<td>Secondary, archival</td>
<td>Linear, constant cyclic</td>
<td>3 x 10^6</td>
<td>1 - 4</td>
<td>10^6 - 10^9</td>
<td>0.4 x 10^6</td>
<td>1.5 x 10^6 - 5 x 10^7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic tape</td>
<td>Secondary, archival</td>
<td>Linear cyclic</td>
<td>7 x 10^6</td>
<td>1 - 16</td>
<td>10^9 - 10^12</td>
<td>0.4 x 10^6</td>
<td>2 x 10^6 - 5 x 10^7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moving head, floppy disk</td>
<td>Secondary, cyclic</td>
<td>Linear cyclic</td>
<td>10^6 - 10^7</td>
<td>1 - 2</td>
<td>10^1 - 10^3</td>
<td>10^6</td>
<td>10^6 - 10^7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moving head disk pack</td>
<td>Secondary, cyclic</td>
<td>Linear cyclic</td>
<td>4 x 10^6</td>
<td>1 - 16</td>
<td>10^1 - 10^3</td>
<td>10^6 - 10^7</td>
<td>3 x 10^6 - 10^7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed head disk</td>
<td>Secondary, cyclic</td>
<td>Linear cyclic</td>
<td>10^6 - 10^7</td>
<td>1 - 40</td>
<td>10^3 - 10^7</td>
<td>10^6 - 10^7</td>
<td>3 x 10^6 - 10^7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drum</td>
<td>Secondary, cyclic</td>
<td>Linear cyclic</td>
<td>(1 - 5) x 10^6</td>
<td>1 - 10</td>
<td>10^2 - 10^6</td>
<td>10^6 - 10^7</td>
<td>0.5 x 10^7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic bubbles</td>
<td>Secondary, cyclic</td>
<td>Linear cyclic</td>
<td>(1 - 5) x 10^6</td>
<td>1 - 10</td>
<td>10^2 - 10^6</td>
<td>10^6 - 10^7</td>
<td>0.5 x 10^7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charge-coupled devices</td>
<td>Secondary, cyclic</td>
<td>Linear cyclic</td>
<td>10^6 - 10^7</td>
<td>1 - 10</td>
<td>10^2 - 10^6</td>
<td>10^6 - 10^7</td>
<td>10^6 - 10^7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video disk</td>
<td>Read/once</td>
<td>Linear cyclic</td>
<td>10^6 - 10^7</td>
<td>1 - 10</td>
<td>10^2 - 10^6</td>
<td>10^6 - 10^7</td>
<td>10^6 - 10^7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulk core memory</td>
<td>Primary, secondary</td>
<td>Random</td>
<td>10^6 - 10^7</td>
<td>1 - 8</td>
<td>10^2 - 10^6</td>
<td>10^6 - 10^7</td>
<td>0.5 x 10^7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High speed core</td>
<td>Primary, secondary</td>
<td>Random</td>
<td>10^6 - 10^7</td>
<td>1 - 16</td>
<td>10^2 - 10^6</td>
<td>10^6 - 10^7</td>
<td>0.5 x 10^7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAND/NAND circuit</td>
<td>Primary, secondary</td>
<td>Random</td>
<td>10^6 - 10^7</td>
<td>1 - 20</td>
<td>10^2 - 10^6</td>
<td>10^6 - 10^7</td>
<td>0.5 x 10^7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated circuit</td>
<td>Primary, processor</td>
<td>Random</td>
<td>10^6 - 10^7</td>
<td>1 - 20</td>
<td>10^2 - 10^6</td>
<td>10^6 - 10^7</td>
<td>0.5 x 10^7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated circuit</td>
<td>Primary, cache, random</td>
<td>Content</td>
<td>2 x 10^7</td>
<td>1 - 2</td>
<td>10^2</td>
<td>10^6 - 10^7</td>
<td>0.5 x 10^7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read only</td>
<td>Processor instruction set</td>
<td>Random</td>
<td>10^6 - 10^7</td>
<td>1 - 10</td>
<td>10^2</td>
<td>10^6 - 10^7</td>
<td>0.5 x 10^7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. The first component is the memory medium (e.g., a disk pack), and the second component is the transistor (e.g., a disk drive).

### Table 1.6 Some Memory Characteristics
1.4.3 The Mainframe Computers

There are many different types of computers which fall under this category, some of which are powerful dedicated computers. All of these large and very powerful general-purpose computers are very expensive and they also tend to be the largest machines that can be built in a given technology at a given time. Their major characteristic is the possession of a large virtual-address space: in excess of 16 Mb. They also have a rich set of data-types. Over the years the scientific data-types have progressed from short-word to long-word fixed point scalars, to floating-point scalars and finally to vectors and arrays. They have high-performance CPU and some of them support instruction pipelining and instruction prefetch capability. Examples of these types of computers include the IBM System/360, VAX-11, CRAY-1, CDC 6600, STARAN and Illiac IV.

Since early 1960's, a number of parallel developments in computer architecture and software evolved, all seeking to make more efficient use of these expensive hardware installations. These developments sought not only to increase the number of tasks completed per unit of time but also to increase the efficiency of the hardware usage on single tasks. The four major system-level concepts that served as focal point for these developments were:

a) Multiprogramming
b) Timesharing
c) Virtual memory
d) Virtual machine

Another important consideration for these mainframe computers is the size of their memory and their memory hierarchy management. Usually the fastest, and most expensive, technology is used in the registers in
the CPU. Ideally one would like to execute programs as if all data existed in the CPU registers (mainly semiconductor). When more data are required, slower, larger, and lower-cost storage such as the primary memory (mainly semiconductor, magnetic core) is added. Larger program and data storage and medium-term storage can be provided by the secondary memory (mainly magnetic: drum, disk, tape). Finally tertiary memory (magnetic tape) provides archival and long-term storage. An important performance measure for memory is the memory access time, table 1.6. It has also been estimated that the CPU performance is very closely matched to the size of the computer memory (ref. 1.31, 1.32).

1.5 THIS THESIS

This thesis is primarily an analytical investigation into some aspects of measures of performance in a distributed computation environment and how this can be achieved in a wideband broadcast-type Local Area Computer Network (LAN). Hence the thesis can logically be considered to consist of two main parts: the pure communication aspects and the pure computation aspects.

By distributing a computation in this respect is meant the use of two or more autonomous computers which are interconnected by communication links to solve a single problem. Hence this thesis is based primarily on the processing performance of the traditional general-purpose single-CPU serial computer. As was explained previously, this traditional single-processor computer is only one of a potentially infinite number of possible computers: those with 1, 2, 3 ... n processors configured in all possible ways. The thesis specifically addresses itself to that mode of distributed computation in which two autonomous computers and interconnected by communication links are used to solve a single problem by
partitioning the problem into two portions and sharing it between themselves. Hence the CPU cache model of distributed computation is used. In a CPU cache environment (ref. 1.30, 1.33, 1.34) a smaller computer shares its computational workload with a larger computer existing in its neighbourhood with the express aim of speeding up the computation to reduce the total time that the smaller computer would have taken to solve the same problem on its own, as was explained previously. Furthermore, an arbitrary number of such smaller computers are assumed to exist in the same LAN as the larger computer as illustrated in Fig. 1.17. But, despite their co-existence in the same LAN the smaller computers do not partition and share any computation among themselves. The only permitted mode of partitioning and sharing of the computational workload is that between the smaller computers and the larger computer in the LAN. Moreover, it is up to the smaller computers to gauge and to decide the size of the portion of their computational workload to process themselves and how much portion to schedule to the larger computer. Furthermore it is left to the smaller computers to decide for themselves whether or not it is worth apportioning for scheduling and assigning any of their computational workload to the larger computer. In order to facilitate the smaller computers to reach a reasonable decision as to how much of their work-load to share with the larger computer the latter, at intervals, reports to the former an estimate of the computational workload backlogged at the larger computer. In this way the smaller computer will be encouraged to go ahead and schedule some of its computational workload to the larger computer if the backlog workload there is small and vice versa if the workload is large. It is possible that in the majority of cases the smaller computer has little or no workload at all to share with the larger computer in
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the LAN. In this case the workload at the larger computer will be low for most of the time, in which case any smaller computer apportioning its workload to the larger computer can expect to get it run there reasonably fast. On the other hand it may be expected that at certain other times the smaller computers have appreciable workloads and need to share some of it with the larger computer and thus increasing the backlog computational workload there too. In this case the smaller computers can expect that shared workload at the larger computer to run considerably slower. Hence the backlog computational workload at the larger computer is a critical factor in this mode of distributed computation.

It can be expected that as the smaller computers get faster, cheaper and more abundant programmers are going to continue to want to solve problems of increasingly larger size. The simultaneous existence of some form of a "computer centre" in the neighbourhood will then set the situation right for the CPU cache mode of distributed computation within the LAN. Such a situation can easily obtain in such environments as

a) The University
b) Factory complex
c) Research Laboratories

1.6 ORGANISATION OF THE THESIS

Chapter two will attempt to present the overall picture concerning the topology of the network of computers in the LAN. It will also examine how the various computers in the LAN communicate with one another in general and the various protocols involved. It will also define the main characteristics of the type of LAN on which this thesis is based.

Chapter three will examine the characteristics and organisation of a problem for distributed computation. It will also examine how the
problem can be partitioned as well as the partitioning algorithms used.

Chapter four will examine the characteristics and principles of computation. It will look at what constitutes a computation and the expression of a computation in terms of time. It will also examine computation probabilistically and will look at how the computation can be characterised by probability distribution or density functions.

Chapter five will address itself to the characteristics of the LAN with a view to examining channel delay performance and will determine the mean channel delay experienced by the channel packets.

Chapter six will examine and present the computational model used to characterise distributed computation. Its main aim is to characterise the workload at the large and more powerful computer in the LAN as this is a critical factor in distributed computation. It will also present the theoretical and experimental (simulation) results obtained.

Finally, chapter seven will briefly review the results and make suggestions for possible future developments.
CHAPTER 2
NETWORK ORGANISATION

2.1 INTRODUCTION

The design and organisational issues of computer networks are very broad and cover many diverse and interrelated areas such as the computer hardware organisation, computer software organisation, communications processor hardware and software, network topology and network protocols, (ref. 2.1, 2.2). Other major operational issues such as the routing procedures, flow control, congestion control and communication switching procedures also have to be resolved in order to facilitate a smoothly operating network. This chapter examines some of these main organisational features of a computer network with the aim of presenting the basic format of this thesis.

2.2 THE NETWORK STRUCTURE

Modern computer networks are designed in a highly structured way. A structured design facilitates the network to be flexible and to grow in size or in quality of the service it provides simply by adding on another facility or a software sophistication without the need to disrupt the existing layout. In a computer network this layout can be either the network hardware or the network software which together determine the kinds of services or applications the network may support.

The two main issues of the network structure are its topology and architecture.

2.2.1 The Network Topology

In a computer communication network there exists a collection of machines (the computers) (ref. 2.8), which are capable of running user
programs. These machines are sometimes referred to as the network-users or the network-stations or just users. These network-users are connected together by means of the communication subnet whose job it is to carry data from one network-user to another. The communications subnet itself can be considered to consist of two basic components:

a) the communication switches

b) the communication channels

The communication switches may themselves be small processors of varying degrees of complexity. All traffic to and from a network-user must go through its communication switch. All the communication switches are in turn interconnected by means of the transmission channels. The way in which the communication channels interconnect the communication switches define the topology of the network.

Communication within the communication subnet can take on two basic forms: point-to-point or broadcast (ref. 2.11, 2.12, 2.13, 2.14).

2.2.1.1 Point-to-point channels

In a point-to-point communications subnet (ref. 2.7), the network contains many communication links each one of which interconnects a pair of network-users. If two network-users not sharing a link wish to communicate, they must do so indirectly via other intermediate network-users. When a message is sent from one network-user to another via one or more intermediate users, the message is received at each intermediate user in its entirety, stored there temporarily until the required output line is free, and then forwarded. Hence point-to-point channels are also variously known as store-and-forward channels.
Some of the network topologies that support point-to-point communications subnet are (ref. 2.14):

a) star network  
b) loop network  
c) hierarchical tree network  
d) mesh network

These are illustrated in fig. 2.1.

Point-to-point communications subnet is generally not used for local networks but has been used for long-haul computer communication networks such as ARPA (ref. 2.3, 2.10), SITA (ref. 2.4, 2.5) and TYMNET (ref. 2.6).

2.2.1.2 Broadcast channels

In a broadcast-type communications subnet (ref. 2.10), a single communication channel is shared by all the network-users. Inherent in such a topology is the fact that messages transmitted by any network-user will be received by all the other users in the network. Messages must therefore carry some identification indicating to which network-user the message is intended for. Network-users receiving messages not intended for them must ignore and not interfere with them. Because all users share a common transmission link, one and only one network-user is allowed to gain access and to transmit into the channel at any one time. Hence some form of a channel access control must be exercised to determine which network-user may transmit next. Centralized or distributed channel access control schemes can be used. In the event of a simultaneous channel access some collision arbitration mechanism must be employed to resolve the conflict.

Some of the network topologies that support broadcast-type communications subnets are shown in fig. 2.2, and described below.
Fig. 2.1 Point-to-point network topologies
(a) The bus topology

(b) The broadcast tree topology
(c) The ring topology

(d) Satellite or radio topology

Fig. 2.2 Multi-point Network Topology
2.2.1.2.1 The Bus Topology

In the bus network (ref. 2.16) all network-users attach, through the appropriate hardware interfacing, directly to a linear (passive) transmission channel. At any one time just one network-user is allowed to be the bus-master and can transmit its messages (ref. 2.15). During this time all the other users are prohibited from sending their messages but must listen to the transmissions in progress. The twisted-pair and the coaxial cable are two of the most common transmission channels employed in the bus communications subnet. Hence the bus communications subnet can support wideband communication. The coaxial cable can support baseband or broadband communication (ref. 2.17, 2.18, 2.21). In the baseband bus communications subnet digital signalling and bidirectional transmission are used. In this way the entire channel bandwidth is utilized by the signal. The bus communications subnet can support a signal transmission speed of up to about 50 Mbps, a maximum distance of about 25 km, and can also support several hundred network-users depending on the size of the network and the transmission speed. The broadband bus communications subnet (ref. 2.19, 2.20) uses analog signalling and unidirectional transmission so that frequency division multiplexing (FDM) can be used and considerably longer distances can be covered. If the size of the network is small, the broadcast bus topology is appropriate.

2.2.1.2.2 The Tree Topology

The tree topology is a slight generalization of the bus topology. The transmission channel is a branching passive cable without any closed loops. Just like the bus topology, baseband and broadband communication can be supported by the tree communications subnet topology (ref. 2.19, 2.20, 2.21). Most of the characteristics cited above for the bus topology
also apply to the tree topology.

2.2.1.2.3 The Ring Topology

In the ring topology (ref. 2.22, 2.23, 2.24, 2.25), network-users are attached to the transmission channel via repeaters, each of which is connected to two others by unidirectional transmission links to form a single closed path. Since multiple users share the ring, control is needed to determine at what time each user may insert its message. Like in the bus and the tree topologies this control can be achieved in a distributed rather than in a centralized way. Each user has enough channel access logic that controls transmission and reception of messages in the subnet.

Transmission in the ring subnet is unidirectional so that the message bits are transmitted sequentially, bit by bit, around the ring from one repeater to the next. Each repeater in turn regenerates and retransmits each bit. In this way each individual bit of the message propagates around the ring separately, not waiting for the rest of the message to which it belongs. Thus each bit may travel round the entire ring within a few bit times, usually before the complete message has been transmitted. This characteristic behaviour of the broadcast ring topology differs from that of the loop point-to-point topology in that in the loop topology each user message is not retransmitted until the entire message has been received. In the ring network each link between the network users may therefore have a different message on it at any one time.

Twisted-pair, baseband coaxial cable and the optical fibre can be used as the links of the transmission channel in the ring topology, and either analog or digital signalling can be used. A transmission speed of
up to 10 Mbps, a maximum distance of a few kilometers and a few tens of
users can be supported on the ring communications subnet.

2.2.1.2.4 The Satellite and Radio Topology

In the satellite (ref. 2.45) or ground radio (ref. 2.26, 2.27),
topology each network user has an aerial by means of which it can transmit
and receive. The satellite network consists of a set of ground stations
and a communications satellite in a synchronous orbit. The ground stations
transmit data to the satellite, which then broadcasts the transmission
back down to all the ground stations. In this way all the network users
can hear the output of the satellite and also possibly some of the trans­
missions of the other network users to the satellite.

Because of the nature of the satellite network communications subnet,
the transmission frequency ranges are high and hence there is a potential
for high transmission data rates (ref. 2.28). However, the satellite
subnet has a long round-trip propagation delay of about half a second
(ref. 2.13) and hence is more suitable for long-haul networks. The long­
haul ARPA network (ref. 2.27) has satellite links in its communications
subnet.

2.2.2 The OSI Network Architecture

In many computer networks different types of computers exist in the
network. Yet orderly communication between the various heterogenous
computers in the network (ref. 2.29, 2.30, 2.31, 2.32), is a major goal.
In general these computer communications aspects can be considered from
the point of view of the hardware and software. Both the computer and the
communications hardware are reasonably standard and present fewer problems.
But the architectures of the communications process for each computer in
the network needs to be fairly standard too in order to facilitate proper
communication among the various heterogenous computers. The model of such an architecture which forms the framework for defining standards for linking the many heterogenous computers in a network is the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) (ref. 2.33, 2.34).

The OSI model partitions the software for the communications function into a structured set of seven layers as shown in fig. 2.3. Such a structured and layered organisation also reduces the design complexity. The purpose of each layer is to perform a related subset of the functions required to communicate with processes in the other layers. By so doing each layer offers certain services to the higher layers, shielding those layers from the details of how the offered services are actually implemented. In this way, each layer performs a specific collection of properly defined functions and is also so defined that changes in one layer do not provoke serious changes in the adjacent layers.

In the OSI model layer n on one user machine must carry out its communication with layer n on another user machine in the network strictly according to the layer n protocols. Only at the lowest layer (layer 1) does direct physical communication between the corresponding users take place. All the other higher layers must establish and carry out virtual communication. By so doing each higher layer passes data and control information to the layer immediately below or above it until the lowest or the highest layer is reached depending on the direction of the communication process. The entities comprising the corresponding layers on the two different user machines are called peer processes. The protocols for the peer processes define such things as the data formats and signal levels, control information for proper coordination and error handling, and also
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speed matching and sequencing.

The seven OSI model layers and their functions are as follows:

2.2.2.1 Layer 1

Layer 1 is the Physical layer. (ref. 2.35, 2.36, 2.37). This layer is mainly concerned with the transmission of the raw unstructured bit stream over the physical transmission link. It is also concerned with the setting of such parameters as the signal voltage swing and the bit duration as well as dealing with the general issues pertaining to the

   a) mechanical: connector pin configuration and pin arrangement
   b) electrical: voltage swing, voltage change timing, transmission data rates, maximum transmission distance
   c) functional: connector pin signal functions and interpretation
   d) procedural: the sequence of events to be performed following the reception of a signal

characteristics necessary to establish, maintain and deactivate the physical link. RS-232-C is the most common standard in use. It can be used to connect a digital device to a modem which in turn connects to a voice-grade telephone line (ref. 2.38).

2.2.2.2 Layer 2

Layer 2 is the Data Link layer (refs. 2.39, 2.40, 2.41). Its main purpose is to take the raw transmission facility and to transform it into a line that is free of transmission errors to the higher Network Layer above it. The input data stream is broken up into blocks of data (data frames) and then transmitting these data frames sequentially to the higher Network Layer. It also processes such functions as frame acknowledgements. The Data Link layer shares many of its characteristics with the existing
bit-oriented protocols such as the HDLC (ref. 2.109, 2.111).

2.2.2.3 Layer 3

Layer 3 is the Network layer (refs. 2.42, 2.43, 2.44, 2.45, 2.46, 2.47, 2.48). Its main function is to control the operation of the communications subnet. It handles data in the form of packets. The packets may traverse the communications subnet either independently (datagram) or through a preestablished logical route (virtual circuit) and hence it is the work of the Network layer to govern the routing of the packets and also to deal with the issues of the flow and congestion control within the subnet. In this way it is the responsibility of this layer to provide for the transparent transfer of data between the transport entities. By so doing it relieves the higher layers above it, which provide end-to-end protocol, of the need to know anything about the underlying communications subnet. For terminals operating in the packet switching mode on public data networks the CCITT X-25 provides an interface between the data terminal equipment and the data circuit-terminating equipment. (ref. 2.49, 2.75, 2.76).

2.2.2.4 Layer 4

Layer 4 is the Transport layer (refs. 2.7, 2.50, 2.151). Its main function is to accept data from the Session layer above it, split the data up into smaller units and pass these to the Network layer below it. It is also the responsibility of this layer to ensure that these smaller data units arrive reliably at the other end. In this way the Transport layer has to provide also the end-to-end error recovery and flow control. It is also the function of this layer to specify such details as the type of service (datagram or virtual circuit) and the grade of service (error and loss levels, minimum delay, priority, and security). All this is
done in the most efficient way possible and in a way that isolates the Session layer above it from the inevitable changes in the hardware technology. Layers 4, 5, 6 and 7 of the OSI model provide end-to-end protocols and are not concerned with the details of the underlying communications subnet (ref. 2.52).

2.2.2.5 Layer 5

Layer 5 is the Session layer (refs. 2.7, 2.51, 2.52). The Session layer is the user's interface to the network. It provides a means for establishing, managing and terminating a connection (Session) with another process on another machine. In a distributed computation environment, it is also necessary that the Session layer manage the run-time environment. These are basically the routines that handle the interprocess communications and also monitoring the network for vital statistics relating to the interprocess calls at run-time during each computation session. Hence, the Session layer must make decisions, at run-time, concerning the location and movement of the various subproblems for computation as the workload in one machine changes, as well as the overall practicability of the network to support distributed computation. In this way the overall supervision and management of the distributed computation process is done by the Layer 5 protocols.

2.2.2.6 Layer 6

Layer 6 is the Presentation layer (ref. 2.53, 2.54, 2.55, 2.56, 2-57). The Presentation layer performs certain transformations on the data. It performs functions that are requested often enough to warrant a general solution and standardized application for them. Such functions can often be performed by special library routines that may be called by the
Examples of such transformations on data that may be performed by this layer are encryption, text compression and reformating (ref. 2.57, 2.58).

2.2.2.7 Layer 7

Layer 7 is the Application layer (ref. 2.59, 2.60, 2.61). The general content of the services provided by the Application layer is largely left to the individual user. When two user processes on different machines communicate, they alone determine the set of allowed messages and the action taken upon receipt of each. The boundary between the Presentation layer and the Application layer separates the domain of network designers from the domain of network users.

The Application layer defines the applications that can be run in a distributed environment. Such applications include the electronic mail, a transaction server, a file transfer protocol, and a job manipulation protocol such as the distribution of a computation. In a distributed computation environment a job scheduler has to be employed to partition the workload of one machine for distributing and sharing the workload with the various machines in the network so as to take maximum advantage of the resources of the network.

2.3 NETWORK CLASSIFICATIONS

Distributed processing can in general be characterised as a spectrum of activities which vary in the degree of their decentralization. At one extreme is remote networking in which one finds loose interconnection of previously isolated, widely separated, and rather large computing machines. These are the long-haul networks. A good example of a long-haul network is the ARPA network (ref. 1.12). At the other extreme is multiprocessing
in which one finds the construction of previously monolithic and serial computing systems from increasingly numerous and smaller systems computing in parallel such as the SIMD and MIMD structures (ref. 1.4, 1.5). Near the middle of this spectrum is local networking (ref. 2.62, 2.63, 2.64, 2.65, 2.66, 2.67, 2.68) in which one finds the interconnection of computers to gain the resource sharing of computer networking and the parallelism and speed of multiprocessing. This characterisation can be viewed in terms of the distance of separation in metres (m) and the physical size of the network as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Separation Distance</th>
<th>Physical Size</th>
<th>Classification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>less than 0.1 m</td>
<td>circuit board</td>
<td>Data Flow Machine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1 m to 1.0 m</td>
<td>system</td>
<td>Multiprocessors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0 m to 10 m</td>
<td>Room</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 m to 100 m</td>
<td>Building</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 m to 1 km</td>
<td>Campus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 km to 10 km</td>
<td>City</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 km to 100 km</td>
<td>Country</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 km to 1000 km</td>
<td>Continent</td>
<td>Long-haul network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>greater than 1000 km</td>
<td>Planet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Another characterisation that has been used to classify networks in a distributed processing environment is the product of the distance of separation and the data transmission rate. This product, now estimated at about 1 Gigabit-metre per second, is also sometimes taken as an indication of the level of the communication technology. This classification is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Separation Distance</th>
<th>Bit-rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Long-haul networks</td>
<td>greater than 10 km</td>
<td>less than 0.1 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local networks</td>
<td>10 km - 0.1 km</td>
<td>0.1 - 10 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiprocessing</td>
<td>less than 0.1 km</td>
<td>greater than 10 Mbps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.3.1 Local Networks

In general terms a local network is a communications network that provides interconnection of a variety of data communicating devices within a geographically small area such as a University campus or a factory complex (ref. 2.63, 2.67, 2.69, 2.70). Some of the major characteristics of a local network are:

a) a diameter of not more than a few kilometers
b) ownership by a single organisation
c) a data transmission rate exceeding 1 Mbps
d) low transmission error rates ($10^{-8}$ to $10^{-11}$).

Such a characterisation of local networks is quite general. By using such a definition of a local network three different and distinct types of local networks can be identified (ref. 2.71, 2.72): the CSLN network (ref. 2.73), the HSLN network (ref. 2.74) and the LAN network (ref. 2.47, 2.64), as described below.

2.3.1.1 The CSLN network

The CSLN is a circuit-switched local network (ref. 2.38, 2.86) that accommodates the characteristics of local network explained earlier. An example of a CSLN network is the Computerised Branch Exchange (CBX) (ref. 2.73, 2.77, 2.79). In the CSLN, the network-users are connected in a star topology to the main centrally located switching unit which establishes a dedicated path between any two users on the network. In this way hundreds or thousands of network-users can be thus interconnected within a relatively small geographical area (about 1 km), but the data transmission speed is usually low (9.6 to 64 kbps) (ref. 2.67).

2.3.1.2 The HSLN network

The HSLN is a high-speed packet-switched local network (ref. 2.74) with all the characteristics of the local networks defined earlier. The
HSLN have been described as characteristically computer-room networks (ref. 2.63) which connect a few relatively expensive high speed mainframe computers and other mass storage or high speed data processing peripherals of large organisations such as large companies or research laboratories. The network-users in the HSLN local networks aim to obtain high end-to-end throughput at high data transmission speeds (about 50 Mbps) using wideband coaxial cable bus topology within a relatively small geographical area (less than 1 km).

2.3.1.3 The LAN network

The LAN are local area packet-switched networks that too share all the characteristics of local networks defined earlier. LANs can support mainframe computers, minicomputers, microcomputers and other terminal and peripheral devices (ref. 2.47, 2.67, 2.69). Bus or tree topologies using coaxial cables or ring network topology using twisted-pair, coaxial cable or optical fibre links (ref. 2.82, 2.83) can be used in LANs. Data transmission rate on LANs can average between 1 and 20 Mbps. Several hundred network-users can be supported on a LAN. A considerable amount of research has been directed to the study of LANs (ref. 2.68, 2.69, 2.47) and a draft IEEE 802 LAN standard (ref. 2.80) has been developed. Both baseband and broadband cable systems can be implemented on LANs (ref. 2.19, 2.21) and utilizing the entire bandwidth of the transmission channel.

One of the most well-known LAN network was based on baseband coaxial cable bus topology and was called the Ethernet System (ref. 2.68, 2.69, 2.81). An Ethernet is a branching broadcast communication network for carrying digital data packets among its locally distributed network-users. The packet transport mechanism provided by Ethernet has been used to build networks which can be viewed as either local computer networks or loosely
coupled multiprocessors. The Ethernet's shared communication facility, its ether, is a passive broadcast transmission medium with no central control. Coordination of access to the ether for packet broadcast is distributed among the contending network-users using a controlled statistical arbitration. Switching of packets to their destinations on the ether is distributed also among the receiving network-users using packet address recognition. Because of its flexibility, the ether can simply be added on and extended to accommodate more network-users as shown in fig. 2.4. The baseband coaxial cable system on which the ethernet is based was a special 50-ohm cable rather than the standard 75-ohm cable because the digital signals on the 50-ohm cable suffer less intense reflections from the insertion capacitance of the taps, and also provides better immunity against low-frequency electromagnetic noise. Figs. 2.5, 2.6, 2.7 and 2.8 show the organisation of an ethernet communication network (ref. 2.68, 2.81).

The main components of an ethernet computer communication network include:

a) 50-ohm terminators
b) 50-ohm coaxial cable
c) Tap
d) Transceiver
e) Transceiver cable
f) Controller interface
g) Controller
h) Computer

The computers attach to the transmission cable by means of a tap. The distance between the taps is designed to ensure that reflections between adjacent taps do not add in phase. The transceiver taps into the
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coaxial cable and facilitates the transmission and reception of digital signals to and from the transmission channel. All the electronics necessary to recognise the presence of valid digital signals on the transmission channel and the detection of invalid collision signals on the channel are contained in the transceiver. The transmission data may be Manchester encoded (ref. 2.80). This coding scheme has the property that it has a transition in every bit cell and has a 50% duty cycle. The bits are phase-encoded in the controller before being passed to the transceiver. The first half of a bit cell contains the complement of the bit while the second half contains the bit itself. In this way, there is a transition in the middle of the bit cell: a positive edge corresponding to a "1" and a negative edge corresponds to a "0". The voltage levels transmitted into the cable are 3 volts for "on" and 0 volts for "off". Carrier is detected by the presence of these transitions on the cable. The detection of valid and invalid digital signals on the transmission channel is a basic requirement in broadcast networks that employ carrier-sense multiple-access with collision detection (CSMA-CD) protocol. The transceiver connects to the controller via a four-pair transceiver cable and interface. The interface may be used to implement serial-parallel or parallel-serial data format. The controller contains the main hardware and software necessary to facilitate communication in the LAN communications subnet. Some of the controller functions include the detection and processing of the collision signal, the implementation of the packet retransmission strategy, enabling and disabling the transceiver, and managing the exchange of packets to and from the communication channel. The 50 - ohm cable terminators 'mop up' signals and prevent sustained signal reflections from the ends of the transmission cable.
The number of cable taps, the coaxial cable length, the transmission bit rate together with the electrical characteristics of the ethernet components have all to be taken into account to determine the physical size of the ethernet LAN network. A prototype bus topology ethernet communication network operating at 3 Mbps, connecting up to 255 computers, which span over a linear distance of 1 km was one of the earlier such LAN networks (ref. 2.68, 2.81).

A repeater can be used to extend the size of an ethernet network (ref. 2.26, 2.68, 2.84, 2.91). Such a repeater consists of two transceivers joined together and connected to two different segments of the coaxial cable as shown in fig. 2.9. It allows digital signals to pass in both directions between the two cable segments, amplifying and regenerating the signals as they traverse through the network but without buffering the signals. Despite the repeaters, the service provided by the ethernet LAN is transparent to the users in the network.

2.4 NETWORK ACCESS PROTOCOLS

The purpose of the communications subnet is to transport data between the network-users quickly and reliably. For this to be accomplished one of the major decisions to be made is how the various contending users in the network should gain access to the communications subnet. These decisions define the set of rules that must be implemented in order to queue and multiplex the ready users in the network who have data to transmit. The method used to accomplish such multiplexing depends very much on the nature of the users, the topology of the network and the switching mechanism to be used.
Fig. 2.9 A 2-segment Ethernet Network
The two main forms of multiplexing are the time division multiplexing (TDM) and the frequency division multiplexing (FDM) (ref. 2.108), as shown in fig. 2.10. In the type of network considered in this thesis FDM type multiplexing is not employed. TDM can be either synchronous or asynchronous. Synchronous TDM can be used with the circuit-switched Local networks (ref. 2.85, 2.87). Both synchronous TDM and FDM techniques of allocating access to the communications subnet are substantially wasteful of bandwidth, especially if the network-users require the services of the subnet infrequently. This is more so for computer communication networks in which the mode of data transmission in the subnet is bursty. Bursty data transmission (ref. 2.88) is characterised by a low duty cycle. In such a mode of data transmission asynchronous TDM is more efficient in the utilization of the communication subnet resource. Asynchronous TDM may further be subdivided into either random or controlled modes of channel access. Controlled access techniques can be further categorised depending on whether the control is centralized, in which case polling and reservation techniques can be used, or whether the control is distributed in which case token passing and reservation techniques can be used (ref. 2.74, 2.89, 2.90). Random access techniques are quite suitable for LANs. Various channel access techniques such as the pure ALOHA, slotted ALOHA, slotted ring, register insertion, CSMA and CSMA-CD can all be considered under random access (ref. 2.85, 2.88, 2.92, 2.93, 2.102).

2.4.1 Pure ALOHA Technique

Pure ALOHA channel access technique is the earliest random access protocol and was developed for UHF ground-based packet radio broadcasting networks (ref. 2.94). It is applicable to any broadcast communication subnet. In the pure ALOHA system, whenever a network-user is ready with a packet to transmit the user just proceeds and does so. In this way
Fig. 2.10  Network Access Schemes
each user transmits the packets in an uncoordinated fashion and at times which are completely independent of packet transmission times of the other ready users. A consequence of this uncoordinated use of the communications subnet is that packets from different sources may be transmitted at the same time and therefore be involved in a collision, thereby destroying each other, and hence cannot be recognised at their destination. After transmitting the packet in a pure ALOHA fashion each user must listen for a length of time equal to the maximum round-trip propagation delay time of the network. If the user gets an acknowledgement during that period of time then the packet crossed the communications subnet safely; otherwise the user must assume that the packet was lost or damaged in transit and must retransmit the packet again. In such pure ALOHA networks the number of collisions rise very rapidly with increasing channel load and the maximum theoretical channel utilization is only about 18%.

2.4.2 Slotted ALOHA Technique

Slotted ALOHA (ref. 2.95) was a modification of the pure ALOHA system to improve the theoretical channel utilization and throughput of the pure ALOHA. In slotted ALOHA channel time is organised into uniform time slots of length equal to the packet transmission time. All network users are provided with a system synchronised clock which indicates the beginning of each transmission time slot. Users must transmit their packet only at the beginning of a time slot. In this way collisions may still occur but now the amount of channel time wasted per collision is halved to one transmission segment compared with the possible maximum of two segments of the pure ALOHA. By so doing the theoretical maximum channel utilization is doubled to about 37%.
Both pure and slotted ALOHA systems are inherently unstable under heavy channel load (ref. 2.96, 2.97, 2.107). In an unstable ALOHA system excessive traffic leads to more collisions which in turn leads to more retransmission and thus eventually useful throughput reduces to almost zero even though the channel is fully loaded.

2.4.3 CSMA Techniques

Both pure and slotted ALOHA techniques are reasonably suitable for UHF ground-based packet radio and satellite broadcast topologies in which the propagation delay between the network users is significant in comparison with the packet transmission time. In broadcast LANs employing bus and tree topologies the propagation delay is very small compared with the packet transmission time. For this reason CSMA protocol (ref. 2.92) can be used. CSMA protocol has also been used for ground packet radio networks (ref. 2.98, 2.99). In a CSMA protocol a ready user wishing to transmit a packet must first listen to the transmission channel for any on-going transmissions in progress. If the transmission channel is silent then the ready user may transmit; otherwise the channel is busy with the transmissions of another user and hence the ready user must defer his transmission for some period of time before attempting to transmit again. A successful ready user must wait for a reasonable period of time for an acknowledgement, taking into account the maximum round-trip propagation delay, and consider also that the acknowledging user must too contend for the transmission channel in order to respond. In this way much higher channel utilization than that obtained by slotted ALOHA can be achieved using CSMA. The maximum channel utilization that can be achieved depends on the packet transmission time and the propagation delay of the communication subnet.
With CSMA two algorithms have been used to specify how a ready user must behave upon finding the transmission channel busy. These two algorithms are the non-persistent and the p-persistent protocols (ref. 2.99, 2.100).

2.4.3.1 Non-persistent CSMA Protocol

In the non-persistent CSMA protocol a ready user must exercise the following steps:

Step 1: If the channel is sensed silent, then transmit the packet.
Step 2: If the channel is sensed busy, then wait an amount of time determined from a specified probability distribution (random retransmission delay) and repeat step 1.

In this way the probability of collisions is greatly reduced. But random retransmission times may introduce unnecessary delay in the network when there are few to moderate numbers of ready users and the collisions are few and far between.

2.4.3.2 1-persistent CSMA Protocol

One way to improve the channel delay performance of a non-persistent CSMA protocol is to use the 1-persistent CSMA protocol (ref. 2.100). In a 1-persistent CSMA protocol a ready user must exercise the following rules:

Step 1: If the channel is sensed silent, then with probability one transmit the packet.
Step 2: If the channel is sensed busy, then continue to listen to the channel until it is sensed silent; in which case, with probability one transmit the packet.
Step 3: If there is a collision, wait a random amount of time and repeat step 1.

With the 1-persistent CSMA protocol it is possible for collisions
to build up quickly and thus reduce the channel utilization and throughput.

2.4.3.3 p - persistent CSMA Protocol

The p-persistent CSMA protocol (ref. 2.100) attempts to reduce the build-up of collisions and hence improve the channel delay performance of the l-persistent protocol. In the p-persistent CSMA protocol a ready user must obey the following rules:

Step 1: If the channel is sensed silent, then with probability p transmit the packet, and with probability (1-p) defer transmission for one time unit. The time unit is usually equal to the maximum propagation delay.

Step 2: If the channel is sensed busy, then continue to listen until the channel is sensed silent and repeat step 1.

Step 3: If the transmission is delayed on time unit, then repeat step 1.

The p-persistent CSMA protocol can be made adaptive by choosing appropriate values of p. If the number of ready users in the network is small, considerably high values of p can be used. This would have the net effect that the performance is very nearly like that of the l-persistent CSMA protocol. On the other hand if the number of ready users is high the value of p can be reduced to keep the number of collisions and the time delay in the channel to a desired minimum. This can be achieved by making the product of the number of ready users and p less than one.

2.4.4 CSMA-CD Protocols

Pure CSMA protocols are sometimes referred to as listen before talk (LBT) protocols (ref. 2.103). CSMA-CD protocols on the other hand are referred to as listen while talk (LWT) protocols (ref. 2.104, 2.105). The CSMA-CD protocols are particularly suitable for bus or tree broadcast LAN topologies (ref. 2.101. The CSMA-CD protocol is a modification of the pure CSMA protocol. In the CSMA protocol, when two ready users are
involved in a collision the transmission channel remains unusable for the entire duration of the transmission of both damaged packets. This wasted bandwidth can be quite considerable if the packets are long compared to the channel round-trip propagation delay. The CSMA-CD protocol attempts to reduce this wasted channel bandwidth by requiring each successful ready user to continue to listen to its own transmission and exercise the following rules:

a) If a collision is detected during transmission, immediately back-off and cease transmitting the packet, and transmit a jamming signal briefly to let all other users know that there has been a collision.

b) After transmitting the jamming signal, wait a random amount of time before attempting to retransmit the packet.

After a collision, the colliding ready users need to exercise a packet retransmission algorithm. Both the 1-persistent and the p-persistent algorithms can be used with CSMA-CD. But the 1-persistent algorithm is found to be more suitable for CSMA-CD protocol because the users involved in a collision using this protocol back-off a random amount of time (ref. 2.104). Binary exponential back-off algorithm has also been used (ref. 2.68) in ethernets to maintain stability. In the binary exponential back-off algorithm a ready user may attempt to retransmit the packet repeatedly in the face of repeated collisions, but after each collision the mean value of the retransmission delay is doubled. Eventually after sixteen unsuccessful retransmission attempts, the ready user must give up and report an error.

Many advantages have been attributed to the CSMA-CD protocol (ref. 2.68, 2.104). The IEEE 802 CSMA-CD standard has been developed (ref. 2.80) and is very close to that of the ethernet.
Some of the advantages of the CSMA-CD protocol are:

a) It uses a simple algorithm.
b) It is widely accepted.
c) It provides a fair access to the transmission channel.
d) It provides good delay and throughput performance at low and medium channel load.

But its main disadvantages include:

a) It exhibits complex collision detection hardware and software.
b) It exhibits poor performance under heavy load.
c) It exhibits a bias for long transmission.
d) It exhibits poor error faults diagnostic problems.
e) It specifies a requirement for a minimum packet size.

The random channel access protocols based on the CSMA have been a subject of intense research (refs. 2.68, 2.98, 2.100, 2.106, 2.107).

2.5 NETWORK SWITCHING AND ROUTING

As has been explained earlier all the users in the network connect to and share the communications subnet. The purpose of the subnet is to provide the necessary switching and transmission techniques to transport data from a ready user to any other user in the network. It is the primary function of the switching to provide the ready users access to all the others in the network. The type of switching employed is controlled by the user by specifying the data destination address to the switching mechanism which in turn routes the data to the specified destination.

Three different types of switching mechanism can be used: circuit switching, message switching and packet switching.
2.5.1 Circuit Switched Networks

The main characteristic of circuit switching (ref. 2.38, 2.86, 2.110) is that a dedicated communication path needs to be established between the two users in the network. Hence in circuit-switched networks a physical connection between the two users is necessary. One or more links in the physical communication path may need to be thus established in the subnet. Communication by means of circuit switching involves three distinct procedures:

a) An end-to-end circuit establishment.
b) Data transfer.
c) Circuit disconnection.

Thus, the end-to-end circuit establishment has to be done before data can be transferred. If the data transmission is bursty, then circuit switching can be inefficient and wasteful of channel capacity. Also the end-to-end circuit establishment may involve long delay in computer communication networks and hence interactive traffic may be cumbersome.

2.5.2 Message Switched Networks

In message-switched networks (ref. 2.112) it is not necessary to establish a dedicated physical path between any two users in the network. A ready user wishing to send a message to any other user in the network only needs to append a destination address to the message. In this context, a message is a large block of data and may consist of many tens of thousands of bits. The message is routed link by link through the network by the intermediate users. At each of these intermediate users the message is received in its entirety and may be temporarily stored before being transmitted along the next link, in the path, in a store-and-forward fashion. In this way detailed routing algorithms are needed by
each user to avoid congestion and to ensure safe arrival of the messages. The main disadvantage of the message-switched networks is that very long message transmission delay may be encountered and hence is not very suitable for interactive computer communication traffic.

2.5.3 Packet Switched Networks

Packet switching attempts to combine the advantages of message and circuit switching. Packet switched networks (ref. 2.28, 2.113) are essentially similar to message switched networks. The main difference is that in packet-switched networks packets rather than messages are the units of data transmitted across the communications subnet. The packets are smaller units of data with up to a few thousand bits. Messages much longer than the packets have to be broken down and reorganised into several packets. This method of breaking down larger message blocks into several smaller packets for transmission has a profound effect on the network delay performance and transmission channel utilization and throughput is enhanced and is also more efficient in moderate to heavy traffic. Both datagram and virtual circuit (ref. 2.115) packet switching can be employed in packet-switched networks.

The various switching techniques have been used quite effectively in various network topologies of the communications subnet (ref. 2.93, 2.114). This thesis is primarily concerned with packet-switched LAN networks.

In packet-switched LANs there is no necessity for intermediate switching and hence the issues of complex routing techniques do not play an important part. Also, for the correct functioning of packet-switched computer LAN networks the network architecture layers 1, 2 and 3 are necessary (ref. 2.101, 2.116).
2.5.3.1 LAN Packet Format: Ethernet

The basic prototype ethernet packet format (ref. 2.68) is shown in fig. 2.11. The packet format begins with a packet of synchronisation bit pattern of length one bit and whose leading edge enables the controller interface of the receiving user to detect the start of the packet and to acquire bit phase. Next follows two 8-bit fields which define the destination and source addresses respectively. This is then followed by a 16-bit word to identify the type of packet. Next follows several 16-bit words of data which in turn are followed by the 16-bit cyclic redundancy check (CRC) pattern.

The broadcast packets are copied into the memory of each network-user under the control of an address filter which can be implemented in microcode. On receiving the first word of the packet the microcode compares the destination user field against the address supplied by the software and then copies the packet into memory only if the addresses are equal. It is also necessary for the software to set the address filter to be selective to enable the user to copy selected packets received into its memory. This is useful for network monitoring and feedback especially in a distributed computation environment considered in this thesis. Such feedback mechanism is necessary for use by the larger and more powerful computer to announce to every user in the network the amount of workload existing at the large computer. The knowledge by the smaller computers of the workload at the larger computer will in turn enable them to decide better whether or not to share any computation with the larger computer. Hence with this feedback capability the workload in the network can adjust itself and be more uniformly distributed.

In a distributed computation environment the main commodities exchanged between the smaller computers and the more powerful large computer in the network are:
SY  DA  SA  PT  D  TR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SY</th>
<th>DA</th>
<th>SA</th>
<th>PT</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>TR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

SY = Synchronisation (1 bit)
DA = Destination Address (8 bits)
SA = Source Address (8 bits)
PT = Packet Type (16 bits)
D = Data (0 - 4000 bits)
TR = CRC

Fig. 2.11  Packet Format
a) the program modules
b) the intermodule parameters and other data
c) the results of the computation.

The smaller computers partition and transport the program modules to the more powerful large computers for processing. During module processing there will be interaction between the large and the small computers when intermodule parameters and other data will be organised into packets and transported across the communications subnet, fig. 2.12(a). In such an environment it is possible to simplify further the format for the network packets. Fig. 2.12(b) shows the format of the packets transported from the small computers to the large computers, while fig. 2.12(c) shows the format of the packets transported from the large computers to the small computers. The packet format in a distributed computation environment has the extra two 8-bit fields to identify the program and program module. From this it can be seen that the module packets may contain thousands of bits. But large packets enable the communication channel to be utilized more efficiently.

2.5.3.2 LAN Packet Format: The IEEE 802 Standard

IEEE has produced a draft IEEE 802 standard for LANs (ref. 2.80). These standards are in the form of the 3-layer network communications architecture and with tree-like expansion capability, fig. 2.13. The three layers are derived from the lowest two layers (the data link layer and the physical layer) of the OSI reference model as they apply to the specific characteristics of communication within LAN. The two main characteristics pertaining to communications within LANs are:

a) data are transmitted in addressed packets.
b) there is no intermediate switching and hence routing is not necessary.
### Module Packet Formats

**(a) Basic Module Packet Format**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SY</th>
<th>DA</th>
<th>SA</th>
<th>PN</th>
<th>MN</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>TR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**(b) Source-to-sink packet format**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SY</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>SA</th>
<th>PN</th>
<th>MN</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>TR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**(c) Sink-to-source packet format**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SY</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>DA</th>
<th>PN</th>
<th>MN</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>TR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

PN = Program Number (8 bits)

MN = Module Number (8 bits)

*Fig. 2.12 Module Packet Formats*
Fig. 2.13  IEEE 802 LAN Standard
These two characteristics lead to the three LAN layers: the Logical Link Control (LLC) layer, the Medium Access Control (MAC) layer and the Physical layer.

2.5.3.2.1 The LLC Layer

The functions of the LLC layer include

a) To provide one or more Service Access Points (SAP). A SAP is a logical interface for the connection and exchange of data between two adjacent layers.

b) To assemble data into frames with address and CRC fields for transmission.

c) To disassemble frame and perform address recognition and CRC validation on reception.

2.5.3.2.2 The MAC Layer

The main function of the MAC layer is primarily to manage communication over the link and to exercise the CSMA-CD channel access protocols.

2.5.3.2.3 The Physical Layer

As in the OSI model, the functions of the LAN Physical layer include

a) Encoding and decoding of signals.

b) Preamble generation and removal for synchronisation.

c) Bit transmission and reception.

Fig. 2.14 shows the communication architecture as it applies to LANs. The frame format for the IEEE 802 draft standard are the basis for the LLC, MAC and the Physical layer functionality as shown in fig. 2.15.
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Fig. 2.14  LAN Communication Architecture
LLC frame format

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DSAP</th>
<th>SSAP</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>DATA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

MAC frame format

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PA</th>
<th>SFD</th>
<th>DA</th>
<th>SA</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>LLC</th>
<th>PAD</th>
<th>FCS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

DSAP = Destination Service Access Point (8 bits)
SSAP = Source Service Access Point (8 bits)
Control = Control (8 bits)
PA = Preamble (8 bits)
SFD = Start Frame Delimiter (1 bit)
DA = Destination Address (2 - 6 bits)
SA = Source Address (2 - 6 bits)
length = length (2 bits)
LLC = LLC (0 - 1500 bits)
FCS = Frame Check Sequence (4 bits)

Fig. 2.15  IEEE 802 Frame Formats
3.1 INTRODUCTION

If a computer system's hardware provides both capabilities and limitations, then programs provide the flexibility. General-purpose computers are programmable and are designed to solve a variety of different types of problems. Every program that runs on the computer directs the vast power of the computer towards solving a particular problem. The fact that a computer is programmable is the most important element in computer design and is probably the most important legacy of Von Neumann (ref. 3.1). The major problem in developing programs for a general-purpose computer is to bridge the gap between the nature of real user problems and the way the computers solves the problems (ref. 3.13). This gap has continued to be bridged by the development of better and more problem-oriented languages that both the programmer and the computer can understand. In this way the programmer can write more and better programs and hence spend more time thinking about problems and less time worrying about details that, although important to the computer, are largely irrelevant to the solution of a problem. One of the recent developments in such languages is the introduction of the concept of structured programming (ref. 3.2, 3.3). By the use of structured programming large and very complex problems can be simplified and tackled.

This chapter examines how a problem can be expressed as a structured program and how such a program which is a candidate for distributed computation within a LAN is organised into smaller program modules. It also examines how, once the program has been organised into modules, a partitioning algorithm can be applied in order to schedule the modules and distribute the computation between different processors.
3.2 PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES

A program is a series of instructions that cause a computer to perform a particular task. Programmable general-purpose computers have been and can be programmed in three different types of languages: machine language, assembly language and high-level languages. Large computers generally use the high-level programming languages such as FORTRAN, PL/1, ALGOL, BASIC and PASCAL and the smaller computers have increasingly continued to adopt such high-level languages instead of the machine and assembly languages (ref. 3.4, 3.5). High-level languages are easier to write because they are problem-oriented rather than machine-oriented. Each statement in a high-level language performs a recognizable function and it will generally correspond to many assembly language instructions. A common estimate is that a programmer can write a program about ten times as fast in a high-level language as compared to an assembly language (ref. 3.6). But one of the major drawbacks in the use of high-level languages on the smaller computers is that they need translators or compilers to translate or compile the source programs written in the high-level language into the object machine language program which the computer can execute. High-level languages do not generally produce very efficient machine language programs. The translators are generally slow and compilers tend to be expensive and use a large amount of computer memory. While most assemblers occupy from about 2K to 16K bytes of memory, compilers occupy from about 4K to 64K bytes (ref. 3.6). So the amount of overhead involved in using the compiler is rather large. But good compilers generally speed up the program execution time. Applications that are better suited to high-level languages are those that require large memories. Hence a large program
will greatly enhance the advantages of high-level languages. With the falling cost of the memory chips and the increasing use and efficiency of high-level languages the few disadvantages of using these high-level languages on the smaller computers will no longer be very significant.

Some of the major characteristics of the three types of programming languages referred to above are now briefly examined.

3.2.1 The Machine Language

Virtually no one programs in machine language. Its use cannot be justified considering the low cost of an assembler and the increase in programming speed an assembler provides. The main difficulties associated with programming in the machine language are:

a) The programs are long, tiresome, confusing and difficult to write.

b) These binary machine language object programs are difficult to understand or debug.

c) The programs are difficult to enter since each bit must be entered individually.

d) The programs do not describe the problem which the computer is to perform in anything resembling a familiar human-readable format.

e) The programmer tends to make many careless errors that are difficult to locate.

3.2.2 The Assembly Language

One way to achieve programming improvement is to assign a name to each instruction code by the use of mnemonics. Such an instruction mnemonic should describe in some way what the instruction does. Assembly language uses such instruction mnemonics and hexadecimal numbers and thus greatly improves the programming effort. The source assembly language
is converted into the object machine language by the assembler program. Both the smaller and the large computers can employ assembler programs, but the smaller computers generally have much simpler assemblers than do the larger computers (ref. 3.7). Some of the main features of using the assembly language and assembler programs are:

a) They allow the programmer to assign names to memory locations, input and output devices and even to sequences of instructions.

b) They convert data or addresses from various number systems such as the decimal and the hexadecimal into binary and also converting characters into their ASCII or EBCDIC binary codes.

c) They perform some arithmetic as part of the assembly process.

d) They help in directing the loader program where in the memory certain parts of the program or data should be stored.

e) They enable the programme to assign areas of memory as temporary data storage and to store fixed data in areas of program memory.

f) They provide the information required to include standard programs from the program libraries, or programs written at some other time, in the current program.

g) They allow the programmer to control the format of the program listing and the input and output devices used.

However, programming in assembly language is still a tedious and time-consuming job. This is made even more difficult by the fact that the programmer must have a detailed knowledge of the particular computer to be used. Also, assembly language programs are not very portable. The other main important features that favour the use of the assembly language are that they are suitable for:
a) Short to moderate size programs.
b) Applications where the memory cost is a major factor.
c) Real-time control applications.
d) Limited data processing.
e) High-volume applications.
f) Applications requiring more input/output (I/O), or control than computation.

3.2.3 The High-Level Languages

The solution to many of the difficulties associated with assembly language programs have been largely overcome by the use of high-level or procedure-oriented languages, because they are more problem-oriented and less machine-dependent (ref. 3.5, 3.8, 3.9), as mentioned earlier. The main advantages of using these languages are that

a) They provide a more convenient description of the problems and tasks.
b) They provide more efficient program coding.
c) They enable easier documentation.
d) They provide standard syntax.
e) They are less dependent on the organisation of a particular computer.
f) They are portable.
g) They enable the provision of library routines and other programs.
h) They are flexible and can be modified to handle structured data and control.

But they also have the disadvantages in that

a) They require special rules.
b) They tend to require extensive hardware and software support.
c) They tend to be tuned to a particular application.

d) They have a tendency to be inefficient.

e) They exhibit a difficulty in optimizing code to meet speed and memory requirements.

f) They show an inability to use special features of a computer conveniently.

However, they tend to be quite suitable for

a) Long programs.

b) Applications requiring large memories.

c) Low-volume applications requiring long programs.

d) More computation than input/output, (I/O), or control environment.

e) Compatibility with similar applications using larger computers.

f) Availability of specific programs in a high-level language which can be used in the application.

Many other factors in the decision concerning the particular programming language to use are also important and need to be taken into account. But a trade-off of the various factors involved has to be weighed carefully. If the hardware, for example, is the largest factor or if the speed is critical, then, for some applications, assembly language should be favoured. But limitations in hardware may mean a major software development and support in exchange for the lower memory costs and higher execution speeds. On the other hand, if software is the major factor in an application, then the high-level language should be favoured. But because of the continuing developments in the microelectronic technology and in computer software, the future can be expected to continue to favour the use of high-level languages (ref. 3.5), and also because

a) Programs can always be expected to continue to add more features and hence will grow larger.
b) Hardware and memory are becoming less expensive.
c) Memory chips are becoming available in larger sizes, at lower "per bit" cost.
d) More versatile compilers are becoming available.
e) More suitable and more efficient high-level languages are being developed.
f) More standardization of high-level languages can be expected to occur.
g) Software and programmers are becoming more expensive.
h) More and more specific program packages for libraries will continue to be written and stored in a data-base environment.
i) The general tendency now is for decentralization and hence more standardization.

3.3 PROGRAM STRUCTURE

The final program structure of a program which is run in a distributed computation environment within LAN is only a part of a larger program design, or problem-solving, process. A problem has first to undergo a problem-solving phase before it can be coded and run on a computer. Program design is the stage in which the problem definition is formulated as a program (ref. 3.8, 3.9). If the program is small and simple, this stage may require relatively little effort. But if the program is large or more complex, the program designer has to consider more elaborate methods. In general, the problem-solving process may be divided into four phases:
a) Defining the problem.
b) Analysing and developing an algorithm to solve the problem.
c) Implementing the solution through the design and development of a computer program.
d) Debugging, testing, documenting, and maintaining the program over time. In the problem definition phase some of the important factors to take into account are

a) The specification of the output: i.e., precisely what is to be output by the program.

b) Information needed to solve the problem: i.e., what data must be available to produce the required output.

c) The specification of the processes needed to solve the problem: i.e. the formulae and sequence of actions to be used to solve the problem.

Once the problem has been defined, it is then necessary to develop an algorithm to solve the problem. An algorithm is a logical sequence of unambiguous operations that, when carried out, lead to the solution of the problem specified. An algorithm is essential in the solution of a problem using a computer. Two or more algorithms may exist for the solution of one problem. Hence, it is also necessary to determine and choose the most efficient algorithm. An algorithm may be efficient in the time taken to execute it on the computer or it may be efficient in terms of its storage in the computer memory. Two of the most common ways of representing algorithms are by means of

a) Flowchart.

b) Pseudocode.

Thus, algorithms can be carried to the desired level of detail. Flowcharting is the oldest and better-known method of analysing and developing algorithms and it has the basic advantage that it provides the programmer with a pictorial representation of the entire program structure. But,
one of the major drawbacks of flowcharting is that it allows for unstructured design (ref. 3.10). The lines and arrows of the flowchart, backtracking and looping all over the chart are the antithesis of good structured design principles. Hence, the pseudocode is becoming increasingly popular in the structured design of large or complex programs (ref. 3.11, 3.12). Also, with the pseudocode design method it is easier to employ the following programming methods which provide a unified approach to the program design process:

a) Structured programming
b) Top-Down design
c) Modular programming

3.3.1 Program Modules

Once programs become large and complex, the method of flowcharting is no longer a satisfactory program design tool as mentioned above. However, the problem-definition phase and the flowchart can be used together to give a good idea as to how the program structure can be organised into reasonably sized sub-tasks or program modules (ref. 3.14, 3.15, 3.39). The division of the entire program into such modules is called modular programming. The major aim of modular programming is how to organise the program into modules and how to put the modules together. A program module is basically an autonomous program unit that performs a well-defined task necessary to the completion of the larger program (ref. 3.16). The main advantages of modular programming are:

a) A single module is easier to write, debug and test than the entire program.
b) A module is likely to be used in many places within the same program and in other programs, particularly if it is reasonably general
and performs a common task. In this way, a library of standard modules can be built and used in a resource sharing, data-base, or distributed computation environment.

c) Through modular programming, the programmer can divide tasks, use previously written programs, and thus simplify his task and shorten the time to solve his problem.

d) It is easier to introduce changes into one module rather than into the entire program.

e) It is easier to isolate and locate errors in modules than in the entire program.

f) Through modular programming, it is easier to build a better picture of how much progress has been made and how much work is left.

g) It is possible to use modules written in a different programming language.

h) High quality modules written by specialists in particular fields can be resource shared.

The main disadvantages of modular programming on the other hand, include

a) If the modules are written by many different people or if they have undergone many changes over a long period of time, fitting the modules together can be a major problem.

b) If the modules are many they will require very careful documentation since they may affect other parts of the program, such as the global variables and data structures used by all the modules.

c) Testing and debugging modules separately may be a difficult exercise, since other modules may produce the data used by the modules being debugged and still other modules may use the results. This may necessitate writing of the special driver programs just to produce sample data to test the modules. This driver program requires
extra programming effort that adds nothing to the original exercise.

d) The original programs may be difficult to modularize. If it is then modularized poorly, integration will be difficult since most of the resulting errors and changes will involve several modules.

e) In some cases modular programs may require extra processing time and memory, especially if the separate modules repeat functions.

Considering the above advantages and disadvantages for organizing the program into program modules it can be seen that important considerations should include restricting the amount of information shared by the modules, limiting design decisions that are subject to change to a single module and also restricting the access of one module to another (ref. 3.15, 3.16). A major drawback in modular programming is that there are no proven, systematic methods for modularizing programs. But a few principles for modularizing programs can be identified (ref. 3.15, 3.16, 3.17), because they lead to a realization of better and more autonomous modules:

a) Modules should be distinct and should perform one logically coherent task and nothing more. A good rule of thumb is that: if it takes more than one sentence to describe what a module does, then the module does too much.

b) Modules are autonomous units of a program. They should receive only data that are necessary to perform their specific task, and they should perform their task in such a way that only those data values that need changing are changed.

c) Modules should be relatively short, usually containing fewer than about 100 lines of code.

d) Those modules that reference common data should be parts of the same overall module.
e) In the case of two modules in which the first uses or depends on the second, but not the reverse, such modules should be separate.

f) A module that is used by more than one other module should be part of a different overall module from the others.

g) Two modules in which the first is used by many other modules and the second is used by only a few other modules should be separate.

h) Two modules whose frequency of usage are significantly different should be part of different modules.

i) The structure or organisation of related data should be hidden within a single module.

Inherent in these principles of modularization is the fact that if it is found difficult to modularize the program, then it is strong indication that the problem itself is poorly defined, and hence a re-definition is necessary. For example, too many special cases, each requiring special handling, or the use of a large number of variables, each requiring special processing, are problems that can be most efficiently handled by redefining the problem. Simple tasks should not be modularized.

Once the task has been organised into distinct and logically separate modules the methods of structured programming and top-down design can be applied.

3.3.1.1 Structured Programs

One way of ensuring that the modules are distinct and logically separate program units is accomplished by utilizing the recent design methods of structured programming (ref. 3.2). Pascal is one of the more recent block-structured and procedure-oriented high-level programming language that is based on the concept of structured programming. In such a structured programming environment both the data and control are
organised in a highly block-structured way.

Structured data are organised as abstract data types (ADT), (ref. 3.18), which are defined by Pascal type definitions and the operations associated with these ADT are defined by Pascal procedures and functions when the final program is created. In this way the ADT can be thought of as a mathematical model with a collection of operations defined on that model. Sets of integers, together with the operations of union, intersection, and set difference, is a simple example of ADT. ADTs are generalizations of the primitive data types such as integer, real, boolean, etc. In this way the ADT encapsulates a data type in the sense that the definition of the Pascal type and all operations on that type can be localized to one section of the program. Hence in a high-level language the significance of an item of data is expressed in the type it belongs. By specifying the type of a variable the programmer defines the set of values that can be assumed by the variable. One of the main advantages of high-level language over assembly languages is that the former provide types that correspond to the concepts of their particular application area. Thus, whereas an assembly language program has to manipulate items of data at the bit-pattern level, a high-level language program manipulates atomic items of data such as integers or reals. In block-structured high-level languages data types can be user-defined.

Similarly, control is also structured. A structured program is defined as a program with single-entry and single-exit control structures of fig. 3.1. The simplest single-entry single-exit control structures that have been found to be sufficiently powerful to construct any computer program are:

a) Concatenation structure: This is a linear structure in which the statements or elements of the structure are executed strictly sequentially and consecutively, fig. 3.1(a).
(a) Concatenation Control Structure

(i) if-then-else

(ii) case i of A, B, C ...

(b) Conditional Control Structure (If-then-else)

(i) repeat-until

(ii) Do-while

(c) Iteration Control Structures

Fig. 3.1 Basic Control Structures
b) Conditional structure: This is a structure in which control branches from a single point into two or more paths; then all paths merge into a single point of exit, fig. 3.1(b).

c) Iteration structure: In this structure control repeatedly passes through one or more inner structures and then finally exit to a single point, fig. 3.1(c).

The following important features of structured programming are prominent:

a) Each structure has a single-entry point and a single-exit point.
b) Only the three basic control structures, and possibly a small number of auxiliary structures are permitted.
c) The structures may be nested to any desired level of complexity so that any program can, in turn, contain any of the structures.

The following are some of the main advantages of structured programming, (ref. 3.2):

a) The number of the control structures is limited and hence it is easier to standardize the terminology.
b) The sequence of the operations performed is simple to trace and hence it is easier to debug.
c) The control structures can easily be used to form modules.
d) It has been shown that the given set of structures is complete and hence all programs, irrespective of their complexity, can be written in terms of the three structures.
e) The indented structured version of a program is partly self-documenting and fairly easy to read.
f) Structured programs are easy to describe with program outlines.
g) Structured programming has been shown, in practice, to increase programmer productivity.
h) Structured programming often makes the programmer aware of inconsistencies or unlikely combination of inputs.

i) Structured programming allows the use of meaningful programmer-defined identifiers freely.

The main drawbacks associated with structured programming, however, are as follows:

a) Only a few high-level languages (e.g. Pascal, PL/M) will directly accept the structures. If the program is needed in the assembly language format, the programmer has to go through an extra translation stage to convert the structures into the assembly language. But other high-level languages (e.g. Fortran, Basic, etc.) are slowly adopting the principles of structured programming.

b) There is a likelihood that the structured programs will use more memory and execute more slowly than their unstructured counterparts.

c) Limiting the control structures to just three basic forms may sometimes make some tasks very awkward to perform. The fact that the three control structures are complete and that all programs can be implemented with them does not necessarily mean that a given program can be implemented with them effectively or conveniently.

d) Multiple nested control structures, such as the if-then-else, can often be very difficult to read.

e) The program flow of control may not correspond with the program flow of data and hence the control structures may handle data awkwardly.

Despite the disadvantages of structured programming mentioned above, it is one of the few methods of systematizing program design. It is found most useful in such situations as in the

a) Application in which memory usage is not critical.
b) In applications involving large programs, perhaps exceeding 1000 instructions.

c) Low-volume applications in which the software development costs, particularly testing and debugging, are important design factors.

d) Applications involving string manipulations, process control, or other algorithms rather than in simple bit manipulations.

More and more high-level languages such as BASIC and FORTRAN are incorporating the concepts of structured programming (ref. 3.19). This is mainly due to the recognition of the advantages to be gained by implementing program design using structured programming. Also the per-bit memory cost is decreasing and most of the drawbacks cited for modular programming, as well as the structured programming, methods will lessen in significance. As the cost of memory continues to decrease, the average size of many microcomputer programs increase, and the cost of software development continues to increase, structured programming, which tends to decrease software development costs for larger programs but use less memory, will become more valuable.

3.3.1.2 Top-Down Design

Larger and more complex problems are most easily solved by breaking them into smaller problems and then, if necessary, breaking these smaller problems into even smaller subproblems pieces (ref. 3.20, 3.21). This process of taking a problem and successively breaking it down into its component parts is referred to as top-down design or stepwise refinement and is fundamental in any problem solving process. In this way, the original problem is solved in steps (ref. 3.17). Each step is essentially a small refinement of how the problem is to be solved. This method of problem solving by stepwise refinement is carried out until one arrives
at a program the meaning of whose steps are formally defined by a programming language manual. Fig. 3.2 illustrates graphically this hierarchical process of stepwise refinement, in that the solution to the original problem $P$ is accomplished by solving progressively smaller subproblems ($P_1$, $P_2$, $P_3$, etc.) and, if necessary, solving even smaller and smaller sub-subproblems ($P_{11}$, $P_{21}$, etc.) and ($P_{111}$, $P_{112}$, etc.), etc.

Hence, in the program design stage, several techniques can be used to systematically specify and document the logic of the program. Modular programming provides the programmer with the techniques of dividing the total program into the smaller, distinct and logically separate program modules. Structured programming provides a systematic way of defining the logic of those modules, while the top-down design facilitates a systematic method for further refinement, integrating and testing them. These three techniques provide a unified approach to program design or problem solving process.

3.3.1.3 Subroutines and Pascal Procedures

Subroutines and Pascal procedures (and Pascal functions), like program modules, are program units that perform well-defined tasks necessary to the completion of a larger problem. In this context, program modules on the one hand, and subroutines and procedures on the other hand, can be used interchangeably and can be considered to be equivalent. However, in some situations a program module may have more than one subroutine or procedure. Hence subroutines, procedures or functions provide one of the most powerful tools for solving complex problems.

Pascal procedures, an essential tool in programming, generalize the concept of an operator. Instead of being limited to the built-in
Fig. 3.2  Step-wise Refinement
operators of a programming language (like addition, subtraction, square root, etc.), by using procedures a programmer is free to define his own operators and apply them to operands that need not be basic types, (ref. 3.18) An example of a procedure, on a module, used in this way is a matrix multiplication routine, or a routine for the generation of random numbers. One of the basic advantages of procedures is that they can be used to encapsulate parts of an algorithm by localizing in one section of a program all the statements relevant to a particular aspect of a program. An example of such an encapsulation is the use of one procedure to read all input and to check for its validity. The advantage of such encapsulation, as mentioned earlier, is that one knows where to look to make changes to the encapsulated aspect of the problem. For example if one wanted to check that the inputs are nonnegative, one only needs to alter a few lines of code, and these lines are known where they are. Fig. 3.3 shows a basic format of a Pascal procedure.

In order to encapsulate autonomous program modules it is necessary for the high-level programming language to have enough capacity for local variables (ref. 3.3, 3.18). Local variables are those variables that have a value only in the module (procedure) and are otherwise unknown outside the module. Pascal allows a liberal use of local variables in both the function and procedure declarations. As mentioned earlier, the procedures (and functions) are the building blocks of modules. Procedures have the following basic characteristics:

a) They have a programmer-defined name.
b) They have zero or more dummy variables, or formal parameter arguments.
c) They may return zero or more values.
d) They do not have type.
PROCEDURE A ( . . . formal parameter list ... ) ;

•

•

( . . . local parameters declared ... )

•

•

BEGIN (* procedure body *)

•

•

( * main procedure body or Block * )

•

•

END ; ( * A * )

Fig. 3.3 Pascal Procedure Format
They have zero or more local variables

They are invoked simply by using, or mentioning, their name in the program. When invoked in this way control is passed to the called procedure, the called procedure is executed and then control is passed back to the calling procedure, or function. In this way control is passed back and forth as the procedures and functions are executed.

Procedures and functions can be nested to any arbitrary depth.

A Pascal function on the other hand is a procedure that performs a sub-task and returns a single value via the function name. Functions have similar characteristics to the procedures, but they have a type.

Pascal requires that the procedure (or function) definition to appear prior to any statement that uses the procedure (or function). In this case the function should be declared as the first executable statement in a program. Other structured languages (e.g. BASIC-PLUS, CP-6 BASIC), do not make such restrictions, so function declarations can appear anywhere in the program.

One of the major advantages of the formal parameters or dummy arguments is that they help to make the procedures and functions as general as possible: the dummy argument list can be shortened or expanded as needed. The dummy arguments are parameters that appear in the procedure or function definition and have no values of their own. When the function is invoked, the dummy arguments are replaced by the real arguments. The real arguments must correspond in position, type, and number to the dummy arguments. When the function (or procedure) is invoked the actual values of the arguments are sent to it and the function (or procedure) is
then executed. The arguments are local to the function (or procedure) and so when the function (or procedure) is executed the result of the processing should not produce side-effects - i.e. the global variables should not be changed after the procedure or function call and execution. In general side-effects violate the essential concept of modular autonomy. Any variable that appears in the list of dummy arguments is a local variable and is only known within the segment of code constituting the function or procedure block. The variables local to the function or procedure occupy different memory locations even though they are declared similarly locally in the procedure as globally in the main program. Anything done to a local variable has no effect on a variable of the same name which appears in the main program or in another procedure. Also local variables have a value only while the function or procedure is being executed. As soon as the procedure or the function block is exited, the values for all the local variables disappear. In this way strict rules are imposed that prohibit the appearance of side-effects in well-designed programs so that the procedure or module should receive all its data via the argument list and should perform its operations using no global variables. The main errors associated with modules are typically those caused by incorrect data flow between modules and by the inadvertent side-effects. Block-structured programming languages like Pascal provide the mechanism to make such a desirable rule possible. In this way too, large or complex programs can be organised as consisting of a large number of relatively autonomous modules (ref. 3.14, 3.16).

Thus the overall structure of a Pascal program is a set of procedure and function blocks, some of which are nested within others to an arbitrary
level of nesting, as shown in fig. 3.4. The rules concerning the way procedures can call each other are governed by the scope rules associated with them (ref. 3.2). Hence a program or procedure named A can call a procedure named B if:

a) B is declared in A

b) A is nested in some procedure C, and B and C are declared in the same program or procedure, provided that the definition of C follows that of B

c) A and B are both declared in C, provided that the definition of A follows that of B

With respect to the global and local variables declared in procedures A and B, the scope rules governing their use are that:

A variable V that can be referenced in a procedure A can also be referenced in a procedure B, that is nested in A, unless there is also a declaration of V in B.

In this way procedures (or modules) can be made as self-contained as possible so that each procedure and its variables can be understood without reference to its containing procedures.

3.3.2 Inter Module Organisation

A modular program is organised as a collection of modules (or procedures), as explained above. The total running time of such a modular program will therefore depend, not only on the number of modules, but also on how these modules are organised and the way they communicate and interact with one another. It will also depend on the efficiency of the modularization process and the way data flows between the collection of modules.
PROGRAM A (input, output, ... );
(* comment *)
CONST (* constants declaration *)
.
.
TYPE (* type declaration *)
.
.
VAR (* global variable declaration *)
.
.
PROCEDURE B ;
PROCEDURE D ;
BEGIN (* D *)
.
.
END ; (* D *)
BEGIN (* B *)
.
.
END ; (* B *)
PROCEDURE C ;
PROCEDURE E ;
BEGIN (* E *)
.
.
END ; (* E *)
PROCEDURE F ;
BEGIN (* F *)
.
.
END ; (* F *)
BEGIN (* C *)
.
.
END (* C *)
PROCEDURE X ;
PROCEDURE Y ;
PROCEDURE Z ;
BEGIN (* Z *)
.
.
END (* Z *)
BEGIN (* Y *)
.
.
END ; (* Y *)
BEGIN (* X *)
.
.
END ; (* X *)
BEGIN (* A *)
.
.
END (* A *)

Fig. 3.4 Program Block Structure
3.3.2.1 Module and Intermodule Times

When a modular program is executed, control is passed back and forth as the procedures that make up the program modules are processed. In this way the computation of the original program is equivalent to the sum of the running time of the individual modules. Hence, the computation of each module represents a fraction of the computation of the original program, i.e. the sum of the times of executing the statements comprising the module. The running time of each program module (and of the original program), will therefore depend on many factors, (ref. 3.2), some of which are:

a) The amount of input to the module
b) The nature and speed of the instructions on the computer used to execute the module
c) The quality of code generated by the compiler used to create the object program
d) The complexity of the algorithm underlying the module.

Hence, if the running time of the modules are known, then it is possible to estimate the running time of the modular program. Furthermore, if the running time of the various modules on several different computers is known, then it is possible to shorten the total running time of the program by assigning the modules to the computers on which they run faster. As has already been explained before, this is the basis of the CPU cache model of distributed computation within LAN.

In the case in which the modules run on two or more computers, it is necessary too to take into account the time involved in the modules
communicating with other modules across the interface. Such intermodule communication time is effectively additional to the running time of the individual modules. Hence, it is necessary to keep the intermodule communication time to a minimum if the benefits of running a modular program on two or more different computers are to be realised. But if the modules are separate, logically distinct and relatively autonomous, as explained earlier, the number of intermodule references can be kept to a minimum. There are two methods by which procedures (or modules) can communicate with other procedures (or the modules):

a) By means of the global variables. This assumes that global variables are implicitly declared in some universal environment. Within this environment is a subenvironment in which the modules are declared.

b) By means of the formal parameters. The formal parameters of the procedure can be treated as local variables which are initialized to the values of the actual parameters or they can serve as place holders in the program, in which case, actual parameters are substituted for every occurrence of the corresponding formal parameters. If the actual parameters is an expression, then the corresponding formal parameter is treated as a local variable initialized to the value of the expression.

The intermodule communication time will principally be the time required to transmit parameters and partial results across the interface.

3.3.2.2 The Intermodule Graph

The overall organisation of a modular program as a collection of modules can be presented using graph-theoretic concepts (ref. 3.23). Graph-theoretic concepts are often needed to represent arbitrary relationships among data and other objects. A graph (ref. 3.24, 3.25), consists
of a set of vertices (or nodes) and a set of edges (or arcs) and can be defined as follows:

A graph \( G = (V, E) \) consists of

a) a finite set \( V = (v_1, v_2, v_3, \ldots, v_n) \) whose elements are called vertices, and

b) a subset \( E \) of the Cartesian product \( E \times E \), the elements of which are called edges.

If the edges are ordered pairs \((i, j)\) of vertices, then the graph is said to be directed and \( i \) is called the tail and \( j \) the head of the edge \((i, j)\). If the edges \((i, j)\) are unordered pairs of distinct vertices, then the graph is said to be undirected. In a directed graph \( G = (V, E) \), if \((i, j)\) is an edge in \( E \), then vertices \( i \) and \( j \) are said to be adjacent and the edge is said to be from \( i \) to \( j \). The number of vertices adjacent to \( i \) is called the degree of \( i \). In an undirected graph \( G = (V, E) \), if \((i, j)\) is an edge in \( E \), then it is assumed that \((i, j) = (j, i)\), so that \((j, i)\) is one and the same edge. In this case \( j \) is adjacent to \( i \) if \((i, j)\) is in \( E \) and the degree of a vertex is the number of vertices adjacent to it. Alternatively, the degree of a vertex may be defined as the number of edges meeting at the vertex. A graph is said to be regular if all the vertices of the graph have the same degree. In particular, if the degree of each vertex is \( d \), then the graph is regular of degree \( d \). A graph is said to be complete if each pair of distinct vertices are joined by exactly one edge. Furthermore, two graphs \( G \) and \( H \) are said to be isomorphic if \( H \) can be obtained from \( G \) by relabelling the vertices, such that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the vertices of \( G \) and those of \( H \), in which case the number of edges joining any pair of vertices in \( G \) is equal to the number of edges joining the corresponding pair of vertices in \( H \).
A path in a directed or undirected graph is a finite sequence of edges of the form \((i_1, i_2), (i_2, i_3), \ldots, (i_{n-1}, i_n)\). In this case the path is from \(i_1\) to \(i_n\), and is of length \(n-1\), i.e. the number of edges it contains. In general, there may be several paths between a given pair of vertices. A path is said to be simple if all edges and all vertices on the path, except possibly the first and the last vertices, are distinct. A cycle is a simple path of length at least equal to 1 which begins and ends at the same vertex. In an undirected graph, a cycle must be of length at least equal to 3.

There are several common representations for a graph \(G = (V, E)\). An \(n\)-node graph \(G = (V, E)\) has an \(|V| \times |V|\) adjacency matrix \(A\), whose \((ij)\)th element, \(A(i,j)\), is the weight of the edge \((i,j)\). The adjacency matrix representation is convenient for graph algorithms which frequently require to determine the presence of certain edges since the time to determine whether an edge is present is fixed and independent of \(|V|\) and \(|E|\). However, the adjacency matrix representation has the disadvantage that it requires \(|V|^2\) storage even if a graph has only \(V\) edges.

In this way, an intermodule graph (or a program graph) can be constructed. An intermodule graph consists of nodes (or vertices) which represent the modules, and arcs (edges) which represent the intermodule cross-references (ref. 3.23). The weights of the edges represent the intermodule communication times. Fig. 3.5 shows how an undirected, complete intermodule graph is constructed from the values of intermodule communication times, (or adjacency matrix), in the case of a modular program with three modules A, B and C. The intermodule graph of fig. 3.5 is complete and regular and hence the intermodule organisation is such that
(a) Intermodule Communication times (adjacency matrix)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modules</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Intermodule graph (program graph)

Fig. 3.5 Intermodule Graph
any module can reference the other two modules. Hence, a general intermodule organisation is assumed by the interconnection of fig. 3.5. In many cases the intermodule organisation will not be so general and the intermodule graph is then constrained to take on a different shape, such as a tree. The final shape of an intermodule graph will be determined by the precedence relations existing among the modules of the modular program.

3.4 PARTITIONING ALGORITHMS

As explained earlier, this thesis is based on the CPU cache model of distributing a computation within a LAN (ref. 3.26, 3.27). In a CPU cache model two processors are involved in the computation of the single modular program. These processors have so far been referred to as the larger and more powerful processor, and the smaller processor respectively. The terms sink and source processors will be used to refer to larger and the smaller processors respectively, as these terms are also consistent with the graph-theoretic concepts. In this context, some graph based scheduling algorithms can be used to partition the modular program into two so that one portion of the program is assigned to the source processor while the other portion is assigned to the sink processor, whenever possible.

Once the modules have been identified and the module running time and intermodule communication times specified, it is now necessary to run the scheduler. The scheduler works out the module assignment to the processors on the basis of the shortest processing time for the program. A basic assumption in this is that the time to run the scheduler is small compared to the total processing time of the program. Three main graph-theoretic scheduling algorithms are now examined.
3.4.1 The Max-Flow Min-Cut Scheduler Algorithm

The max-flow min-cut algorithm is based on the correspondence of the concept of the amount of a maximum flow (ref. 3.28) and the value of the minimum cut in a network. A network is a useful general concept which can be used in solving a wide range of practical problems. In this connection, a network can be thought of as a graph which carries some additional information (ref. 3.29). Essentially, a network is a graph in which each edge or arc is assigned a number, called its weight. Each arc represents a possible channel for some kind of flow, and the weight gives some information about the flow along it. This may be the capacity, i.e. the maximum flow possible in that channel, it may be a length of the channel, the cost of sending a commodity along it, or it may be some other quantity. The relevant flow commodity in this case is the expected (or the worst-case) processing time. Examples of networks which can be modelled in this way are Railway networks, Road networks, Road maps, Fluid distribution systems, Commercial networks, Electrical networks, Communications networks, Computer networks, Software networks, etc. The network problems which can be thus modelled (ref. 3.29) include

a) Maximum flow problems
b) Flow and potential problems
c) Transportation problems
d) Assignment problems
e) Scheduling problems
f) Location problems

In the maximum flow network problems, the capacity of each arc represents the maximum flow possible along that arc. If the network is
a directed graph, then the direction of the arc represents the direction of the flow. The characteristics of flow in a network can be explained by the concept of a basic network of fig. 3.6. A basic network is a directed graph which satisfies the following conditions:

a) It has exactly one source (S) node and one sink (T) node.

b) To each arc \((i,j)\) of the basic network there is assigned a positive number \(c(i,j)\) called the capacity of the arc \((i,j)\).

Hence a flow in the basic network with source \(S\) and sink \(T\) is an assignment of non-negative number \(f(i,j)\), called the flow along arc \((i,j)\), to each arc \((i,j)\) of the basic network, and satisfying the following feasibility and flow conservation conditions, (ref. 3.28):

a) The flow along arc \((i,j)\) does not exceed the capacity of the arc \((i,j)\), i.e.

\[ f(i,j) \leq c(i,j) \]

for each arc \((i,j)\) of the basic network:

(the feasibility condition)

b) For each vertex \(V\), other than the \(S\) and \(T\), the sum of the flows along the arcs into \(V\) is equal to the sum of the flow along the arcs out of \(V\): (the flow conservation condition).

Furthermore,

a) The source has no inward arcs

b) The sink has no outward arcs

c) The outflow at the source must equal the inflow at the sink.

Hence, the major objective in the maximum flow problems is to maximise the total flow \(F\) in the network in which each arc \((i,j)\) has capacity \(c(i,j)\). This, for a basic network with \(n\) vertices, including
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the source node (vertex l) and sink node (vertex n), can be expressed as

\[ \text{Maximise } F = \sum_{j=1}^{n} f(i,j) \]

subject to

\[ \sum_{j=1}^{n} f(i,j) - \sum_{j=1}^{n} f(j,i) = \begin{cases} F & \text{if } i = 1 \\ 0 & \text{if } i \neq 1 \text{ or } n \\ -F & \text{if } i = n \end{cases} \]

and

\[ 0 \leq f(i,j) \leq c(i,j) \]

In a basic network an arc \( (i,j) \) is said to be saturated if \( f(i,j) = c(i,j) \), and unsaturated if \( f(i,j) < c(i,j) \). In the maximum flow problems the objective is to find the largest possible \((S,T)\) flow that the network can support. This is accomplished by finding the flow-augmenting \((S,T)\) paths in the basic network. Such paths consist of

a) forward arcs - i.e. unsaturated arcs directed along the path.

b) backward arcs - i.e. arcs directed against the direction of the path and carrying a non-zero flow.

In order to obtain a maximum \((S,T)\) flow, a succession of such flow-augmenting paths have to be found and then the flow along them increased step by step until the flow can be increased no further. When there are no more flow-augmenting paths left, the flow thus produced is the maximum flow. An algorithm that is based on the idea of systematically locating flow-augmenting paths along which the flow can be increased can be applied to any basic network to find the maximum \((S,T)\) flow.

The alternative method for determining whether or not a given flow is a maximum flow is based on the concept of a cut, or a network bottleneck.
A cut in a network with source S and sink T is a set of arcs whose removal separates the basic network into two graph components X and Y, one containing the source S and the other containing the sink T, as illustrated in fig. 3.7. The capacity of such a cut is equal to the sum of the capacities of those arcs in the cut which are directed from X to Y. The cut with the smallest possible capacity is called the minimum cut. The bottleneck may consist of a few arcs of small capacity through which the relevant commodity has to flow. The connection between the minimum cut and the maximum amount of flow in a network has been an important established result (ref. 3.28), and forms the basis of the Max-flow min-cut theorem, which states that:

In any basic network, the value of the maximum flow is equal to the capacity of the minimum cut.

The max-flow min-cut algorithm, (ref. 3.30), based on the above theorem, can be used to determine the maximum feasible flow between a given source S and sink T. The algorithm takes a weighted, directed graph of input and determines the maximum (S,T) flow by building a layered network from the source to the sink. The source node is put in layer zero. Any node intermediate between the S and T nodes and connected directly with the S node by a flow-augmentable arc is put in layer 1. Any node connected to a layer 1 node by a flow-augmentable arc is in turn put in layer 2, etc. This process continues until the sink node has been reached, and assigned a layer, when the process terminates. In this way, the algorithm effectively labels each node by its distance from the source node. For each layered (S,T) path each node is inspected in turn to find the potential flow increase it can handle. The intermediate layered network node with the smallest potential (the reference node) and its reference potential is determined so that an amount of flow equal to the
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reference potential is pushed to the direction of the sink, or pulled from the direction of the source. This process of building the layered network and \((S,T)\) paths, finding the reference node, and augmenting the flow continues until it is not possible to build a layered network. When this situation obtains, then the current flow is the maximum flow, and the set of saturated arcs forms a cutset.

Fig. 3.8 incorporates a Pascal procedure (ref. 3.31, 3.34), to carry out the max-flow min-cut algorithm. The body of the procedure operates, as described above, by first trying to build a layered \((S,T)\) path (Function Layering-Possible, and Procedure Walk), then finding the reference node (Procedure Find-Ref-Node), and finally by augmenting the flow in both directions from the reference node (Procedure Push-Pull).

As explained above, the max-flow min-cut algorithm takes in a basic network consisting of a weighted, directed graph, as input and determines the maximum feasible flow between the source vertex \(S\) and the sink vertex \(T\). The basic network is constructed from the intermodule graph, as follows (ref. 3.23, 3.26). Two new nodes \(S\) and \(T\), representing the source and sink, are added to the intermodule graph. An arc is drawn from the source node \(S\) to each intermediate node (module) and is labelled with a weight \(C(S,i)\) equal to the running time of that module at the sink processor. Similarly an arc is drawn from \(T\) to each intermediate node (module) and labelled with a weight \(C(i,T)\) equal to the running time of that module at the source processor. If a module cannot run on either the source or the sink processor the corresponding weights of the arcs joining that module to the source or the sink processor is equal to infinity \((\infty)\). All that is left now is to input the resulting basic network to the max-flow min-cut scheduler algorithm to determine the assignment of modules to the two processors together with the expected processing time for that program.
program distcomp (output);

const
n=5;
unscanned=-5;
infinity=10000;

type
node=1..n;
xnode=-n..n;
vector=array[node] of xnode;
matrix=array[node,node] of real;
whichway=(push,pull);

var
i,s,t : node;
j : node;
c,f : matrix;
x,y,flowleft :real;
p: whichway;
minimumcut : real;

procedure maxflow (s,t:node ;c:matrix ; var f:matrix); var
refnode :node ; (*node with least excess capacity *)
minpotential :real ; (*excess capacity of the ref node *)
layer :vector ; (*the layered network is defined by this array *)
r : real ;
i,j :node ; (*indices *)

function min (x,y:real):real ; (*determines the minimum amount of flow *)
begin
if x<y
then min :=x
else min :=y
end ;

procedure walk (i:node);
(*traverse the layered network from t,inverting layer numbers.*)
var j:node; li :xnode ;
begin
layer[l] := -layer[l];
li :=layer[l];
for j:= 1 to n do
if (j<s) and (-layer[j]=li-1) and ((f[j,i]<c[j,i]) or (f[i,j]>0)
then walk (j)
end ; (*walk *)

function layeringpossible : boolean ;
(*is it possible to build a layered network, if so build it *)
var i,j :node ;
k:0..n ;
emptylayer :boolean ;
begin
k := 0 ; (*k keeps track of layer being built *)
for i:= 1 to n do
layer[l] := unscanned ; (*initialize each node *)
layer[s] := k ; (*source node is in layer 0 *)
writeln ('*',layer[s]:30);
repeat
k :=k+1 ; (*now locate all nodes in layer k *)
emptylayer := true; (* an empty layer stops the algorithm *)
for i:= 1 to n do
  if -layer[i] = k-1
  then
    (* i is in layer k-1, its neighbors may be in layer k *)
    for j:= 1 to n do (* check each node adjacent to i *)
      if (layer[j]=unscanned) and ((f[i,j]<c[i,j]) or (f[j,i]>0))
      then
        begin
          layer[j] := -k ;
          writeln ('*', -layer[j]:30);
          writeln ;
          emptylayer := false
        end ;
    until (layer[t] <> unscanned ) or emptylayer ;
layeringpossible := not emptylayer ;
walk (t); (* prune off the dead ends *)
writeln ('layering is possible ',not emptylayer);
end; (* layeringpossible *)

procedure ffindrefnode (i:node) ;
(* traverse the layered network from t, seeking the ref node *)
var j :node ;
l,i,lj :xnode ;
incap, outcap : real ;
begin
  li := layer[i] ;
  incap :=0 ;
  outcap := 0 ;
  for j :=1 to n do (* examine each node adjacent to i *)
    begin
      lj := layer[j] ;
      if (lj = li-l) and (j<>s) and ((f[j,i]<c[j,i]) or (f[i,j]>0))
      then ffindrefnode (j) ;
    end ;
  end ;
  if (i<>s) and (i<>t) and (min (incap, outcap)<minpotential)
  then (* node i has smaller potential than the current ref node *)
    begin
      minpotential := min (incap, outcap) ;
      renode := i ;
    end ;
  writeln ('the reference node =', renode:3) ;
end (* ffindrefnode *)

procedure pushpull (i :node ; flowleft :real ; p : whichway ) ;
(* augment the flow thro' i by pushing or pulling minpotential units *)
var j, k1, k2, layersought : 0..n ;
begin
  j := 0 ;
  while (flowleft >0) and (j<n) do
    begin
      j :=j+1 ;
    end ;

if p=push
then
begin
  k1:=i;
k2:=j;
layersought:=layer[i]+1
end
else
begin
  k1:=j;
k2:=i;
layersought:=layer[i]-1
end;
r:=\min (flowleft,c[k1,k2]-f[k1,k2]+f[k2,k1])
(*amount of flow to move *)
if (r>0) and (layer[j]=layersought)
then
begin (*push/pull some flow to/from an adjacent layer *)
  flowleft:=flowleft - r;
f[k1,k2]:=f[k1,k2]+r-min(r,f[k2,k1])
  (*augment positive flow *)
  f[k2,k1]:=f[k2,k1]-min (r,f[k2,k1])
  (*push reverse flow backwards *)
if (j<>s) and (j<>t)
then pushpull (j,r,p)
end
end;
writeln ('forward flow =',f[k1,k2]:6:2);
writeln ('reverse flow =',f[k2,k1]:6:2);
end ;(*pushpull *)
begin (*maxflow *)
for i :=1 to n do
  for j :=1 to n do
    f[i,j]:=0; (*initially no flow *)
f[s,t]:=c[s,t]; (*if an s_t link exists, saturate it *)
minimumcut:=0;
while layeringpossible do (*assign nodes to layers *)
begin
  minpotential:=\infty ;
  findrefnode (t); (*find the reference node *)
pushpull (refnode,minpotential,push); (*push flow towards the
\csink*)
pushpull (refnode,minpotential,pull); (*pull flow from source*)
minimumcut:=minimumcut + r;
end;
writeln ('minimumcut =', minimumcut:6:2);
end ;(*maxflow*)
begin (*main program *)
s:=1;
t:=5;
c[1,1]:=0;
c[1,2]:=6;
c[1,3]:=50;
c[1,4]:=6;
c[1,5]:=0;
c[2,1]:=0;
c[2,2]:=0;
c[2,3]:=8;
c[2,4]:=7;
c[2,5]:=10;
c[3,1]:=0;
c[3,2]:=8;
c[3,3]:=0;
c[3,4]:=9;
c[3,5]:=32;
c[4,1]:=0;
c[4,2]:=7;
c[4,3]:=9;
c[4,4]:=0;
c[4,5]:=21;
c[5,1]:=0;
c[5,2]:=0;
c[5,3]:=0;
c[5,4]:=0;
c[5,5]:=0;
writeln ('***********************************');
writeln ('maximum flow _ minimum cut algorithm');
writeln ('***********************************');
maxflow (s,t,c,f);
end.
For the previous example of a program with three modules A, B and C, fig. 3.9 shows the basic network, the assignment of modules to each of the two processors and the expected processing time (equal to the value of the minimum cut) of the program. Hence, the max-flow min-cut algorithm determines both the minimum running time and the module assignment to processors in a dual processor distributed computation environment.

As can be seen from fig. 3.9, the value of the minimum cut is equal to 61 time units (milliseconds, seconds, minutes, hours, etc.). Hence, the running time of the program whose modules are A, B and C in such a dual processor distributed computation system is 61 time units. This time represents the shortest possible time to run this program in such a set up, and this is accomplished by having module B assigned to run at the source processor and modules A and C assigned to run at the sink processor. Had the program run at the source processor alone, the time taken to process it would be 63 time units, while if it had run on the sink processor alone it would have taken 62 time units. Hence, a time of 2 time units are saved by running the program in such a dual processor system. Similarly, a time equal to 1 time unit is saved by deciding not to run the entire program at the sink processor. This saving in the total processing time of the program assumes that the time overhead to run the max-flow min-cut scheduler is negligible compared to the total processing time. Also, another major assumption in this calculation is that the sink processor is immediately available to run the portion of the computation scheduled to it. This will not be always the case. The sink processor will most probably have a certain amount of workload to process because it is time-shared, multiaccessed, and multiprogrammed and hence the scheduled modules will be run in that time-shared and multiprogrammed environment. Under these circumstances it is necessary
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>T</th>
<th>S</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Basic Network

Minimum cut = 61

(c) Graph components X and Y

Fig. 3.9 Two graph components
that the sink workload is not excessive if the benefits of distributing a computation thus are to be realised. Furthermore, in such a dual processor distributed computation system, the two modules A and C, which are assigned to the sink processor, have to be assembled into packets, queued for access to the transmission channel, and then transmitted via the LAN communications subnet to the sink processor. Hence, the total channel time delay should also be negligible too in comparison with the value of the minimum cut. These and other factors will be examined later.

It can be seen that according to the max-flow min-cut scheduling algorithm, the prevailing simplified situation is as illustrated in fig. 3.10. In fig. 3.10, \( R \) represents the set of all the modules assigned to process at the source processor (the resident modules) and \( \overline{R} \) represents the set of all the modules assigned to run at the sink processor (the non-resident modules). All the \( \overline{R} \) modules have to be assembled into packets and transmitted across the LAN communications subnet, to the sink processor. These module packets are effectively queued up at each individual user where they wait for channel access and eventual transmission to the sink processor. In this way they must experience channel acquisition and transmission delays across the interface. As mentioned above, it is necessary that the total delay experienced by the module assigned the sink processor, the time interval from when the scheduler is run to the time they are available for processing there, is as small as possible and in any case very small compared to the value of the minimum cut, \( T_{\text{MIN}} \).

With reference to fig. 3.10, it is necessary in a distributable computation that:

\[
T_{\text{MIN}} \ll T_s \quad \text{and} \quad T_{\text{MIN}} \ll T_T
\]

where \( T_s \) and \( T_T \) are the run times (real time), of the program at the source and sink processors respectively. Also, there are only three
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\[ T_{\text{MIN}} < T_{\text{S}} \]

\[ T_{\text{MIN}} < T_{\text{T}} \]
possible cases for the minimum cut. These three cases correspond to:

a) \( T_{\text{MIN}} = T_S' \) in which case \( R \) is a null set and all modules are resident and process at the source processor alone.

b) \( T_{\text{MIN}} = T_T' \) in which case \( R \) is a null set and all modules are non-resident and process at the sink processor alone.

c) \( T_{\text{MIN}} < T_S' \) and \( T_{\text{MIN}} < T_T' \) in which case \( R \) and \( \bar{R} \) are non-null module sets and the computation is distributable.

It is also possible that \( T_{\text{MIN}} = T_S = T_T' \). In this case no benefit can be obtained in assigning any modules to the sink processor. In cases a) and b) above, all the modules are processed at one local site. However in case c), a distributed computation environment exists in which the set \( R \) modules run at the source processor and the set \( \bar{R} \) modules run at the sink processor. In this mode of distributed computation the modules are processed strictly sequentially and concurrent or parallel processing is not assumed. Each module time is equal to the time to process that module to its completion. Also, as the modules are processed at the two sites, parameters and data are passed back and forth across the interface. Each such intermodule communication involves organising the parameters and data into packets for channel transmission. Hence, the channel acquisition and transmission delay accounts for the longest part of the intermodule communication time. It is therefore important to keep the intermodule communication time as low as possible. This can be achieved both by making the modules as autonomous as possible to reduce the number of intermodule references, and by reducing the channel acquisition and transmission delay. From fig. 3.10, it can be seen too, that the set of modules assigned to the same processor incur zero intermodule communication
time. It can be seen that the main factors that contribute to the time
cost of each assignment are:

a) The amount of computation required by each module
b) The amount of data transmitted between each pair of modules
c) The speed of each processor
d) The speed of the communication channel separating each pair of

processors

The main objective in the dual processor distributed computation
environment is to obtain an assignment that minimises the sums of the
module execution times, RUN, and the intermodule communication times,
COMM, i.e.

\[
\text{minimise } \sum_{i} \text{RUN}(i) + \sum_{i \neq j} \text{COMM}(i,j)
\]

In the case of a distributable computation which is represented by modules
in a fully connected, complete intermodule graph, the value of the minimum
cut, \(T_{\text{MIN}}\), can be expressed by

\[
T_{\text{MIN}} = n_{\text{S}} \cdot \overline{\text{T}}_{\text{S}} + n_{\text{T}} \cdot \overline{\text{T}}_{\text{T}} + n_{1} \cdot n_{2} \cdot \overline{\text{T}}_{1} + n_{\text{S}} \cdot n_{\text{T}} \cdot \overline{\text{T}}_{2} + k \cdot n \cdot \overline{\text{T}}_{\text{S}}
\]

where

- \(n_{\text{S}} \cdot \overline{\text{T}}_{\text{S}} = \overline{\text{T}}_{\text{S}}\) = time to process all modules at the source
- \(n_{\text{S}} + n_{\text{T}} = n\) = total number of modules comprising the program
- \(n_{\text{S}}\) = number of modules assigned to source processor
- \(n_{\text{T}}\) = number of modules assigned to sink processor
- \(n_{1}\) = average number of packets per module transmitted to the
  sink processor
- \(n_{2}\) = average number of times parameters and data are
  transmitted across the interface
\[ T_S \] = average processing time per module at the source processor
\[ T_T \] = average processing time per module at the sink processor
\[ T_1 \] = average intermodule communication time per module pair
\[ T_2 \] = average time to transmit intermodule parameters
\[ k \] = a constant representing such factors as
  a) time to run the scheduler
  b) time to assemble/dissassemble the module packets
  c) time to perform error detection.

Hence, for a given program with \( n \) modules, the value of the minimum cut can be reduced by reducing \( n_1, n_2, T_1, T_2, \) and \( k \). The value of \( k \) can be reduced by such factors as
a) Using a more efficient scheduler
b) Using long packets
c) Reducing the time to perform error detection
d) Using more autonomous modules

The value of \( n_1 \) can be reduced by using long packets while the values of \( n_2 \) and \( T_1 \) can also be reduced by designing autonomous and more independent modules to minimise the number of the intermodule references. The value of \( T_2 \) can be reduced by minimising the average channel and transmission delay. In a high speed LAN communications subnet, the average channel and transmission delay under low traffic conditions can be expected to be low. It can also be expected that not all the modules will need data and parameters from every other module during the module processing time. Hence, in the majority of situations, the program graph will not be a fully connected graph. This too can result due to strong module autonomy and the prevailing precedence relationships among modules. The net effect of this is to reduce the number of intermodule
references and hence the intermodule communication times. Such strong module autonomy will further have the result that the time interval between the intermodule references will increase.

The time to run the max-flow min-cut scheduler will also depend on the number of the augmented \((S, T)\) flow paths in the basic network. The number of these augmented \((S, T)\) flow paths depend very strongly on the weights capacities of the arcs in the basic network. It is the weight capacities of these arcs which determine the arcs in the \((S, T)\) paths that saturate first. Also, the relative weights of the \(C(S, i)\) and \(C(i, T)\) are important in determining how many \((S, T)\) flow augmentations a given basic network can support. If a program has \(n\) modules, then the number of nodes in the basic network is \((n+2)\). The number of nodes in the program graph is also equal to \(n\). Hence, in a fully connected intermodule graph, the maximum number of the feasible \((S, T)\) flow augmentation paths scanned during a scheduler run is \(\frac{1}{2}n(n+1)\) paths. In the basic network of fig. 3.9, the number of these paths is 6, as shown in fig. 3.11. But, as mentioned above, not all of these paths may be scanned because of the fact that the intermodule graph is not fully connected and also because of the relative and absolute values of the arc weights. On the other hand, the minimum number of the \((S, T)\) flow augmentations paths is \(n\). Hence, in an arbitrary intermodule graph with arbitrary arc weights, the actual number of these paths will lie between \(n\) and \(\frac{n}{2}(n+1)\). These \(\frac{n}{2}(n+1)\) paths are also chosen from a very large number of possible combinations of such \((S, T)\) paths. By choosing the values of the arc weights, it is possible to investigate how the value of the minimum scheduling time, corresponding to the time taken to scan just the minimal \(n\) paths, varies with the number of modules. These minimal
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n (S,T) paths correspond to an assignment of all the n modules to either one of the two processors and none to the other.

3.4.2 The Enumerative Scheduler Algorithm

The enumerative scheduler is also a graph-theoretic algorithm. Like the max-flow min-cut scheduler it is based on the concept of the maximum amount of flow of a commodity and the corresponding value of the minimum cut. It takes in the basic network consisting of a weighted, directed graph, as input and determines both the program processing time and the module assignment to the processors, as explained earlier. It accomplishes this by exhaustively enumerating all the possible (S,T) cuts in the basic network and then searches and chooses the minimum cut in the (S,T) cutset. By so doing it partitions into two the total number of modules in the modular program so that some of them are assigned to the source processor and the others are assigned to the sink processor. In this way, it exhaustively takes into account the total number of combinations of the partitions (ref. 3.32, 3.33). Hence, for a basic network with n modules, the total number of partitions of the cuts is $2^n$, i.e. the number of unordered selections

$$
\binom{n}{0} + \binom{n}{1} + \binom{n}{2} + \ldots + \binom{n}{h} = 2^n
$$

For large n, it can be seen that the total number of partitions is very large. Hence, the algorithm exhibits the phenomenon of combinatorial explosion and is therefore very inefficient for large values of n. In this way, it can be expected that the module scheduling time increases almost exponentially with the number of program modules. But, for small values of n, the algorithm may be quite efficient and even performs faster
than the more efficient max-flow min-cut algorithm. Also, this algorithm
is not capable of taking advantage of a simplified nature of the inter-
connections within the intermodule graph and the scheduling for modules
in the case of a fully connected intermodule graph would be only marginally
different from that of an intermodule graph with much fewer number of edges.

3.4.3 The Shortest Tree Scheduler Algorithm

Bokhari (ref. 3.35) has analysed the problem of optimally
assigning the modules of a modular program over the processors of an
inhomogeneous distributed processor system using a shortest tree algorithm.
This algorithm too is graph-theoretic in nature. As before, the objective
is to assign the modules, whenever possible, to the processors on which
the modules execute most rapidly while taking into account the overhead of
interprocessor communication. The shortest tree algorithm aims to
minimise the sum of the execution and intermodule communication times for
arbitrarily connected distributed systems with an arbitrary number of
processors, provided that the interconnection pattern of the modules forms
a tree. A tree (ref. 3.36), is a connected graph which contains no cycles.
Programs that have a tree-like structure form an important class and
include programs written as a hierarchy of subroutines. This tree-like
structure is found to be quite suitable for large modular programs
(ref. 3.39). Also, the structured programming high-level languages such
as Pascal and PL/1 tend to take the advantage of tree arrangements with
their nested block structures.

As explained earlier, the modules will transfer control to each
other at various times during the lifetime of the program in execution.
By drawing up a directed graph in which each node represents a module and
in which there is an edge from node i to node j if and only if module i
calls module j during the program execution, the resulting intermodule
graph is called a calls graph. As mentioned above, the shortest tree
algorithm for optimal assignments assumes that such a calls graph of the
modular program is a directed tree. Such a directed tree is also invariably
called an invocation tree because it describes the way modules invoke
other modules during the execution of the program. An invocation tree
made up of four modules is shown in fig. 3.12(a). Should a module invoke
another module that is not coresident with it on the same processor,
this invocation would have to be transmitted across the LAN communications
subnet and thus incur an interprocessor communication time cost. This
time cost is dependent on the amount of data transmitted from one module to
the other. The cost of invoking a coresident module is zero, as explained
earlier.

The cost of executing module i on processor j is denoted by c(i,j)
and equals the sum of the costs of the various periods of execution of the
module throughout the lifetime of the program. The minimum processing
time assignment over the distributed processor system minimises the sums
of the execution times and the intermodule communication times. Given the
invocation tree of a modular program, and the execution and intermodule
communication times, an assignment graph may be drawn up, as shown in
fig. 3.12(b). An assignment graph has the following characteristics:

a) It is a directed graph with weighted edges
b) It has one distinguished node called the source node, denoted by S
c) It has one or more sink (or terminal) nodes, denoted by T_i, T_j,
   T_k, etc., one for each leaf node of the invocation tree.
d) In addition to the source and sink nodes, there are \( pn \) further
   nodes in the assignment graph (for a modular program with n modules
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and p processors). Each node is labelled with a pair of numbers (i,j) which represents the assignment of module i to processor j.

e) Each layer of the assignment graph corresponds to a node of the invocation tree (e.g. the layer comprising nodes (22) and (22) in fig. 3.12(b) correspond to node 2 of the invocation tree of fig. 3.12(a))

f) Nodes in layers corresponding to nodes in the invocation tree having outdegree greater than one are called forknodes. Each layer of forknodes is called a forksset.

In addition, the edges have weights on them according to the following guidelines:

a) All edges incident on the sink nodes T_1, T_2, etc., have zero weights on them.

b) The edges joining the source node S to nodes (11), (12), etc., have weights C(11), C(12), etc., which represent the time to execute module 1 on each of the processors 1, 2, etc., in the distributed processor system.

c) The edge joining node (i p) to node (j q) has weight equal to the sum of the time-to-execute module j on processor q, i.e. C(j q), and the intermodule communication time for assigning module i on processor p, given that module j has been assigned to processor q.

Hence, to each assignment of the n modules to the p processors, there corresponds some subset of nodes of the assignment graph. The subgraph generated by these nodes together with the source and sink nodes, is called an assignment tree, as shown in fig. 3.12(c), and has the following characteristics:

a) It is a tree

b) It connects the source node, S, to all the sink nodes, T_1, T_2, etc.
c) It contains one, and only one, node from each layer of the assignment graph.

In this way, there is seen to be a one-to-one correspondence between the assignment trees and module assignment. Furthermore, the weight of each assignment tree, (i.e. the sum of the weights of all edges forming it), equals the total processing time of the corresponding assignment. To find the minimum cost assignment, it is only necessary to find the minimum weight assignment tree in the assignment graph.

3.4.4 Module Scheduling Time

As was explained earlier, the time taken to run a scheduler depends on the number of nodes and edges in the basic network, in the case of the enumerative and the max-flow min-cut algorithms. The time to run the max-flow min-cut scheduler is proportioned to the number of the augmented (S,T) flow paths, which in turn depend strongly on the relative weights of the various edges of the basic network. The number of edges in a fully connected intermodule graph is equal to \( \frac{1}{2} n(n-1) \). The basic network formed from such an intermodule graph has \( \frac{1}{2} n(n+3) \) edges. In such a basic network the total number of all the possible (S,T) flow augmentation paths is

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{n!}{(n-i)!}
\]

where \( n \) is the number of modules of the modular program, or the number of nodes in the intermodule graph (ref. 3.37). In the case of the modular program consisting of three modules A, B and C of fig. 3.9, the total number of all the possible (S,T) paths are as shown in fig. 3.13. However, not all these paths are scanned during the running of the max-flow min-cut scheduler, as many of them are collapsed and deleted during the first
Fig. 3.13  Total possible scannable (S,T) paths
n searches of the algorithm. The maximum number of paths that can be scanned is only

\[ \sum_{i=1}^{n} i = \frac{1}{2}n(n+1), \]

while the minimum number of such paths is \( n \). The \( \frac{1}{2}n(n+1) \) \((S,T)\) flow paths that are actually scanned in the case of the previous basic network of fig. 3.9, are as shown in fig. 3.14.

The time to run the enumerative scheduler, on the other hand, strictly depends on \( n \), the number of nodes in the intermodule graph, and is proportional to \( 2^n \), the total number of cuts in the cutset, as shown in fig. 3.15. Hence, by an appropriate choice of the values of the arc weights in the basic network, it is possible to investigate how the value of the minimum scheduling time varies with the number of modules of a modular program.

3.4.5 Time Performance Comparison of the Max-flow Min-cut and the Enumerative Schedulers

Fig. 3.16 shows how the minimal scheduling time varies with the value of \( n \) in a dual processor system. These values are obtained by using three different computers with different speed and processing power capabilities. The arc weights were chosen in such a way that only the minimal \( n \) \((S,T)\) flow augmentation paths were searched and scanned in order to completely accomplish module assignment to the processors. Similarly fig. 3.17 shows how the value of the scheduling time varies with \( n \) when the arc weights are slightly more randomized. In this case the total number of the \((S,T)\) flow paths may lie anywhere between the minimal \( n \) and the maximum \( \frac{1}{2}n(n+1) \) during any one scan. Three pairs of curves
Fig. 3.14 Scanned (S,T) paths
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cut Number</th>
<th>Module Assignment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>S</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>All; A, B, C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>A, B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>B, C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>A, C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Diagram of enumerated cuts](image)

**Fig. 3.15** The Enumerated Cuts
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Fig. 3.17 Randomized Scheduling Time
are shown in the two figures: three curves for the enumerative scheduler on the three computers and three other curves for the max-flow min-cut scheduler on the three computers. The three computers used were:

a) An 8-bit microcomputer employing the Intel 8088 processor, with a clock frequency of 8 MHz, and having a 1 Mb (Megabyte) memory. This computer runs the CP/M-86 operating system.

b) A multiprogrammed, multiaccessed, and time-shared mainframe computer with a virtual memory space of 2.75 Mb. This computer was the Prime A computer of the computer centre of the University.

c) A faster and more powerful, multiprogrammed, multiaccessed, and time-shared mainframe computer with a virtual memory space of 8 Mb. This was the Multics computer of the computer centre of the University.

The scheduling time is the CPU time of the computers. Also, the two scheduling algorithms were both coded in Pascal. From this comparison it can be seen that the max-flow min-cut algorithm is more efficient than the corresponding enumerative algorithm. Also, below a critical number of modules, the enumerative scheduler performs faster than the max-flow min-cut scheduler.

### 3.5 THE MODULE INTERACTION ENVIRONMENT

In the dual processor distributed computation environment of the type considered herein, the source and the sink processors are dissimilar. For example, a specific processor may possess a hardware floating-point unit and thus be able to carry out floating-point operations with a higher speed than a processor without such a hardware facility. Similarly, other processors may be able to perform byte manipulations more efficiently than others. Alternatively, the distributed processors may be from the same
computer family, with varying computational power, but can execute the same instruction set (for example, a system based on the PDP-ll family computers). But, although the processors may be dissimilar, each program module is able, in principle, to run on either of the two processors. This may be achieved if, for example, all the modules are coded in a procedure-oriented high-level language and separate object versions of these modules are made available for each processor. Despite the dissimilarities, the major goal of the dual processor system is to provide the programmer with easy access and use of the two processors. In this way, the programmer is provided with a set of more powerful tools to enable him to divide his applications program between the source and the sink processors without constant reference to the fact that he is working with two dissimilar processors.

The most important facility in such an environment is that of module allocation and reallocation (or movement) between the source and the sink processors, whenever the need arises. Thus the application programmer should be free to move, at run time, various pieces of the application between the two processors. As a consequence of this module movement, the dual processor system supports interprocessor module calls. Once a module has been moved, say, from the sink processor to the source processor, a mechanism is required which can trap calls to that module and pass the required parameter information to the remote copy of the module. Such a kind of mechanism can be thought of as being analogous to the high level access methods supported by the operating systems in which all hardware details, communications protocol, timing dependencies, etc., are hidden from the user.
The dual processor system can affect the implementation of the applications in the following three areas corresponding roughly to the usual compilation, link-edit, and execute sequence (ref. 3.38, 3.40).

3.5.1 Module Language Features

A high-level language with translators and capable of generating the code for both processors. Such a high-level language, as mentioned earlier, should let the programmer disregard, as far as possible, the differences in the hardware and operating system characteristics of the two dissimilar processors. It should also provide the following general features necessary for the dual processor environment:

a) Machine Transportability: There should be either two equivalent compilers for the language for the sink processor and the source processor, or one compiler capable of generating the code for both machines. It is also desirable to have only one language which can run on both machines.

b) Procedure Oriented: It is necessary that the language be procedure oriented (but not necessarily block structured). A procedure oriented language provides a very natural mechanism for dividing an application into modules which can be dynamically moved between the processors.

c) Symbol Table Output: If the module movement and the transfer of module calls between the sink and source processors is to be supported, then it is necessary that the compiler for the language retain complete information about all the module symbols and module parameters defined by the programmer for later use by the link-edit preprocessor.

From the above, it may be noted that the use of an assembly language is not precluded, provided a sufficiently powerful assembler is available.
3.5.2 A Link-Edit-Time Preprocessor

This should be capable of setting up the information necessary for reallocation of modules to either the sink or the source processors. After all the modules of some application system have been coded and compiled, so that some modules have been assigned to the source processor and the rest to the sink processor, the following situation prevails, (ref. 3.40):

a) A set of source object modules
b) A set of sink object modules
c) A set of symbol tables, one table for each module.

If all the modules are assigned to the source processor alone, so that none processes at the sink processor, then the next step would be to invoke a link editor which would combine the various object modules into a load module. The same situation would prevail if all the modules are assigned to the sink processor alone. But in a dual processor distributed computation environment, a new stage between compile and link edit is introduced to accomplish the following twofold purpose:

a) To set up linkage information necessary for the dual processing run-time environment to resolve intermodule calls across the communications interface
b) To save from the compile stage sufficient symbol information so that modules can be moved at run time from one processor to the other.

Thus, the link-edit preprocessor performs the following three important functions:

3.5.2.1 Scanning The Input

To scan the three input streams corresponding to the object modules, the object modules symbol table, and the user commands. The user commands are analogous to the link-editor commands in that they specify attributes
of the object modules and characteristics to be assigned the final load
modules. In this case, the most important attributes are:
a) The initial locations, (source or sink), of the various modules
b) Whether or not the modules are eligible for being moved between the
processors, (reallocatable). A non-reallocatable module has a
module-to-processor weight equal to infinity in the basic network,
so that it can only process at one processor alone.

3.5.2.2 New Object Modules

In order to create a new object module for each module, the new
object module is given the name of the original object module, and the
name of the original is altered in some unified fashion. For example, if
a module is represented by procedure A, and is declared reallocatable, then
the link-edit preprocessor creates a new module called A and renames
the original A to, say, A'. The code in the new A is logically equivalent
to that shown in fig. 3.18. This has the effect of routing all calls to
the original A from other modules (or procedures) in the application
system through the new version of A. In this way control is quickly passed
to the real A (now renamed A'), or to the dual processor run-time environment,
depending on the state of the "THE-LOCAL-SWITCH-IS-ON". The dual processor
run-time environment has control over whether a local version of A is called
or whether the call invokes a version of A in the remote processor.

3.5.2.3 Static Variables

The preprocessor is also changed with the responsibility of placing
in each new object module information from the symbol table about all
static variables and parameters for the reallocatable or remote module.
This information, (e.g. variable type, length, etc.), is used by the run-
time environment.
PROCEDURE A ( . . . . ) ;

(* the code for the new A *)

BEGIN (* A *)

IF THE-LOCAL-SWITCH-IS-ON (*a run-time environment boolean variable*)

THEN (* the module runs locally *)

BEGIN

.

A' ( . . . . ) ;
.
.
END

ELSE (* the module runs at the remote site *)

BEGIN

.

A' ( . . . . ) ;
.
.
END

END ; (* A *)

Fig. 3.18 The New Object Module
3.5.3 The Run-Time Environment

The main functions of the dual processor run-time environment is to manage the routines that handle:

a) Interprocessor calls
b) Module movements
c) Taking measurements and statistics
d) Debugging facilities
e) I/O between the source and sink processors

The most important aspect of this environment is that it is completely transparent to the applications programmer. Such a situation is analogous to that of an overlay supervisor in that while writing a program to be placed in an overlay structure, the programmer does not need to worry about whether the program will be in memory when it is called or the details of how the program will be fetched from the secondary memory (ref. 3.40).

The above main functions of the run-time environment may be summarised briefly in more detail as follows.

3.5.3.1 The Dual Processor Run-Time Monitor

When running under the dual processor environment, a user program is controlled by a supervisory monitor. The main purpose of this monitor is to accept, interpret and execute commands issued by the user during the execution of the applications program. The monitor environment is entered either by a direct call from the user program or by a pre-defined asynchronous interrupt mechanism (e.g. an attention from the user's terminal). When the monitor is entered, the user's program is temporarily halted, and the user is prompted for a command. Possible commands include requests for module reallocation, statistics, and trace facilities.
3.5.3.2 The Intermodule Call Resolution

This is the basic function of the run-time environment, i.e. to resolve calls between modules which were written as if they were to run on the same machine, but which are in fact running on two separate machines.

As a simple example, consider a modular program with two modules A and B, B having been declared reallocatable and initially resident in the sink processor. The module (procedure) allocation would then be as shown in fig. 3.19 (a), (the underlining indicates the copy of B currently being used). If now A calls B, control passes from A to B directly to B', the real copy of B, as shown in fig. 3.19(b). If the user now finds that the loading on the sink processor is unacceptably high and hence requests that B be moved to the source processor, any reference to B' in B is changed to point to the dual processor environment so that the next time A calls B, control is passed through this environment to the remote copy of B, as shown in fig. 3.19(c).

Passing control to the remote copy of B is only part of the problem. Of more importance is the problem of providing the remote module with a copy of the parameter list passed by module A. This is accomplished by referring to the symbol table information which was stored in the new B by the link-edit preprocessor. Using the information about the length and type attributes of the parameters which B expects, the appropriate variables are obtained, passed across the interface to the source processor, and converted (if necessary) into equivalent source processor formats. An appropriate list is then built in the source processor and passed to B', the original satellite copy of B. Similarly, when B returns to A, any
(a) Initial module allocation

(b) Intermodule referencing

(c) New module allocation

Fig. 3.19 Run-time Environment
modified parameters are passed back to the sink processor and modified in the processor memory.

3.5.3.3 Module Movements

The mechanism for moving a module between processors is very similar to that of resolving the interprocessor calls. The user first enters the dual processor monitor and specifies the module to be moved. The monitor then calls the routine in charge of the module movement. This routine first marks the local copy of the module as inactive, and reference to \( B' \) in \( B \) is replaced with a reference to the remote copy. The module movement routine then calls its counterpart in the remote processor and passes it the static variables which were declared in the module to be moved. These variables are treated just like parameters, except that instead of being placed in a parameter list for the remote module, they are used to update the static environment of the remote module so as to reflect the current state of the (now inactive) local module. The remote copy of the module is then marked as active, control returns to the monitor, and the user's program is restarted.

3.5.3.4 Statistics, Measurements, and Debugging

For the purposes of being able to vary the module to processor assignment is the ability to measure the performance of the application program as a function of this module allocation to processor. In this way the user can be provided with such statistics as follows:-

a) The mean execution time for a given module
b) The paging rates
c) The amount of interprocessor data transfer
d) The mean delay for the interprocessor data transfer
e) The mean time between intermodule calls.
Using these figures, the user can modify module allocation so as to optimize important parameters, such as

a) The total execution cost
b) The response time, etc.

Another important facility is the ability to imbed sophisticated debugging tools into the system. Not only does the dual processor system provide extensive symbol table information at run time, but a natural module-level breakpoint system is built in. In this way, it is possible to build in a mechanism which would dynamically check offered parameter lists against those expected by the called modules. Errors of this kind are a common source of bugs in large software systems.
4.1 INTRODUCTION

As explained earlier, the view of distributed computation taken in this thesis is that a single problem is solved by a number of single-CPU general-purpose serial computers that are spatially distributed within a geographically small area. Specifically a CPU cache model of distributed computation is employed. The computer's single processor accesses a single memory, and inputs and outputs information to and from the external source. The processor's ALU (arithmetic and logic unit), which is often made up of a whole set of simple special-purpose processors, plus the CU (the control unit), and high-speed registers, make up the single CPU. In some cases, there may be several kinds of input and output (I/O) devices, and a hierarchy of progressively slower but larger memories. But all the computation is performed by the single processor, using the data and the program stored in its main memory. In some cases too, the computer may have special-purpose hardware for several types of common processes such as addition, floating-point multiplication, division, string matching, input and output. Hence, the computer's single processor is really a collection of a whole set of specific processors. Consequently, the computational power and speed performance among these single-CPU general-purpose computers, will vary as widely as their specialized hardware and their instruction set capabilities. Hence, it can be expected that the time taken to process a given computational task will also vary widely among such computers. The time taken to complete a given computational task too will depend not only on the particular
computer used but also on the nature of its underlying algorithm, (ref. 4.1, 4.2, 4.3).

This chapter briefly examines the principles of computation. It attempts to find and assign a number to a given problem or subproblem that represents the amount of computation time demanded by the problem or subproblem. It attempts to examine briefly what constitutes a computation, first with respect to the abstract Turing machine model of computation, and then examines the computer system software and hardware implementation and capabilities of practical computers. From this consideration it can be seen that, in order to assign a number representing the computation time of a certain process, it is also necessary to examine the collection many factors such as the

a) system software capabilities
b) system hardware capabilities
c) system implementation details
d) system memory capability and memory management
e) programming language efficiency and instruction set capability
f) programmer ability
g) the nature of the problem to be solved and the complexity of its underlying algorithm

All these factors and more determine the basic instruction times and the relative computational powers of the various existing computers. Furthermore, each instruction time will also be dependent on the nature of the input and output. For certain combinations of input the instruction times can be estimated by simple calculations whereas for the majority of cases this can only be done probabilistically. Hence, from the variety of the many factors that affect the instruction times, it may be seen that
probabilistic characterisation of computation is an important method of
determining the computation performance measures.

4.2 PRINCIPLES OF COMPUTATION

From the point of view of a computer's ability to execute an algorithm
(or a program), all modern general-purpose computers are the same
(ref. 4.1). What distinguishes between them most is mainly the time
taken to execute the given algorithm. What computers can and cannot
do can be examined with the aid of simpler abstract models of computers.

4.2.1 Computation

Turing (ref. 4.4) and Post (ref. 4.5) independently proposed a very
simple kind of a computer. The computer they proposed was a suitably
powerful finite-state automaton (called a Turing Machine), possessing an
infinite memory (tape) and capable of doing anything that any other
computer might conceivably do, if given enough time. A number of other
identical formulations of such a computer have been used (ref. 4.6, 4.7,
4.8). Fig. 4.1 shows Post's formulation of the basic structure of the
Turing machine. The basic structure of such a computer model has a read-
write head which is capable of looking at each tape-section of an arbitrarily
long (potentially infinite) tape with symbols on each tape-section. It
also has a set of internally stored instructions for reading and printing
symbols onto the tape, and has the capacity too for shifting the tape.
The model computer is also assumed to be capable of performing the following
basic actions:

a) Marking the current tape-section (assumed empty)
b) Erasing the mark in the current tape-section (assumed marked)
c) Moving to the next tape-section on the right
The tape.

store for internal instructions

Tape symbols

Tape sections

Fig. 4.1 Turing Machine Model
d) Moving to the next tape-section on the left.

e) Determining whether the current tape-section is marked or is not marked.

The Turing machine is a very simple logical construction of a computer that has been used to prove the generality and equivalence of all modern general-purpose computers (ref. 4.1, 4.9, 4.10), such that each can compute anything, or carry out any algorithm, that any other can, if given enough time. An infinite memory potentiality of the finite-state automaton ensures that as much memory as is needed is available for whatever program it is presented to execute. In this connection, an automaton is a machine that responds unthinkingly to a stimulus, in accordance with pre-determined rules, without any scope whatever for intuition or discretion, (ref.4.11, 4.12). Its response will depend only on the stimulus which it receives and the state in which it is in when it receives that stimulus. Such finite-state machines proceed in separate and discrete steps from one to another of a finite number of states. There is a direct relationship between their basic structure and their behaviour. Given its initial state and the input signals, it should be theoretically possible to deduce the state it will be in at any particular instant. To this end, a computer is basically a finite-state machine and

a) it has no power of its own for direction and reacts to any stimulus in exact accordance with the flow of its instructions,

b) although the number of its distinct states is very large, the ultimate number of such states is finite.

Thus, a general-purpose computer can be very simple since all that the Turing machine model of a computer does is to execute a sequence of instructions from the following repertoire:

a) READ the current symbol

b) SHIFT to the next symbol
c) WRITE the current symbol onto the current memory (tape) location

d) IF the current symbol is C, THEN do instruction $S_t$, ELSE do instruction $S_e$

In this way, information is read from and written onto the tape which serves as the system memory. The tape contains both the program data and the program code. A computer modelled in this way is a stored-program computer and the processor that executes sequences of these instructions is an example of a finite-state automaton (ref. 4.9, 4.10). One of the major sources of the computational power for such stored-program computers lies in the fact that the program is input to and stored in the same memory that contains all other kinds of data. But the Turing machine model computer executes very slowly because the instructions are weak and low-level (ref. 4.17, 4.24). The two major factors that have been used to improve computer capability in simplifying the program to a much shorter sequence of much more powerful instructions, and in reducing the time taken to execute a program are:

a) The processor can read, write and operate on a whole word

b) The processor is given the random access capability to immediately fetch any of a rather longer number of such words.

The program code runs the computer. The first instruction is loaded into the instruction register and decoded to determine the operation to be performed, and the address where

a) The operands are to be fetched

b) The results are to be stored

c) The next instruction is to be found.

The operands are then fetched and processed, the results stored, and the next instruction fetched and loaded into the instruction register.
This process continues until the "end" instruction is reached, at which point there is no next instruction. The time to perform each instruction is very short, ranging from several microseconds to a fraction of a microsecond, depending on the instruction type and the hardware characteristic of the CPU. The total execution time of the program or program module will hence be the total sum of the instruction execution times of all the various instructions constituting the program code. All modern computers are general-purpose in that each can compute anything that any other computer can compute, given enough time. But the larger computers are capable of executing certain programs very much faster than the smaller ones because they tend to have a variety of more specialized hardware which may be more suitable for certain algorithms, (ref. 4.13, 4.14, 4.15).

In general, the computational power of these computers is achieved by giving the computer

a) A set of instructions that includes the basic Turing machine functions

b) Enough amount of memory sufficient to handle the program to be executed.

In this way, all modern computers will be millions of times faster than the Turing machine model computer. They are also a lot more complex, and having several kinds of I/O devices and successively faster memories. Often, the I/O functions are handled by special I/O processors working in parallel with the CPU. In some special cases, the next program instruction is often fetched at the same time that the present instruction is being executed. Several high-speed registers are usually employed to store the current instruction, its operands, and its resulting output. A larger cache memory of high-speed registers is often used to contain instructions and data that will soon be needed. The CPU too may employ
special-purpose hardware for several types of processors such as addition, floating-point multiplication, division, string matching, and I/O.

Hence, the computer as a piece of machinery is only capable of performing only a small number of simple operations, i.e.:

a) Data or information storage
b) Data movement from one location in memory to another
c) Performing simple arithmetic operations
d) Performing simple logical operations
e) Interpreting instructions
f) Data or information input
g) Data or information output
h) Starting and stopping.

The computer solves all the problems presented to it, both simple and complex, through combinations of the above primitive operations. From this point of view, its purpose is to carry out instructions, (ref. 4.16) These instructions are contained in the program statements which make up the program. In almost all programming the program statements can be classified according to the actions they perform. All such statements belong to one of six classes:

a) Input
b) Output
c) Assignment
d) Control (i.e. selection, branching, and repetition)
e) Termination
f) Comments

The two main types of data that the program acts upon are constants and variables.
4.2.2 Instruction Times

In performing its computations, a computer fetches an instruction from a memory location, decodes the instruction, and executes the instruction as explained above. In high-speed computers, one of the main factors limiting the speed of operation is the performance of the memory cycle time. The time taken to complete an instruction is dependent upon

a) The type of an instruction - which is defined by the function digits
b) The exact location of the instruction and operand in the core or fixed store - since this can affect the access time
c) Whether or not the operand address is to be modified
d) In the case of the floating-point accumulator orders, the actual numbers themselves
e) Whether drum and/or tape transfers are taking place.

But obeying one instruction may be overlapped in time with some part of other instructions. In this case the single most important parameter is the performance of the processor. In the past, processor performance has been measured in instructions per second. The number of instructions per second can be estimated by using the time of a single representative instruction, or by the average instruction execution time (assuming all instructions to be equally likely). A more accurate measure is a weighted average of instruction execution time using weights derived from a general mix or from the intended application. The average instruction execution time is sometimes chosen because of its obvious relationship with the instruction stream throughput. But this method neglects such overhead factors as

a) direct memory access
b) interrupt servicing
c) dynamic memory refreshing
The average instruction execution may be obtained by either benchmarking or by calculation from instruction frequency and timing data (ref. 4.18, 4.19). The latter has the advantage that it has freedom from the extraneous factors noted above and from the normal clock rate variations found from machine to machine of a given model. This method also allows for the calculation of the change in average instruction execution time that would result from some change in the implementation. In this way the average instruction execution can be calculated from

\[ t = k_1 \cdot c_1 + k_2 \cdot c_2 \]

where

- \( c_1 \) = the microcycle time
- \( c_2 \) = the memory-read-pause time. (The memory-read-pause time is the period of time during which the CPU clock is suspended during a memory read)
- \( k_1 \) = the number of microcycles expected in a canonical instruction
- \( k_2 \) = the number of memory accesses expected in a canonical instruction

On the other hand, the typical instruction time for a simple operation, such as ADD, can be estimated. Such a metric is an approximation for the average instruction time and assumes that:

a) The machines have about the same Instruction Set Processor (ISP), and hence there is little difference among instructions

b) A specific data-type will be used more heavily than another

c) A typical add time will be given (e.g. the operand is in a random location in the primary memory cell rather than being cached or in a fast register)

It is possible to determine the average instruction time by executing one of every possible instruction. However, since the instruction used depends so much upon the program data they interpret, this metric is not
very accurate. A better measure is to keep statistics about the use of all programs and to give the average time based on the use of all programs. Such a measure may be used to compare two different implementations of the same architecture. Early attempts to make more accurate characterisations were based on weighing the instruction use (i.e. forming a typical utilization \( U \)) according to task (e.g. floating-point versus indexing and character handling) to give a better performance measure. Thus, instruction mixes were developed which better evaluated performance. Studies of frequency counts of instructions have been described by several authors. The best known is the Gibson mix (ref. 4.20), developed at IBM in 1959. Gibson divided the instructions of the IBM 704/650 computers into thirteen classes and counted how many instructions of each class were executed. His sample size was seventeen programs with approximately nine million instructions. Similar studies have been carried out (ref. 4.17, 4.21) as shown in Table 4.1.

For a given application, weighted average of the instruction execution times may be determined by:

a) Preparing a table of frequencies of various types of instructions based on experience in similar applications, or perhaps, on actual counts if these are available

b) Obtain the total weighted execution time for a given instruction type by multiplying the time required for the instruction by the frequency count

c) Calculate the average execution time by summing overall instruction types and dividing by the sum of the frequency counts.

Current ISPs designed for scientific applications have word lengths ranging from 24 to 64 bits; the number of different instructions varies from 70 to over 400; register structures span the area from one accumulator
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>IBM 6507/01, Gibson's results</th>
<th>CDC 3600, U. Mass. results</th>
<th>PDP-10, CMU results</th>
<th>PDP-11, DEC results</th>
<th>5060, U. of Toronto results</th>
<th>HP 3000 results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Load, store</td>
<td>31.2</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>42.4</td>
<td>22.4</td>
<td>48.1</td>
<td>34.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Branches</td>
<td>16.8</td>
<td>38.3</td>
<td>28.2</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>16.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixpoint add, subtract</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compare</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floating add, subtract</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floating multiply</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floating divide</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixpoint multiply</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixpoint divide</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shifting</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logical</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>11.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indexing</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fullword</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I/O control</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interregister transfer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1 Percentage of Executed Instructions

1 U Mass = University of Massachusetts
2 CMU = Carnegie Mellon University
plus a few index registers, through designs with 8 to 24 general or specialized registers, to designs with up to 64 registers.

4.2.3 Benchmark Programs

A benchmark program (ref. 4.22), may also be used to characterise the various performance measures of a computer. It may be the simple expression, A := B + C, composed of one statement and two operations (:=, +). The statement execution rate is taken to be the actual computer performance and reflects the highest performance for the three address machine, whereas the conventional instructions per second measure may show different values. A more subtle performance measure is the operation rate and this is found to be more correlated with the true benchmark statement execution rate.

For example, in the case of the primary memory the operation rate may be taken to be the information rate (the number of word accesses per second) and this is found to be a better performance indicator than the conventional instruction rate measure. Also, for the more unconventional vector or array computers (e.g. ILLIAC IV, CDC STAR, CRAY-1) which have to operate on at least 64 operands per instruction, instructions per second would be a poor measure, (ref. 4.23).

A carefully designed standard benchmark gives the best performance estimate because the benchmark is fairly understood and can be run on several different machines. In this way specific benchmark programs that reflect a particular type of workload can be used since whether a standard benchmark is of much value in characterising performance depends on the degree to which it is typical of the actual computer's use. A further advantage of standard benchmarks is that they may be written in the high-level language to be used by the computer and hence they reflect the application as well as characterising the language machine architecture.
One of the strongest advantages of the benchmark method is that it can handle a total problem and integrate all features of the computer. The main difficulty with benchmarks is that the result depends not only on the type of the computer, but also on the exact configuration such as:

a) The number of words in the primary memory
b) The operating system characteristics.

Thus, although the benchmark performance number perhaps comes closest to serving as an adequate single performance figure, it is weaker as a parameter characterising the structure of the computer than one characterising a contingent total system.

4.2.4. System Performance Measures

Hence, in order to measure the performance of a specific computer it is necessary to know the ISP, the hardware performance, and the frequency of use for the various instructions. The execution time $T$ is the dot product of the fractional utilization of each instruction ($U_i$) and the time ($t_i$) to execute each instruction. As mentioned earlier, the instruction utilization ($U_i$) can be estimated by:

a) Defining a typical or average instruction
b) Using standard benchmarks to characterise the machine performance
c) Using a specific or unique benchmark when the actual use has not been characterised in terms of the standard benchmark.

These quantities $t_i$ and $U_i$ are based entirely on measures which may also be computed automatically from a computer program during compiling.

Hence the compiler may be forced to give an estimate of the execution time $T$ of a module or a program.
4.2.5 Memory Size

The memory size in bytes, for both the primary and the secondary memory give memory capability of the computer. The memory transfer rates are necessary as secondary performance measures, especially for memory interference when multiple processors are used. The primary memory transfer rate also tracks the access rate available to the CPU for secondary memory transfers and external interface transfers. For file systems, which require multiple accesses to the secondary memory for single items, the probabilistic measure of the access rate is necessary for a more accurate performance estimate. Similarly, for multiprogrammed systems, which use secondary memory to hold programs, the probabilistic measure of program swapping rate may be required.

Other secondary CPU parameters include the number of data-types and the context-switching rate. The number of data-types (such as the scientific string, character, lists, vectors, etc.) in the CPU gives an indication of performance when it is operated with a particular language. In the case of multiprogramming systems, the time to switch from job to job is important. In this case the process context-switching rate is an important attribute, since most large computer systems operate with some form of multiprogramming.

4.3 ALGORITHMS AND COMPUTATION

The concept of an algorithm is fundamental in the solution of problems, (ref. 4.1, 4.2). To determine what a computer can and cannot do, it is necessary first to consider what can be accomplished by an algorithm. An algorithm may be defined as a finite set of rules, which gives a sequence of operations for solving a specific type of a problem. From such a definition it can be seen that an algorithm possesses the following properties, (ref. 4.36):
a) **Finiteness**: When an algorithm is mechanically executed, it must terminate after a finite number of steps.

b) **Definiteness**: The actions to be carried out and the sequence of steps to be executed for each step of the algorithm are unambiguously defined.

c) **Completeness**: The rules of the algorithm are complete so that it can solve all the problems of a particular type, and for any input data, for which it is designed.

d) **Effectiveness**: All the operations used in the algorithm are basic and are capable of being performed mechanically, and without the necessity for any intuitive step.

e) **Input/Output**: An algorithm has certain precise inputs, or initial data, and the outputs are generated in the intermediate as well as the final steps of the algorithm.

If the algorithm forms an input into a machine, then the machine should be capable of

a) Reading and interpreting the input and intermediate data

b) Carrying out primitive mechanical operations as demanded by the algorithm

c) Mechanically controlling the sequence of steps

d) Storing the data

e) Outputting the result

If a program is aimed at a particular problem, one can think of it as searching for a solution to that problem. The search itself might never end, and hence no solution can be found for that algorithm. In this way it is possible to investigate whether or not there are some problems for which there cannot be an algorithm, (ref. 4.25). Consequently,
in order to determine the computation time of a particular problem or
the computational capabilities of computers it is also necessary to examine
the efficiency of the underlying algorithm. Different problems or sub-
problems will require different algorithms and hence different execution
times. The more efficient the algorithm the shorter the time taken for
its computation, for a given size of the input. The underlying implication
is that algorithms and computation are inseparable. As was explained
earlier, one of the major goals in distributing a computation is to speed
up the given computation by using an interconnection of two or more computers
within a LAN. Hence, speeding up a given computation can be achieved
by designing and using better and more efficient algorithms to solve the
problem on the computers, or by using faster and faster computers. But
using better and more efficient algorithms can achieve a more dramatic
reduction in the computation time than using faster and faster computers,
(ref. 4.2).

To describe a problem as being solvable algorithmically implies, in
general, that there is a computer program that will produce the correct
answer for any input, if it is allowed to run long enough and if it is
also allowed as much storage space as it needs. In as much as algorithms
are essentially mechanical procedures requiring no intuition and capable of
being executed automatically by a machine, various mechanical models of
computation have been devised and investigated, (ref. 4.4, 4.9).

Perhaps the most important motivation for devising formal methods of
computation is the desire to analyse the inherent computational difficulty
of various problems. One would like to prove lower bounds on the com-
putation time. In order to prove that there is no algorithm to perform
a given task in less than a certain amount of time, one needs a precise and
highly stylized definition of what constitutes an algorithm. A Turing machine (ref. 4.4), model of computation is an example of such a definition. By using a Turing machine model, one can prove that a particular function requires a certain minimum amount of time to execute. Much of the emphasis in the early work in this field (called the computability theory) was on describing or characterising the nature of those problems that could be solved algorithmically and on exhibiting the nature of some problems that could not be. One of the important negative results was the proof of the unsolvability of the "halting problem", (ref. 4.4, 4.10). The halting problem is concerned with determining whether an arbitrary algorithm (or computer program) will get into an infinite loop while working on a given input. There cannot exist a computer program that solves this problem. On the other hand, the knowledge that a given problem can theoretically be solved on a computer is not sufficient to explain whether it is practical to do so. In the majority of cases it is also necessary to know more about how efficiently a given problem is solvable in a machine than merely its solvability, and also about how effectively the algorithms are converted into programs. This in turn leads to the consideration of problems from the two main areas of study: the complexity of algorithms and the correctness of programs. There are numerous problems with practical applications that can theoretically be solved (i.e. for which programs can be written), but for which the computation time and storage requirements are much too great for those programs to be of practical use. Consequently, the computation time and space requirements of a program are of great importance.

4.3.1 Computational Complexity

Computational (or algorithmic) complexity refers to the computation time and space requirements of a program. The analysis of the computation
time and space requirements of a program have become the subject of theoretical study called computational complexity, (ref. 4.25). One branch of the study of computational complexity aims at setting up a formal and somewhat abstract theory of the complexity of computable functions in which solving a problem is taken to be equivalent to computing a function from the set of inputs to the set of outputs. In this way, axioms for measures of complexity can be formulated, which are basic and general enough so that either the number of instructions executed, or the number of storage bits used by a program can be taken as the complexity measure. Using such axioms, it is possible to prove the existence of arbitrarily complex problems and of problems for which there is no best program. Thus, the study of computational complexity facilitates the writing of efficient algorithms to solve common problems and to provide the tools and principles for analysing and improving algorithms.

4.3.1.1 Average and Worst-Case Complexity

Algorithms can be evaluated by a variety of criteria. But most often, one is interested in the rate of growth of time (or space) required to solve larger and larger instances of a given problem, (ref. 4.25, 4.27). However, it is difficult to use the execution time (or word storage) as a measure of complexity because it varies with the particular computer used. One may instead count the number of instructions or statements executed by a program, but this measure too has several of the other disadvantages of the execution time measure. Such a measure is highly dependent on the programming language and on the programmer's style. Instead one needs a method that is independent of:

a) The computer used
b) The programming language
c) The programmer's style and ability

d) The implementation details.

An important observation is that the amount of work done (complexity) usually depends on the size of the input. For example, solving a system of 20 linear equations in 20 unknowns generally requires more work than solving a system of 2 linear equations in 2 unknowns. Another important observation is that even if the inputs of only one size are considered, the number of operations performed by an algorithm may depend on the particular input. For example, solving a system of 20 linear equations in 20 unknowns may not require much work if most of the coefficients are zero. Hence, the amount of work done by an algorithm cannot be described by a single number because the number of operations performed cannot be the same for all inputs. For example, the size of the input to solve a problem concerning a graph is dependent upon both the number of vertices and edges in the graph.

4.3.1.1.1 Average Time Complexity

It is not always possible to enumerate the number of operations performed by a particular algorithm on each input of size $n$. One possible method of solution is to determine the average behaviour of the algorithm, (ref. 4.25, 4.28), by calculating the number of operations performed for each input of size $n$ and then take the average. Such a method may not be accurate enough in practice because some inputs may occur much more frequently than others. Instead, a weighted average is more likely to give a more meaningful estimate. Such a weighted average may be estimated as follows:

Let $S_n$ be the set of inputs of size $n$ for the problem under consideration. Let $X$ be an element of $S_n$, and let $P[X]$ be the probability that input $X$ occurs. Let $N(X)$ be the number of basic operations performed by the
algorithm of input X. Then the average time complexity measure
A(n) is given by
\[ A(n) = \sum_{X \text{ in } S_n} P(X) \cdot N(X) \]

where

\( N(X) \) is to be estimated by careful examination and analysis of the
algorithm, but \( P(X) \) cannot be estimated analytically. The function \( P(X) \)
can only be determined by experience or from special information about the
application for which the algorithm is to be used; it may not be easy to
determine. Hence if \( P(X) \) is complicated, the estimation of \( A(n) \) is
difficult. Furthermore, if \( P(X) \) depends on a particular application of
the algorithm, then the function \( A(n) \) describes the average behaviour of
the algorithm for only that particular application.

4.3.1.1.2 Worst-Case Time Complexity

The alternative approach to describing the implementation-independent
behaviour of an algorithm is to calculate its worst case complexity,
(ref. 4.29), which may be defined simply as
\[ W(n) = \max_{X \text{ in } S_n} N(X) \]

where

\( W(n) \) is the maximum number of the basic operations performed by the
algorithm on any input of size \( n \).
Hence \( W(n) \) can be estimated more readily than \( A(n) \) can. \( W(n) \) is more
valuable because it gives a simplified upper bound on the work done by
the algorithm. Furthermore, the worst-case analysis can be used to form
an estimate of the time limit for a particular implementation of an
algorithm. This may be an important consideration in real-time applications.
An important observation is that the input for which an algorithm behaves worst depends on the particular algorithm, and not on the problem. Also, the concepts of worst-case and average behaviour analysis is still useful even if one chooses a different measure of work done, such as the execution time or number of passes through a loop. Hence, the observation that the amount of work done often depends on the size and properties of the input would lead to the same analysis of worst-case and average behaviour, no matter what measures were used.

The analysis of $A(n)$ and $w(n)$ assumes that the total number of operations performed by an algorithm is proportional to the number of the basic operations. Hence if an algorithm does $N(X)$ basic operations for an input of size $X$, then the total number of operations is at most $k N(X)$, so that the actual execution time is $k' N(X)$ seconds, where $k$ and $k'$ are constants which depend on the algorithm and the computer on which it is implemented, but not on the input $X$. Consequently, if an algorithm does $W(n)$ (or $A(n)$) basic operations, then it does at most $k W(n)$ (or $k A(n)$, on average) operations in total and runs in at most $k' W(n)$ (or, on average $k' A(n)$) seconds in the worst-case (or on average). In an exact comparison of two or more algorithms which are developed for a given problem and which did approximately the same amount of work, then one would need a very concise count of all the work done including bookkeeping. In this case, it would be necessary to quantify not only $W(n)$ and $A(n)$ for the algorithms, but also the constants $k$ and $k'$. However, for many problems, some algorithms have been developed that are so much better and more efficient than others that the actual values of $k$ and $k'$ for each of them are not very important. For example, if for one algorithm $W_1(n) = 2^n$ and for another $W_2(n) = n^2$, the latter will run
faster, in the worst case, for almost all values of the input size even if it may do more bookkeeping per basic operation than the former. Furthermore if $k_1 = 2$ and $k_2 = 15$, then so long as $n > 9$, the second algorithm does less work. This example illustrates the major difference between the combinatorial explosive nature of the enumerative scheduler algorithm and the relatively better performance of the max-flow min-cut scheduler algorithm discussed in chapter three, and plotted in fig. 3.17.

4.3.1.1.3 Space Complexity

The performance measure of an algorithm or a program in terms of its memory requirements can be analysed in a similar manner as the time complexity performance measure (ref. 4.26, 4.29). The number of memory cells used by a program, like the number of seconds required to execute the program, depends on the particular implementation. A given program will require storage space for the instructions, the constants, the variables, and the input data it uses. It may also use some work-space for manipulating the data and storing the information needed to carry out its computations. Sometimes, the input data may be representable in several abstract forms, some of which may require more space than others. In the case in which the input is represented in these various forms such as graphs, arrays, sets, or lists, then due consideration must be given for the space required for the input itself as well as any extra space needed for manipulations. For example, forming the union of two sets may require only one or two operations if the sets are represented as linked lists, but would require a larger number of operations, proportional to the number of elements in one of the sets, if they are represented as arrays and one must be copied into the other. Similarly the space requirements would be affected. If the amount of space required depends on the
particular input, then worst-case and average behaviour analysis can be employed.

4.3.2 Asymptotic Computation Complexity

With regard to the computational complexity of an algorithm, the important performance measure of interest is the rate of growth of time (or space) required to solve larger and larger instances of a given problem (ref. 4.25). One would like to associate with a problem an integer, called the size \( n \) of the problem, which is a measure of the quantity of the input data. As explained above, the time needed by an algorithm expressed as a function of the size of a problem is called the time complexity of an algorithm. The limiting behaviour of the time complexity as the size increases is called the asymptotic time complexity. Space complexity and asymptotic space complexity are defined similarly.

It is the asymptotic complexity of an algorithm which ultimately determines the size of problems that can be solved by the algorithm. If an algorithm processes inputs of size \( n \) in time \( k \cdot n^2 \) for some constant \( k \), then the asymptotic time complexity of that algorithm is defined as \( O(n^2) \), (ref. 4.30). More precisely, a function \( G(n) \) is said to be of asymptotic time complexity \( O(F(n)) \) if there exists a constant \( k \) such that

\[
G(n) \leq k \cdot F(n)
\]

for all but a finite (possibly infinite) set of non-negative values of \( n \).

In general, the asymptotic time (or space) complexity of a given algorithm is either polynomial \( O(n^k) \) or exponential \( O(k^n) \) bounded functions of the input size, \( n \). Exponential time complexity exhibits the phenomenon of combinatorial explosion asymptotically and hence is generally inefficient. Computations based on exponentially bounded algorithms can quickly get beyond the capacity of any present or future serial computers because the
time to execute such an algorithm with a large input size can be very long indeed, even if the time to execute a single basic operation is assumed to be one microsecond. Consequently, it is the polynomial time complexity of an algorithm that is of practical interest in the solution of problems. With regard to their computational requirements, two functions $f_1(n)$ and $f_2(n)$ are said to be polynomially related if there exists polynomials $p_1(n)$ and $p_2(n)$ such that

$$f_1(n) \leq p_1(f_2(n))$$

$$f_2(n) \leq p_2(f_1(n))$$

for all values of $n$. The asymptotic complexity performance measure is implementation-independent.

The concept of the asymptotic time (and space) complexity of an algorithm classifies problems according to the time (and space) required to solve them. In this way "hard", i.e. very time consuming, and "not-so-hard" problems are distinguished. Polynomial bounded algorithms such as $O(n^3)$, say, can still be considered as having fairly low time requirements. However, a class of problems for which no reasonably fast algorithms have been developed exist. Many of these are optimization problems, (ref. 4.25, 4.33), that arise quite frequently in certain applications, such as

a) Job Scheduling problems
b) Graph Colouring problems
c) Bin packing problems
d) Hamiltonian circuit problems
e) Knapsack problems, etc.

None of the algorithms developed for the above problems are known to run fast, or in a reasonable time. The class P is given to those problems
that include those with reasonably efficient algorithms. An algorithm is said to be polynomial-bounded if its worst-case asymptotic complexity is bounded by a polynomial function of the input size: i.e., if there is a polynomial $p$ such that for each input of size $n$ the algorithm terminates after at most $p(n)$ steps. Hence $P$ is the class of problems that are polynomial-bounded. Although not every problem in $P$ has an acceptably efficient algorithm, if a problem is not in $P$ it will be very difficult and probably impossible in practice to solve. Thus, while the definition of $P$ is too broad to provide a criterion for problems with low time requirements, it provides a useful criterion (not being in $P$) for problems that require too much computation time. The list of problems shown to be not in $P$ has continued to grow over the years. To solve many of these problems, approximation or heuristic algorithms are used (ref. 4.31, 4.32). In many applications an approximate solution is good enough, especially when the time which would otherwise be required to find the optimal solution is considered. In some cases an algorithm for a complex problem may be obtained by combining several algorithms for simpler problems or subproblems (ref. 4.34). This collection of simpler algorithms may all work on the same input or some may work on the output or intermediate results of others. The complexity of the new algorithm may be bounded by addition, multiplication, and composition of the complexities of its constituent algorithms. However, since polynomials are closed under these operations, any algorithm built from a collection of several polynomial-bounded algorithms in various ways will also be polynomial-bounded.

4.4 A TIME-DELAY TRANSFORM VIEW OF COMPUTATION

In the design and analysis of computer algorithms and their programs two of the main aims are to determine whether the ultimate program code is

a) correct - i.e. does what it is supposed to do

b) up to expected performance - i.e. runs fast enough.
These two main areas of analysis can be carried out in several ways (ref. 4.35, 4.36). Correctly functioning programs can be determined by thorough testing: either mathematically or through program execution. Program performance, on the other hand, may be determined as was explained earlier, or through a transform theory of software performance (ref. 4.37). In both methods, performance estimates depend on the time-delay imposed on the CPU operations and on the frequency of execution of these operations. A model of time-delay behaviour in computer programs can be developed, and then modified to incorporate the operation execution frequencies. In this way, the time-delays and execution frequencies can be visualized as forming a network of interacting parts when used to model computer programs.

4.4.1 The Z-Domain Operations

The execution of a program segment such as a program statement or program module can be viewed as an action that imposes a time-delay on a control signal as it sequences or flows through the program. Such time-delay may be due to the time it takes the CPU to add two numbers together, or to copy a value from one memory location to another, or to compare two values and decide which operation to execute next. The total time elapsed between the beginning of execution of a program, or program module, and its termination will be the sum of the individual time-delays in each segment of the program weighted by the number of times each segment is executed. Hence, to obtain a quantitative measure of performance, a performance formula can be developed, given the estimated frequency and time-delay for each segment of the program. Such a performance formula may be derived by applying a time-delay operator to the program. This operator is related to the classical Z-transform of the feedback control theory, (ref. (4.38).
The z-transform of a time-varying function \( g(t) \) may be defined as

\[
G(z) = \sum_{t=0}^{\infty} g(t)z^t, \quad \text{for } |z| < 1
\]

in which the time-domain is the discrete-valued semi-infinite interval \((0, \infty)\) representing the time-delays which occur during the program execution. The z-transform representation of a function is most useful when applied to arbitrary functions in order to study the behaviour of the function without knowing everything about the function in advance, such as the program performance, and represents the weighted sum of the transformed time-varying function.

As mentioned above, a program segment, such as a program statement, imposes a very small but simple unit time delay; this is just a spike at time \( t_0 \), say, in the time-domain, as shown in fig. 4.2, so that

\[
G(z) = \sum_{t=0}^{\infty} g(t)z^t = \sum_{t=0}^{\infty} N_0z^t = N_0z^{t_0}
\]

where \( N_0 \) is a constant representing the magnitude or height of the spike at time \( t = t_0 \). For \( n \) such program segments, an ensemble of time-delays can similarly be defined, so that

\[
G(z) = \sum_{t=0}^{n} g(t)z^t = N_0z^{t_0} + N_1z^{t_1} + \ldots + N_{n-1}z^{t_{n-1}}
\]

From the above, it may be deduced that

a) A time-delay in the time-domain corresponds to a multiplication by \( z \) in the \( z \)-domain.

b) The coefficients \( N_0, N_1, \ldots \) are magnitudes that, taken together, can be thought of as constituting the probability density function (pdf) defining the probability of a time-delay at time \( t \).
(a) single spike

(b) An ensemble of spikes

Fig. 4.2  Unit time delay
Hence, by letting
\[ g(t) = \text{p.d.f. of the time-delay parameter } t \text{ then} \]
\[ \sum_{t=0}^{\infty} g(t) = 1 \]
so that, \( g(t) \) represents the instantaneous probability that a program will incur a time-delay of \( t \) time-units. From such a definition, the expected time delay \( \tau \), is given by
\[ \tau = G'(1) = \sum_{t=0}^{\infty} t \cdot g(t) \]
where \( G'(1) = \frac{d}{dz} G(z) \bigg|_{z=1} \)

In this way an ensemble of time-delays corresponding to the average execution time of the program module can be obtained. For arbitrary programs a software network model of the program can be used to determine the average execution time, (ref. 4.40)

4.4.2 Execution Time for Structured-Programs

The average execution time of a computer program can be estimated by analysing its software network (ref. 4.39, 4.40). A software network is defined as a graph \( G = \{ \text{Nodes, Arcs, Map} \} \) containing a set of Nodes, a set of Arcs that interconnect the Nodes, and a Map function that defines the connection pattern of the Nodes via the Arcs. The labelled arcs represent the execution time of program segments, while the nodes represent the state of the program prior to the execution of a segment. The state of the program refers to the current point of control in the program's overall flow of control. Hence, a state is a place between two or more executable segments.

If \( t_i \) represents the estimated time-delay associated with a control signal propagating through arc \( i \) of a software network and \( p_i \) represents
the estimated probability of arc $i$ being selected when the program is executed, then $G = (t_i, p_i)$ is the time-domain representation of the software network, as shown in fig. 4.3(a). The time-domain representation of the software network is transformed into the corresponding z-domain representation by relabelling the arcs from $(t_i, p_i)$ to $(p_i, t_i)$, as shown in fig. 4.3(b). Finally, the z-transform software network is further simplified and reduced into a single arc whose weight is a single expression representing the $G(z)$ from which the overall performance of the network $G'(1)$ can be obtained, as explained earlier. The reduction process is accomplished by a successive application of decomposition rules. Only software networks of structured programs (the structured networks) are reducible into a single final arc referred to above. Such a structured network consists of concatenated or nested structured sub-networks. In general, whether any arbitrary program which has not been written according to the structured programming rules can be converted into a structured program is yet unclear. However, such a conversion may be achieved if some redundancy is introduced in the coding, or if extra variables and control parameters are used (ref. 4.41, 4.42).

The basic structured networks are derived from the single-entry single-exit components, (ref. 4.43), and are as follows:

a) Serial execution (Concatenation)

  e.g. (i) read ;  
    (ii) $c := a + b$;  
    (iii) begin  
          $x := a$ ;  
          $y := x^2$  
          end;
Fig. 4.3 Software Network
b) Decision (or alternation),

   e.g. (i) if \( x = 0 \)
        then \( x := x + 1 \);
   (ii) if \( x > 0 \)
        then \( y := \text{true} \)
            else \( y := \text{false} \);
   (iii) case \( \text{ld} \) of ...
         end;

c) Looping (or Iteration)

   e.g. (i) repeat ..... until \( p \);
   (ii) for \( i := \text{start} \) to \( \text{finish} \) do \( s \)
   (iii) while \( a > b \) do
         begin
         \( a := a - b \);
         writeln \( (b) \)
         end;

The decomposition rules for the basic structured networks is as shown in fig. 4.4. In this way the average execution time of a structured program or module may be determined.

The calculation of the average execution time of structured programs and modules can further be simplified by the use of the Petri network model of structured programs (ref. 4.40). A Petri network is a bipartite graph

\[
G = \{ \text{Places, Transitions, Arcs, Map} \}
\]

where

Places \( \equiv \) Set of program states representing the beginning or end of an action, e.g. begin, end, repeat, until, if, then, else, while, for, etc.
Fig. 4.4 Reduction Rules

(a) Concatenation

(b) Decision

(c) Iteration
Transitions ≡ Set of program actions representing operations, statements, program segments, etc.

Arcs ≡ Set of control paths representing the flow of control from places to transitions and from transitions to places.

Map ≡ The topology of the graph is determined by the connectivity of places and transitions. Arcs only connect places to transitions and transitions to places. Arcs are not allowed to connect places to places or transitions to transitions.

A graph \( G = (X, E) \) is said to be a bipartite graph if its node set \( X \) can be partitioned into two subsets \( X_1 \) and \( X_2 \) such that every arc of \( G \) has one endpoint in \( X_1 \) and one endpoint in \( X_2 \).

A structured program is composed of concatenated and nested D-structured components. The D-structured components have single-entry single-exit control structures as explained above. The Petri networks of D-structured components simplify the analysis of structured programs. Fig. 4.5 shows the format of a Petri network and figs. 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8 show the D-structured components in Petri network notation. In fig. 4.5 it can be seen that the flow through a network can be split by a forked transition and merged by a place. These operations correspond to the flow of control in a program or module. The places correspond to control statements of a program, and the transitions correspond to executable operations performed by a program or module.

The concatenation and nesting (looping) rules are the only composition rules of structured programming (ref. 4.43). These two rules guarantee programs that are reducible to a single-entry single-exit (or single transition) structure. This reducibility facilitates the analysis of any structured programs using its network model and the z-transform
Fig. 4.5 Petri Network
Fig. 4.6 Concatenation Decomposition Rule
(a) If-then Decomposition Rule

(b) Case-of Decomposition Rule

Fig. 4.7 Decision Decomposition Rules
For-Do loop Decomposition Rule

Repeat

Do

Until

Repeat-Until Loop Decomposition Rule

While-Do Loop Decomposition Rule

Fig. 4.8 Iteration Decomposition Rules
performance formulae. The flow of control in programs and modules may be concatenated and nested to any arbitrary depth. Many of the time-consuming programs in scientific computation often involve repeated evaluation of the same function on different argument sets.

4.5 PDF CHARACTERISATION OF COMPUTATION

So far it has been explained and shown how a performance formula can be obtained and used to estimate the average or maximum processing time of a program or module. But if such a method was to be employed in a distributed computation environment for every program or module which is a candidate for distributed computation, the work and time involved in obtaining the performance formula for every program or module would be overwhelming. Hence simplified representations which will preclude tractable solutions are preferable.

In modelling many resources of a computer system, one may be primarily interested in the service times (computation times) of programs or program modules which use the resources. In this context, the program’s service time will consist of the execution of the instructions and the amount of time spent will be determined largely by the particular instruction mix executed, the CPU times for those instructions, the I/O requirements and memory management, if the system has virtual memory. If the resource is a moving head disk, for example, then a program’s service time will consist of a positioning time and a transfer time, and the total time used will be determined largely by the distance the arm must move, the mechanical speed, and the total amount of information transferred. All of these determining factors are measurable (or observable) and in a sense deterministic. But such an approach might be impractical. It may be found more appropriate
and more practical to characterise service times as random phenomena. For CPU times, the instruction paths will usually depend heavily on unpredictable data (ref. 4.44, 4.45). In a virtual memory system, the CPU times will also depend on memory management routines which may, in turn, depend very heavily on the behaviour of the entire multiprogramming set of programs (ref. 4.45). Hence, further simplifications may be found necessary.

One simplification is to represent the processing times by probability distribution functions (PDF) - such as, the probability distribution for CPU time used between I/O operations, the probability distribution for the times between scheduler activations, or the probability distribution for the times between page faults; and even then to assume that successive timings are independent with the respective distributions (ref. 4.49, 4.50). In this way, arbitrary probability distributions may be defined and used for the CPU service times. But even when arbitrary probability distributions are defined and used for the service times, only the first and second moments are of the greatest importance (ref. 4.51). These moments are defined as follows:

Let $X$ be a random variable and $P[X]$ be the probability of $X$, then the mean value, or the first moment of $X$, when $X$ is defined on a discrete sample space, is defined as

$$E[X] = \sum_x x \cdot P[X]$$

and the $n$th moment is similarly defined as

$$E[X^n] = \sum_x x^n \cdot P[X]$$

In general, the $n$th central moment, (the mean value of the $n$th power of the difference between the service time and the mean value), is defined
as
\[ E[(X-E[X])^n] = \sum_{x} (X-E[X])^n \cdot P[X] \]

The first central moment is identically equal to zero. The second central moment is the variance \( \sigma^2 \), and the square of the variance is the standard deviation, \( \sigma \). The mean represents the service time and the variance gives an indication of variability. A more direct measure of this variability is called the coefficient of variation \( C_x \), which is given by

\[ C_x = \frac{\sqrt{\sigma^2}}{E[X]} = \frac{\sigma}{E[X]} \]

Processor service time distributions in general tend to be highly variable and values of \( C_x \) of ten or more are not unusual (ref. 4.45). On the other hand I/O service time distributions tend to be much less variable and values of \( C_x \) much less than one are typical, (ref. 4.49).

Similar definitions for the mean value, moments and variance apply equally well when \( X \) is defined on a continuous sample space in which case the corresponding PDF are continuous. If \( f_x(x) \) is the pdf (probability density function) of the random variable \( x \), then

\[ E[X] = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} x \cdot f_x(x) \cdot dx \]

and

\[ E[X^2] = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} x^2 \cdot f_x(x) \cdot dx \]

and

\[ \text{V}[X] = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} (x - E[X])^2 \cdot f_x(x) \cdot dx \]

Arbitrary distributions can be defined thus, and from them the moments extracted.
4.6 MARKOVIAN CHARACTERISATION OF COMPUTATION

It was shown above how arbitrary PDFs may be defined and used to characterise a program's performance measure such as the average service time and service time variability. However, if arbitrary PDFs for service times are used, one is still left overwhelmed with information and the mathematical model becomes very difficult to characterise and solve. For example, suppose one wishes to represent the time until completion for a processing request arriving at the CPU when the CPU is already busy processing a previous request. If one wishes to estimate the probability distribution for this period of time, then one will need to determine the distribution for the sum of the time for the request plus the time until the CPU is given the request. This latter time will depend on the time already spent on the work ahead of the arriving request. From this, it can be seen that the solution becomes very involved and difficult so that one can only hope for a solution under very restricted conditions. Such a method of solution together with the inherent difficulties appear to result into a paradox: on the one hand one wishes to solve for the time dependent behaviour of the computing environment but at the same time, on the other hand, one is not free to consider time in the representation of the system. However, the Markov process representation of the computing system allows the time to be considered in a very controlled manner and thus overcome the apparent paradox.

Markov processes are extremely powerful tools which can be used to provide accurate, yet mathematically tractable, models of computing systems performance (ref. 4.52, 4.53). Performance models are often used to estimate the performance of computing systems over a period of time.
This time period may be explicit for some performance measures and implicit for others. The two most important performance measures, throughput and response time, represent explicit and implicit time periods, respectively. Throughput is measured in the amount of work (e.g., the number of programs) handled during a time period. Though one might wish to estimate the response time for an individual command (or the turnaround time for an individual module), usually one will have to be content with an estimate of the mean or some other measure of the response time distribution.

4.6.1 The Markov Process

A Markov process with a discrete state space is referred to as the Markov chain, (ref. 4.54). The discrete-time Markov chain is defined as follows:

A set of random variables \( \{X_n\} \) forms a Markov chain if the probability that the next value is \( x_{n+1} \) depends only upon the current value \( x_n \) and not upon any previous values. Expressed analytically, the Markov property may be written as

\[
P[X(t_{n+1}) = x_{n+1} | X(t_n) = x_n, \ldots, X(t_1) = x_1] = P[X(t_{n+1}) = x_{n+1} | X(t_n) = x_n]
\]

This represents a random sequence in which the time dependency extends backward only one unit in time. Hence, the way in which the entire past history affects the future of the process is completely summarised in the current value of the process. Because of this, one is not free to require that a specification of the random variable, that describes how long the process remains in its current state before making a transition to some other state, also be given as to how long the process has been in its current state. This imposes a heavy constraint on the distribution of time that the process may remain in a given state. In fact this
state time must be exponentially distributed. Thus the exponential
distribution is the continuous distribution which is memoryless. This
memorylessness is what makes the exponential distribution so important in
mathematical models for analysing computer systems and communication
networks. Similarly, in the discrete-time Markov chain, the process
may remain in the given state for a length of time that must be geometrically
distributed. The geometric distribution is the only discrete probability
mass function that is memoryless. The consideration of Markov processes
is central to the study of queueing theory.

4.6.2 The Exponential Distribution

The key to the Markov process representation is the negative
exponential distribution (ref. 4.54). The negative exponential pdf
with rate \( \mu \) is defined as

\[
f(x) = \begin{cases} 
0, & x < 0 \\
\mu e^{-\mu x}, & x \geq 0
\end{cases}
\]

and the corresponding PDF as

\[
F(x) = \begin{cases} 
0, & x < 0 \\
1 - e^{-\mu x}, & x \geq 0
\end{cases}
\]

from which \( E[x] = \frac{1}{\mu} \), \( E[x^2] = \frac{2}{\mu^2} \), \( V[x] = \frac{1}{\mu^2} \) and \( C_x = 1 \).

The main importance of the negative exponential distribution comes
from its memorylessness. The memoryless property is that if a random
variable is known to have the exponential distribution and that the value
of the random variable is at least some other value, then the distribution
for the remaining value of the variable has the same exponential distribu-
tion as the total value. In this connection, if the CPU times of a
program between I/O activities are exponentially distributed and that the CPU service offered so far is \( k \) seconds, say, then the remainder of the current CPU time will have the same exponential distribution as the total CPU time.

Service time distributions are often categorised by their variability, relative to the exponential distribution. A class of distributions with greater variability than the exponential is known as the hyperexponential. Similarly, the distributions with less variability than the exponential are known as the hypoexponential.

### 4.6.3 Exponential Service Stages

Timings in computer systems do not always follow the negative exponential distribution. But combinations of exponential service stages can be used to approximate closer the actual service time distributions. Hyperexponential and hypoexponential distributions can be thus derived, (ref. 4.54). The method of exponential stages is both general and compatible with Markov processes because the only memory introduced is the distribution stage, and this additional memory is accommodated by refining the state definition.

### 4.6.4 The Poisson Process

The Poisson process is important in modelling many important processes in a computer system or a communication network (ref. 4.54). If the times between events in a stream of events are independent and the durations of the inter-event times have the negative exponential distribution, the events can be shown to form a Poisson process, (ref. 4.51). Such events could be the completion of service at a CPU, when the CPU is busy processing or an arrival to the CPU for processing. The two important properties of a Poisson process are:
a) Occurrences of events during non-overlapping intervals of time are independent.

b) For a sufficiently small interval of time, $\Delta t$, the probability of no events occurring during the interval is $1 - \mu \Delta t$, the probability of one event occurring during the interval is $\mu \Delta t$, and the probability of more than one event occurring during the interval is negligibly small.

The first property gives the Poisson process a memoryless property and is equivalent to: events form a Poisson process and the inter-event times are independent with identical exponential distributions.
5.1 INTRODUCTION

In a distributed computation environment the total system delay performance is an important design factor. One of the main components of delay in such an environment is due to the scheduling time of modules as has already been explained in earlier chapters. The other two major components of delay are mainly due to the communications within the LAN communications subnet and the computational delay at the sink processor due to an increase of the computational workload there. This chapter examines the communications component of the total delay experienced by the module and the intermodule data packets across the LAN communications subnet interface.

A major aspect of most modern computer communications systems of the type examined in this thesis is the sharing of resources. Some of the main types of resources shared in such a system are

a) Communications capacity 
b) Storage capacity 
c) Processing capacity

However, many of the issues involved in the consideration of these computer communication networks deal mainly with an equitable allocation of these finite-capacity resources among the competitive demands for the resources. These competitive demands for the resources almost always lead to conflicts and hence a means of allocating the resources in a manner that resolves this conflict is an important system design objective for a smooth system operation. The main result of such competitive conflicting demands for the resources is the time delay involved before the resource
is finally allocated. In most cases, these competitive conflicting demands arrive in an unpredictable fashion. Furthermore, the size of these demands made upon the finite-capacity resources is also often unpredictable. But, in a well designed system the resultant gains due to the sharing more than compensate for the losses due to the conflicts.

If there are no conflicts for the resources, then performance analysis is relatively straightforward. Hence, the unpredictable contention for the resources often leads to the consideration of the system as a network of queues or of queueing networks. In this way, both the computational and communications models which principally examine these queues associated with the resources and the interaction between the resources and their queues can be formulated and examined. By the use of such models, it may be possible to examine some important basic performance measures of the resource sharing system, such as the

a) Resource utilization
b) Resource capacity
c) Resource cost
d) Resource efficiency
e) System response time and delay

Also, the important relationships and trade-off among the various performance measures can be examined. For example, the consideration of the resource efficiency (or throughput) may lead to the formulation of better or more efficient queueing disciplines or channel access protocols which in turn may lead to an overall reduction of the system response time. However, low delay performance is an important objective in computer communication and computation environments.
In the LAN communications subnet environment, the shared resource is the common broadcast transmission channel. As explained in an earlier chapter, various channel acquisition protocols can be employed within the LAN communications subnet. But in a bursty communications environment such as is supported by computer communication networks, random channel acquisition protocols can be employed (ref. 5.1, 5.2), and CSMA-CD protocols have been employed (ref. 5.3, 5.4, 5.5, 5.6).

5.2 RANDOM CHANNEL ACCESS PERFORMANCE

Random channels are characterised by the existence of many uncoordinated network-users sharing a common communications channel such as a coaxial cable network. As was explained in an earlier chapter, ALOHA networks (ref. 5.1, 5.2), CSMA and CSMA-CD networks (ref. 5.3, 5.5), fall in this category. In ALOHA-like channel resource sharing networks there is no predictable or scheduled time for any ready-user to transmit and the ready-users broadcast their transmissions at random. Whenever a network-user has a packet ready for transmission, the user just sends it without any regard to the state of the channel. After transmitting the packet, the user must wait for an acknowledgement for a length of time equal to the maximum possible round-trip propagation delay on the network. If an acknowledgement is not forthcoming during that period of time, the packet is assumed to have been destroyed through a collision and so the user must retransmit the packet again. This process is repeated until the packets safe arrival is acknowledged. The main motivation for considering the ALOHA-like behaviour of random channels is that it gives the minimum or lower-bound performance measure of such channels. Throughput and channel delay performance for both pure and slotted ALOHA-like
channels have been investigated (ref. 5.6, 5.7), and have been the basis for further improvement of channel acquisition protocols (ref. 5.8, 5.9). On the other hand, the maximum or upper-bound channel throughput and delay performance measures are found to be dependent on the channel propagation delay.

5.2.1 Channel Propagation Delay

The value of the propagation delay plays a major role in the overall performance of the transmission channel (ref. 5.13). It is also a dominant factor in characterising or distinguishing the various network types into long-haul, local networks and multiprocessor systems. The importance of the propagation delay on channel performance can be characterised by the propagation delay parameter $\alpha$ which may be defined as

$$\alpha = \frac{\text{propagation delay}}{\text{data transmission time}}$$

or

$$\alpha = \frac{(L/V)}{(P/C)}$$

where

$L = \text{maximum length of the communication channel}$

$V = \text{propagation speed in the communication channel}$,

(approx. $2 \times 10^5 \text{ km/sec}$)

$P = \text{packet size in bits}$

$C = \text{peak transmission capacity (bit rate) in bits per second}$.  

In slotted channels, the value of $\alpha$ is simply

$$\alpha = \frac{T}{b_1}$$

where

$T = \text{maximum end-to-end propagation or half the slot size}$

$b_1 = \text{average packet transmission time}$. 
The value of \( \alpha \) is also important in giving an indication of an upper bound on the channel utilization \( U \). The variation of \( U \) and \( \alpha \) can be estimated, since

\[
U = \frac{\text{throughput}}{\text{Data transmission rate}}
\]

\[
= \frac{P}{(\text{propagation delay} + \text{transmission time})} \frac{\text{Data transmission rate}}{C}
= \frac{P}{(\frac{\lambda}{\nu} + \frac{P}{C})}
= \frac{1}{1 + \alpha}
\]

From this relationship it may be seen that high values of channel utilization may be achieved by using longer packets.

5.2.2 Throughput Performance of Random Channels

The lower-bound limiting throughput performance of the ALOHA-like random channels have been derived (ref.5.1, 5.2, 5.6). These results are derived by assuming that the population of the network-users collectively forms an infinite source for the packets, and that this input source forms an independent Poisson process. In a Poisson process with rate \( \lambda \) the probability that \( k \) packets are generated during a time period \( t \) is given by the Poisson distribution (ref. 5.10, 5.11),

\[
P(k) = \frac{\lambda^k e^{-\lambda t}}{k!}
\]

Such an assumption facilitates analytically tractable equations whose results are found to agree reasonably well with the practical results. Furthermore, such an infinite population model is found to closely approximate a finite population model with about 50 or more users (ref. 5.12). Also, packets are assumed to be of constant length and that the channel is noise-free. In some cases, an exponential distribution for packet
sizes is found to give acceptable analytical results, (ref. 5.14). Hence if the total traffic input (offered load) G to the communication subnet is assumed to be an independent Poisson process generated by an infinite population of network-users, the channel throughput $S$ in a pure ALOHA-like environment can be calculated by considering the average traffic on the channel due to both the newly generated and the previously collided packets waiting for channel reacquisition and retransmission. Hence,

\[ \text{Average offered traffic (packets/sec)} = \text{Average Carried Traffic (packets/sec)} + \text{Average retransmitted traffic (packets/sec)} \]

or, normalising with respect to the average packet transmission time, then \( G = S + G.P(\text{packet involved in collision}) \)

Since \( G \) is assumed to be generated from an independent Poisson process, then

\[ G = S + G.(1 - e^{-2(1+\alpha)G}) \]

from which

\[ S = G.e^{-2(1+\alpha)G} \]

where \( \alpha = \text{propagation parameter}. \)

If \( \alpha \ll 1 \), then

\[ S \approx G.e^{-2G} \]

Similarly, for the slotted ALOHA-like channels (ref.5.2),

\[ S = G.e^{-(1+\alpha)G} \]

or

\[ S = G.e^{-G} \text{ if } \alpha \ll 1. \]

The improved throughput performance of the slotted channel can be attributed to the vulnerability of the packets to collision, as shown in
fig. 5.1. Fig. 5.2 shows the variation of the channel throughput $S$ with $G$ for $\alpha = 0.0001$. From these results it can be seen that the maximum throughput attainable in both the unslotted and slotted ALOHA-like channels is $S = \frac{0.5}{e(1+\alpha)}$ and $S = \frac{1}{e(1+\alpha)}$ respectively, (ref. 5.2). It can be seen that these values for channel throughput are very low and hence better channel acquisition protocols are necessary. The CSMA and CSMA-CD protocols can be used to achieve higher values of $S$, (ref. 5.8, 5.9).

5.2.3 Delay Performance for Random Channels

As explained earlier, the delay performance of the LAN communications subnet plays a critical role in a distributed computation environment and low values of delay are necessary. In the simple case in which the network-users just transmit their packets in ALOHA-like fashion, the delay performance can be estimated by considering all the major factors contributing to the delay. The three main components of delay are due to the:

a) queueing delay

b) propagation delay

c) transmission delay

Even though the queueing delay for the newly generated packets is zero, the dominant component of delay in the ALOHA-like channel acquisition and transmission systems is due to the retransmission delay following a collision. This can be estimated by first calculating the average number of retransmissions per packet transmission time. This value is just $\frac{G}{S} - 1$, so that the total delay $D$ is given by

$$D = \left[\frac{G}{S} - 1\right] \Delta + a + 1 \cdot b_1$$

where $\Delta = \text{average normalized delay for one transmission}$. 
Collision vulnerability period for slotted ALOHA = $b_1(1+\alpha)$

Collision Vulnerability period for pure ALOHA = $2b_1(1+\alpha)$
Channel Throughput
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Offered Channel Traffic

Fig. 5.2 Channel Throughput
The value of the average delay for one transmission depends on the collision arbitration and retransmission algorithm that must be observed by the colliding users and a uniform distribution of from 1 to R packet-retransmission times has been used as it is found to minimize the number of repeated collisions, (ref. 5.12). From this consideration
\[
\Delta = \frac{R+1}{2} + 1 + 2\alpha + g
\]
where \(g\) = time for receiver to generate the acknowledgement, so that
\[
\frac{D}{b_1} = [e^{2(1+\alpha)}G - 1](1 + 2\alpha + g + \frac{R+1}{2}) + \alpha + 1
\]
for the unslotted ALOHA-like channels, and
\[
\frac{D}{b_1} = [e^{(1+\alpha)}G - 1](1 + 2\alpha + g + \frac{R+1}{2}) + \frac{3}{2} \alpha + 1
\]
for the slotted ALOHA-like channel. Fig. 5.3 shows how the values of \(D/b_1\) varies with \(G\) for both types of channels and for \(R = 10\) and \(R = 100\). These results show that the delay performance for such channels is both poor and may exhibit instabilities, (ref. 5.3, 5.15). Furthermore, figs. 5.2 and 5.3 show that a definite trade-off exists between \(S\) and \(D\), so that the required low delay performance cannot be achieved simultaneously with the desirable high values of throughput.

5.3 CSMA-CD BASED PERFORMANCE

A consequence of bursty transmission channel traffic in computer communication environments is that among a large population of network-users, only a small number of them have any data to transmit, at any one time. These constitute the ready-users. In such an environment,
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the performance of an access protocol for a broadcast-type network depends mainly on how quickly any one of the ready-users can be identified and given sole access to the multi-shared communication channel resource. A carrier sense multiple access with collision detection (CSMA-CD) channel protocol requires that collisions in the channel be detected and that all the users involved in the collision abort their transmissions quickly (ref. 5.7, 5.8, 5.9). In addition, an adaptive random retransmission algorithm is required to ensure a stable channel (ref. 5.15).

In almost all CSMA-CD environments, network-users are assumed to be time synchronised so that, following each successful transmission, the channel is slotted in time (ref. 5.2, 5.16). In addition, the users can only start transmission at the beginning of a time slot. In order to implement the collision abort and the retransmission contention algorithm, the minimum duration of a time slot is $T = 2\tau$, where $\tau$ is the maximum end-to-end propagation delay. Hence, within a time slot, if a collision is detected and the colliding transmissions are aborted immediately, the channel can be assumed to be free of any transmissions at the beginning of the next time slot.

5.3.1 Heavy Traffic Performance Channel Model

A simplified model for the performance of a loaded channel can be examined by considering alternating channel time periods (ref. 5.7, 5.16). These alternating time periods can be identified as either the transmission period during which the channel has been acquired for a successful packet transmission, or the contention period during which the ready users attempt to acquire control of the channel, as shown in fig. 5.4. As mentioned earlier, the ready-users must defer to the passing traffic before
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starting to transmit into the channel. Also, the channel time slots are assumed to be time synchronised by the tail of the preceding channel acquisition period. A slot will be empty when no ready-user chooses to transmit into it and it will contain a collision if more than one ready-users attempt to transmit into it. When only one ready-user transmits into a slot, then the channel has been acquired for the duration of a packet.

5.3.1.1 Channel Utilization and Throughput

Channel utilization is the fraction of time the channel is carrying uncorrupted packets. A set of formulae can be developed to characterise the performance expected of the channel:

Let

\[ P = \text{number of bits in the packet} \]

\[ C = \text{peak capacity in bits per second carried on the channel} \]

\[ T = \text{time in seconds of a slot} = 2\tau \]

\[ \tau = \text{maximum propagation delay between two users in the network plus the carrier detection time} \]

\[ k = \text{the number of ready-users who are continuously queued to transmit a packet. Either the enquiring user has a new packet immediately after a successful transmission period or another user becomes ready:} \]

\[ k \text{ also happens to give the total offered load on the network.} \]

Hence, a ready-user in the distributed queue attempts to transmit into the current slot with probability \( \frac{1}{k} \), or delays the transmission with probability \( 1 - \frac{1}{k} \). The maximum probability, \( A \), that exactly one ready-user acquires the channel in the current slot is given by

\[ A = k \left( \frac{1}{k} \right)^{k-1} = (1 - \frac{1}{k})^{k-1} \]

i.e. there are \( k \) ways in which one ready-user can choose to transmit
(with probability 1/k) in the current slot while the remaining k-1 ready-users choose to defer (with probability 1 - 1/k). Hence, A is characterised by a geometric distribution.

From the value of A, the average waiting time can be calculated. Let $E(W)$ be the mean number of slots of waiting in a contention period before a successful acquisition of the channel.

The probability of not waiting at all is $A$.

The probability of waiting one slot only is $A(1-A)$.

The probability of waiting $i$ slots is $A(1-A)^i$, i.e. a geometric distribution whose mean is $E(W)$.

When more than one user attempt to acquire the control of the channel, a collision occurs. Each of the colliding users must exercise a collision arbitration algorithm such as the binary exponential backoff (ref. 5.16). Hence

$$E(W) = \sum_{i=0}^{\infty} i (1-A)^i A = \frac{1-A}{A}$$

From this, channel utilization and throughput can be estimated since the channel time is considered to be divided between the transmission and contention periods. The packet transmission time is P/C seconds and this is the actual length of the transmission period. The mean time to channel acquisition is $E(W).T$ and this is the length of the contention period. Hence the maximum utilization $S$ is

$$S = \frac{P/C}{P/C + E(W).T} = \frac{1}{1 + E(W).T/P/C}$$

or

$$S = \frac{1}{1 + 2\alpha E(W)} = \frac{1}{1 + 2\alpha \cdot \frac{1-A}{A}}$$

where $\alpha = \text{propagation parameter} = \frac{y}{b_1}$
From the above analysis it can be seen that the values of the channel utilization and throughput depend crucially on the values of $T$, $C$, $P$ and $k$. High values of $S$ can be achieved if the packet size $P$ is large, for a given value of $C$, or if the value of $a$ is small. It has been found that (ref. 5.16), the value of $S$ approaches that of the slotted channel ALOHA throughput, $(1/e)$, when the values of the packet sizes approach the slot size. Figs. 5.5 and 5.6 show the variation of the channel utilization with various values of $k$, $P$ and $a$. Fig. 5.7 shows the variation of the channel utilization with various values of the propagation delay parameter $a$, and $k$.

5.3.1.2 Number Involved in a Collision

In order to exercise effectively some collision arbitration algorithms, such as the binary exponential algorithm, which require that the colliding users wait a random amount of time before attempting to retransmit, following a collision, it is often necessary to keep a running estimate of the number of ready-users in the system. One way to accomplish this is to use a logically separate subchannel for signalling the state changes. The first contention slot following each successful packet transmission may be set aside for some form of signalling. The running estimate should be updated when

a) a successful transmission occurs: estimate decremented

b) a new user becomes ready: estimate incremented.

It is easy to detect successful transmissions since all users listen to the channel and hence can easily keep track of the number of successful transmissions. The number of new users who become ready are more difficult to detect but they can be estimated from the knowledge of the alternating busy and idle periods of the channel state. When a collision occurs,
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all the users know that two or more users have collided.

To make an estimate of the average number of the new ready users represented by the occurrence of each collision in a time slot, it can be assumed that the number of users who become ready in each slot is generated by a Poisson process, with rate $\lambda$ (ref. 5.11). From this assumption, the probability that exactly $k$ users were involved in a collision $P(K)$, conditioned on the fact that a collision occurred, can be calculated from

$$P(K) = \frac{\lambda^k e^{-\lambda}}{k! (1 - e^{-\lambda} - \lambda e^{-\lambda})}$$

The value of $\lambda$ may be estimated from the average of two possible values obtained by recording the fraction of the channel slots corresponding to the probability of zero ($e^{-\lambda}$), or one, ($\lambda e^{-\lambda}$), user becoming ready in a time slot. Knowing $P(k)$, the mean value $E(K)$ may be obtained, since

$$E(k) = \sum_{k=1}^{\infty} k P(k)$$

$$= \frac{e^{-\lambda}}{1 - e^{-\lambda} - \lambda e^{-\lambda}} \cdot \frac{\lambda}{1 - e^{-\lambda} - \lambda e^{-\lambda}}$$

However the mean $E(k)$ will not be an integer, in general, but the nearest integer value may be used as the estimate.

5.3.2 Queueing Theoretic Channel Model

The performance of CSMA-CD channels can be characterised and determined by examining them using queueing models (ref. 5.8, 5.9, 5.12). In such models, the source of the traffic to the broadcast channel is again assumed to consist of an infinite population of network-users who collectively
form an independent Poisson process with an aggregate mean packet
generation rate of \( \lambda \) packets per second. This also approximates a large
but finite population in which each user generates packets infrequently and
in which each packet can be transmitted in a time period much less than
the average time period between successive packets generated by a given
network-user. Furthermore, each user can store and attempt to transmit
at most one packet at a time. By carefully specifying the collision
arbitration algorithm, the throughput and channel delay performance may be
calculated.

5.3.2.1 Collision Arbitration Algorithm

A suitable collision arbitration algorithm, such as the binary
exponential backoff algorithm, is necessary to avoid collisions from building
up and hence introducing instability (ref. 5.3, 5.15). The CSMA-CD protocol
may be defined and specified by the following two possible courses of action
for the ready-users:

subalgorithm one (A1):

Following a successful transmission period, each ready-user transmits
with probability one into the next time slot.

subalgorithm two (A2):

Upon detection of a collision, each ready-user uses an adaptive algorithm
for selecting its transmission probability in the next time slot.

In subalgorithm A2, a suitable protocol is used so that the probability of
a successful transmission into the next time slot is equal to the slotted
ALOHA-like channel throughput \( S \), (ref. 5.2).

5.3.2.2 Throughput and Delay Performance

The ready-users can be considered to form a distributed queue with
random order of service in the broadcast channel. The method of imbedded
Markov chain analysis (ref. 5.11, 5.17), can be used to derive the equilibrium moment generating function of the distributed queue size. From the moment generating function for the distributed queue size, the important performance measure characterising the mean packet delay experienced by the packet can be obtained. Under the assumptions of Poisson arrivals and that packets arrive and depart one at a time, the moment generating function of the queue size obtained for the imbedded points is valid for all points in time (ref. 5.17).

The transmission time of each packet is assumed to be an independent, identically distributed random variable with the probability distribution function (PDF) \( b(x) \) with mean \( b_1 \), second moment \( b_2 \), and Laplace Transform \( b(s) \), (ref. 5.18, 5.19).

\[
b(s) = \int_{0}^{\infty} e^{-sx} b(x) \, dx
\]

The snapshot of the channel, representing the busy and idle periods, is shown in Fig. 5.8, from which the fundamental equation for the imbedded Markov chain queueing system is

\[
q_{n+1} = q_n + U_{n+1} + V_{n+1} - 1
\]

where

- \( q_n \) = the number of the ready-users left behind by the departure of the \( n \)th successful transmission, \( C_n \)
- \( y_{n+1} \) = the time from the departure of \( C_n \) to the beginning of the next successful transmission.
- \( U_{n+1} \) = the number of new Poisson arrivals during the time period \( y_{n+1} \)
- \( X_{n+1} \) = the channel transmission time of \( C_{n+1} \)
- \( V_{n+1} \) = the number of new Poisson arrivals during the channel transmission time, \( X_{n+1} \)

But \( X_{n+1} \) has PDF \( b(x) \).
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Let $B(x)$ be the PDF for the period $X_{n+1} + t$. Hence, the Laplace Transform $B(s)$ of $B(x)$ is given by

$$B(s) = b(s) \cdot e^{-st}$$

$Y_{n+1}$ is a random variable which is the sum of two independent time intervals, so that

$$Y_{n+1} = (I_{n+1} + R_{n+1}) \cdot T$$

where:

$T$ = duration of the time slot, $(2T)$

$I_{n+1}$ = the number of slots in an idle period immediately following the departure of $C_n$

$R_{n+1}$ = the number of slots in the contention period following a collision until the next successful transmission

The slot containing the initial collision is included in $Y_{n+1}$. According to the specification of subalgorithms $A_1$ and $A_2$, it can be seen that $I_{n+1}$ is non-zero only if $q_n = 0$. Also, if there has been no collision when the transmission period of $C_{n+1}$ begins, then $R_{n+1} = 0$.

Let $p_j$ = the probability of $j$ new ready-users arriving in a time slot then

$$p_j = \frac{(\lambda T)^j}{j!} \cdot e^{-\lambda T}, \text{ for } j = 0, 1, 2, \ldots$$

At the beginning of the next time slot each new arrival executes $A_1$ or $A_2$ in exactly the same manner as all the other ready-users.

Hence,

$$P(I_{n+1} = k | q_n = 0) = (1 - p_0) \cdot p_0^{k-1}, \text{ for } k = 1, 2, \ldots$$

and

$$P(R_{n+1} = k | \text{Collision occurred}) = S \cdot (1 - S)^{k-1}, \text{ for } k = 1, 2, \ldots$$
It can be observed that the above conditioned probabilities are geometrically distributed. The Laplace Transform, \( C(s) \), of the probability density function (pdf) of a contention period, given that a collision occurred, can be obtained. The \( z \)-Transform of a geometric series for the contention slots is given by

\[
\sum_{k=1}^{\infty} S(l-S)^{k-1} z^k \quad \text{for } k = 1, 2, \ldots
\]

or

\[
\sum_{k=0}^{\infty} S(l-S)^{k-1} z^k - S(l-S)^{-1}, \quad k = 0, 1, \ldots
\]

or

\[
\frac{S}{l-S} \left[ \frac{1}{1-(l-S)z} - 1 \right]
\]

\[
= \frac{S \cdot z}{1-(l-S)z}
\]

Hence, the Laplace Transform, \( C(s) \), is given by

\[
C(s) = \frac{S \cdot e^{-sT}}{1-(l-S) \cdot e^{-sT}}
\]

from which the first and second moments may be calculated. The mean value of \( C(s) \) is given by

\[
- \frac{d}{ds} C(s) \Big|_{s=0} = \frac{T}{S}
\]

and the second moment by

\[
\frac{d^2}{ds^2} C(s) \Big|_{s=0} = T^2 \left[ 1 + \frac{2(l-S)}{S^2} \right]
\]

As was mentioned above, the imbedded Markov chain characterisation of the snapshot of the channel is given by the fundamental relation

\[
q_{n+1} = q_n + u_{n+1} + v_{n+1} - 1
\]
in which $V_{n+1}$ is an independent random variable with the Z-Transform $B(\lambda-\lambda z)$, (ref. 5.17, 5.20), while $U_{n+1}$ depends upon $q_n$ in the following manner as a consequence of $A_1$ and $A_2$:

given

(i) $q_n = 0$, then

$$U_{n+1} = \begin{cases} 
1 & : \text{with probability } \frac{p_1}{1-p_0} \\
(j + \text{number of arrivals}) & : \text{with probability } \\
during the contention period & \frac{p_j}{1-p_0}, j = 2, 3, ... 
\end{cases}$$

(ii) $q_n = 1$, then $U_{n+1} = 0$

(iii) $q_n \geq 2$, then $U_{n+1} = \text{number of arrivals during a contention period}$

Furthermore, given the occurrence of a collision, the number of new arrivals during a contention period is an independent random variable with the Z-Transform $C(\lambda-\lambda z)$, (ref. 5.17, 5.20).

$$C(\lambda-\lambda z) = \frac{S \cdot e^{-(\lambda-\lambda z)T}}{1-(1-S) \cdot e^{-(\lambda-\lambda z)T}}$$

The equilibrium queue probabilities are given by

$$Q_k = \lim_{n \to \infty} P(q_n = k), k = 0, 1, 2, ...$$

The equilibrium queue probabilities $Q_k$ exist as long as the service rate of the packets by the transmission channel exceeds the packet generation rate by the network-users, so that

$$\lambda\left(\frac{b_1+\tau}{s}\right) < 1$$

Defining the Z-transform $Q(z)$ of the equilibrium queue size

$$Q(z) = \sum_{k=0}^{\infty} Q_k \cdot z^k$$

(3)
and considering equations (1) and (2) above, and taking limit as $n \to \infty$, then the equilibrium moment generating function of the queue size can be calculated. It can be noted from (3) that, (ref. 5.17, 5.9)

$$Q(z) = E[z^{q_n + 1}]$$

From (1)

$$z^{q_n + 1} = z^n + U_{n+1} + V_{n+1} - 1$$

so that

$$E[z^{q_n + 1}] = E[z^n + U_{n+1} + V_{n+1} - 1]$$

Since the number of new arrivals during a contention period is an independent random variable, then

$$E[z^{q_n + 1}] = E[z^{V_{n+1}}] \cdot E[z^n + U_{n+1} - 1]$$

in which, (ref. 5.17)

$$E[z^{V_{n+1}}] = V(z)$$

and

$$V(z) = B(\lambda - \lambda z)$$

Furthermore

$$E[z^{n+U_{n+1}-1}] = \sum_{j=0}^\infty \sum_{k=0}^\infty P[U_{n+1} = j, q_n = k] \cdot z^{j+k-1}$$

After some algebraic manipulation of (4), a form of the Pollaczek-Khinchin transform equation, (ref. 5.9, 5.17), for the equilibrium moment generating function expressing the Z-transform for the number of the "customers" in the system may be obtained as

$$Q(z) = B(\lambda - \lambda z) \cdot [Q_1 \cdot z[1-C(\lambda - \lambda z)] + \frac{Q_0}{1-P_0} \cdot P \cdot z[1-C(\lambda - \lambda z)] - C(\lambda - \lambda z)(1 - e^{-\lambda T(1-z)})] \cdot [Z-B(\lambda - \lambda z) \cdot C(\lambda - \lambda z)]$$

(5)
where
\[ Q_0 = \frac{1 - \lambda (b_1 + \tau + T/S)}{\lambda T} \left[ \frac{1}{1-p_o} - \frac{1}{B(\lambda)S} \right] \tag{6} \]
and
\[ Q_1 = \left[ \frac{1}{B(\lambda)} - \frac{P_1}{1-p_o} \right] Q_0 \tag{7} \]

\( Q(z) \) also represents the total distribution for the total time spent in the system for customer \( C_n \) (ref. 5.17), so that after further algebraic manipulation of (5) and the application of Little's result (ref. 5.21), the mean packet delay - i.e. the time since arrival to the time of departure, \( D \), may be shown to be given by
\[ D = \bar{x} + \frac{T}{S} + \frac{T}{Z} - \frac{1 - p_o}{2B(\lambda)S(1-p_o)} \left\{ \frac{2}{\lambda} + ST - 3T \right\} \]
\[ + \frac{\lambda \left[ \bar{x}^2 + 2\bar{x}(T/S) + T^2(1+2(1-S)/S^2) \right]}{2[1-\lambda(x + T/S)]} \tag{8} \]

where
\[ \bar{x} = b_1 + \tau \]
and
\[ \bar{x}^2 = b_2 + 2b_1\tau + \tau^2 \]

From the above analysis the channel assignment delay may also be calculated - i.e. given that the channel is free and that there is at least one ready user, the pdf of the time the above conditions are satisfied to the start of the next successful transmission.

Let
\[ d_n = \text{random variable representing the channel assignment delay immediately prior to the } n\text{th transmission}, \]
and
\[ d = \lim_{n \to \infty} d_n \]
then

\[ p[d=kT] = \begin{cases} 
Q_o \cdot P_1 / (1 - P_o) + Q_1, & \text{for } k = 0 \\
[Q_o, [1 - P_1 / (1 - P_o)] + \sum_{i=2}^{\infty} Q_i] \cdot S(1 - S)^{k-1}, & \text{for } k = 1, 2, 3, \ldots 
\end{cases} \]  

(9)

from which the mean channel assignment delay, \( \overline{d} \), is given by

\[ \overline{d} = \frac{1}{S} \left[ 1 - Q_o \cdot P_1 / (1 - P_o) - Q_1 \right] \cdot T \]  

(10)

From (10) it can be seen that

\[ \frac{P_1}{Q_o \cdot 1 - P_o} + Q_1 \]  

(11)

represents the fraction of transmissions that incur zero assignment delay in gaining channel access - i.e. fraction of transmissions that do not encounter any collisions. Hence (11) represents the probability of zero channel assignment delay.

5.3.2.3 Performance Observations

Let

\[ \alpha = \frac{T}{b_1} \]  

= ratio of carrier sense time to the mean packet transmission time

and

\[ \rho = \lambda \cdot b_1 \]  

= channel throughput

= fraction of the channel time utilized by the packets under equilibrium conditions

The requirement for \( \lambda (\alpha + T/S) < 1 \) gives rise to the following upper bound on the channel throughput.
since
\[ \rho = \lambda b_1 \]
and
\[ \lambda (x + \frac{T}{S}) < 1 \]
or
\[ \lambda b_1 (x + \frac{T}{S}) < b_1, \]
then
\[ \lambda b_1 < \frac{b_1}{x + T/S} \]
or
\[ \rho < \frac{S \cdot b_1}{Sx + T} = \frac{S}{\left[ \frac{x}{b_1} \right] + \left[ \frac{T}{b_1} \right]} \]
and using \( \bar{x} = b_1 + \tau \) and \( T = 2\tau \), then the upper bound on the channel throughput is given by
\[ \rho < \frac{S}{2a + (1+a)S} \]
from which \( \rho \approx 1 \) if \( a \ll 1 \)

The performance of the queueing theoretic channel model may be examined by considering specific channel service time distributions.

5.3.2.3.1 Constant Packet Time

In the case in which the service time is a constant and equal to \( \bar{x} \) the Laplace transform of the service time distribution (packet transmission time) is given by
\[ B(s) = e^{-s\bar{x}}, \text{ and } b_2 = 0 \]
so that
\[ \bar{x} = b_1 + \tau \quad \text{and} \quad \bar{x}^2 = 2b_1 \cdot \tau + \tau^2 \]
Substituting these into (8) gives

\[
\frac{D}{b_1} = 1 + 7.44a - \frac{5.44a(1-6.23\rho)}{1 - \rho(1+6.44a) + \rho^2(a+0.5)} + \frac{\rho(1+12.87a + 53.37a^2)}{2(1 - \rho - 6.44a\rho)}
\]

(13) can be used to examine the performance of the channel model for the normalized mean delay, \(D/b_1\), with the channel throughput \(\rho\) for various values of \(a\). Hence the delay performance of the channel is principally governed by the values of \(a\) and \(\rho\) and that for some values of \(\rho\), the delay experienced by the packets can be very high. Also, from (13) it can be seen that if \(a=0\), then, as expected

\[
\frac{D}{b_1} = 1 + \frac{\rho}{2(1-\rho)} = \frac{2-\rho}{2(1-\rho)}
\]

which is the classical M/D/1 result. If \(\rho\) is very low, then

\[
D = b_1
\]

so that the only delay experienced by the packets, from the time of arrival to the time of departure, consists only of the packet transmission and no waiting delay is experienced. Figs. 5.9, 5.10 and 5.11 show the theoretical results expressed by equations (13), (10) and (11) respectively for the case of the constant service time. The dashed curve in fig. 5.9 shows the result for the pure M/D/1 system in which \(a=0\), as shown in equation (14).

In the case in which the packet sizes \(P\), or the transmission time \(b_1\) for the packets is very large compared with the slot time, the condition \(a=0\) can be approached. But in practice, \(a>0\). The constant service time distribution is quite appropriate in the case in which the traffic generated
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by the various network users appear to be connected to the channel at a centralized location.

5.3.2.3.2 Random Packet Time

In the situation where the various network-users may be considered to be scattered widely in a completely random manner within LAN, the module and intermodule packet transmission time will also be completely random. In this case the pdf for the packet transmission time may be described by the negative exponential distribution, (ref. 5.14), with Laplace transform

\[ B(s) = \frac{1}{1+s\bar{x}} \]

in which \( \bar{x} = b_1 + \tau \) and \( b_2 = 2\langle \bar{x} \rangle^2 \)

Substituting these values in (8), the expression for the delay becomes

\[ \frac{D}{b_1} = 1 + 7.44\alpha - \frac{5.44\alpha(1+\rho+\alpha\rho)(1-2.632\alpha\rho)}{1-5.44\alpha(1+\rho+\alpha\rho)} + \rho^2 \left(1+6.44\alpha+27.62\alpha^2\right) \frac{1-\rho(1+6.44\alpha)}{1-\rho(1+6.44\alpha)} \]

As before (15) can be used to examine the performance of the channel model for the variation of the normalized mean delay, \( \frac{D}{b_1} \), for various values of \( \alpha \) and \( \rho \). If \( \alpha = 0 \), in (15), then, as expected

\[ \frac{D}{b_1} = \frac{1}{1-\rho} \]

which gives the classical M/M/1 performance. In a high-speed channel environment employing long packets the condition for small values of \( \alpha \) can be achieved. Figs. 5.12, 5.13 and 5.14 show corresponding results to those of figs. 5.9, 5.10 and 5.11.

Shoch and Hupp (ref. 5.22) have carried out an analysis of the measured performance of an Ethernet LAN employing 120 directly connected network-users. In this study it was found that under normal load the
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system performs very well and with extremely low error rate (1 packet in 2 million) and also that the number of collisions in the channel are very few (less than 0.03% of the packets were involved in collisions) while the channel utilization and throughput remained high (99.18%). Also only about 0.79% of the packets were delayed due to deference. From this it can be seen that the channel delay performance, for low to medium traffic, remains low and that collisions in the channel are negligibly low. This low channel delay performance can also be seen from the analytical results of figs. 5.9 and 5.12, which also show that the value of $a$ plays a dominant role in the overall performance of the channel.

Fig. 5.15 shows both the experimental (simulation) and analytical results of the channel delay performance. This comparative performance is based on equation (16) in which the channel transmission time distribution used is the negative exponential distribution.

5.3.2.3.3 More General Packet Time Distributions

The results for the performance measures of the channel derived above were based on the constant and completely random packet transmission times in the channel, respectively. These correspond to the values of the coefficient of variation, $C_x$, of 0 and 1, respectively. Packet transmission time distributions having the coefficient of variation less than or greater than 1 which are better approximations may also be used to model the channel performance. This can be done by employing exponential service stages to model hypoexponential or hyperexponential service time distributions.

Fig. 5.16 (a) shows how an arrangement of $k$ exponential stages can be connected in series (a $k$-stage Erlangian server) can be designed to match a desired mean and standard deviation of a service time distribution.
whose value of $C_x$ is less than 1. The Laplace Transform of such a hypoexponential service time distribution is given by (ref. 5.17)

$$b(s) = \left( \frac{k \mu}{s+\mu} \right)^k$$

and the pdf by

$$b(x) = \frac{x \mu (k \mu x)^{k-1}}{(k-1)!}, \quad e^{-\mu x}, \text{ for } x \geq 0$$

from which, the mean service time is

$$E(X) = \frac{1}{\mu}$$

and the variance

$$V(X) = \frac{1}{k \mu^2}$$

and the coefficient of variation

$$C_x = \frac{1}{\sqrt{k}}$$

and in which $\mu$ is the rate of the exponential distribution, or $b_1 = \frac{1}{\mu}$.

Similarly fig. 5.16 (b) shows a k-stage parallel server to match a desired mean and standard deviation of a service time distribution whose value of $C_x$ is greater than 1.

Assuming that

$$\sum_{i=1}^{k} P_{oi} = 1$$

the service time pdf is given by

$$b(x) = \sum_{i=1}^{k} P_{oi} \cdot \mu_i \cdot e^{-\mu_i \cdot x}, \text{ for } x \geq 0$$

whose Laplace transform is

$$b(s) = \sum_{i=1}^{k} P_{oi} \cdot \frac{\mu_i}{s+\mu_i}$$
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so that the mean service time is

\[ E(X) = \sum_{i=1}^{k} \frac{P_{oi}}{\mu_i} \]

and second moment

\[ E(X^2) = 2 \sum_{i=1}^{k} \frac{P_{oi}}{\mu_i^2} \]

so that

\[ C_x^2 = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{k} \frac{P_{oi}}{\mu_i^2}}{\left(\sum_{i=1}^{k} \frac{P_{oi}}{\mu_i}\right)^2} - 1 \]

in which

\[ C_x^2 > 1 \]

Often the k-stage series-parallel branching Erlang server is used to model the hypoexponential and hyperexponential service time distributions, as shown in fig. 5.17. The Laplace transform of such a server may be given by, (ref. 5.17)

\[ b(s) = P_{10} + \sum_{i=1}^{k} b_1.b_2 \ldots b_i.P_{i+1,0} \prod_{j=1}^{i} \left(\frac{\mu_j}{s+\mu_j}\right) \]

Having determined \( E(X) \), and \( C_x \), the minimum mean delay \( D \) may be estimated from

\[ D = \left[ 1 + \frac{\rho (1+C_x^2)}{2(1-\rho)} \right] \cdot E(X) \quad (17) \]

where, for \( \lambda = \) Poisson arrival rate of packets

\[ \rho = \frac{\lambda}{\mu} = \lambda b_1 \]

and assuming that \( \alpha = 0 \).

Fig. 5.18 shows a graphical performance for the normalized mean delay for a system performance that may be characterised by equation (17) for
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various values of the squared coefficient of variation $c_x^2$. Values of $c_x^2 = 0$ correspond to the constant packet transmission time expressed by equation (14) while $c_x^2 = 1$ corresponds to the randomized packet transmission time expressed by equation (16). The higher the value of $c_x^2$, the more variable the packet transmission time and the service time distribution for the channel.

However, service time distributions that characterise the channel transmission time for packets in the channel are generally found to be less variable and hence $c_x^2 \leq 1$, (ref. 5.14).
6.1 INTRODUCTION

As was explained earlier, the total delay performance of a dual processor CPU cache distributed computation system is an important design objective. In such a distributed computation environment, the decision to partition a given computation and run, the various program modules on either of the two computers strictly depends on the values of the module run times and intermodule communication times. Whereas the module processing time at each of the source processors can be estimated reasonably accurately, it is much more difficult to estimate the module processing time at the sink processor. The module processing time at the sink processor is dependent on many factors, but the main difficulty in trying to estimate the running time there is because the sink is primarily a heavily shared resource system. The operating system of such a heavily shared resource attempts to provide high performance to the population of the network-utilized (customers, jobs, modules) who attempt to share some of the following service facilities:

a) Terminals and other I/O devices
b) The secondary memory
c) The primary memory
d) The CPU
e) The printers
f) The plotters
g) The readers
h) The punches
Hence the sink processor resource system is often time-shared, multi-accessed and multi-programmed and hence efficient resource management capability is necessary if high performance is to be provided. In a dual processor CPU cache distributed computation environment incorporating such a sink processor resource system, it is necessary that the system response time is reasonably low so that the benefits of distributing the computation thus can be realised. The sink processor system response time will depend primarily on the number and the characteristics of the particular resources needed by an arriving customer. It will also depend on the amount of service demanded by the arriving customer. In the dual processor CPU cache distributed computation system of the type examined here, only the CPU and I/O service facilities are assumed to be dominant in contributing to the sink processor system response time.

If the number of the system users is small, then it may be expected that the system response time will be small. But, as the number of the system users increases, the number of the competitive conflicting demands will also tend to increase. As the number of these competitive and conflicting demands for the system resources rises, the overall system response time performance will also continue to degrade to a point whereby the system can be considered to have saturated so that it can no longer provide much benefit to the network-users in a distributed computation CPU cache arrangement in which the overall aim is to attempt to reduce the total computation time of a given computation. Hence a principal objective in such a distributed computation arrangement is to characterise and examine how the computational workload of the sink processor resource system varies with the number of the competitive demands. As this workload increases it may be expected that, with the aid of some form of an inherent
feedback mechanism, the number of users will be discouraged and decide against having any of their computation process at the sink processor system, whenever possible. Also, beyond certain computational workloads at the sink processor, the source processors already with some portion of their computation at the sink processor may be expected to withdraw some or all of their scheduled modules, whenever possible.

This chapter examines the issues raised above. It attempts to examine the computational component of the total system delay experienced by modules processed in a dual processor CPU cache distributed computation environment. It characterises the system performance in terms of the system response time or load factor and it also examines the effect of the increasing load factor on the decision by the source processors to partition and schedule the modules for computation by the sink processor. Both the analytical and the experimental (simulation) methods of system analysis are used employing queueing-theoretic concepts.

6.2 ANALYTICAL MODEL

The analytical values for the overall performance of the distributed computation system can be estimated by first examining and characterising the sink processor.

6.2.1 The Sink Processor

As explained earlier, the sink processor in the dual processor CPU cache distributed computation environment examined here is a multi-accessed, time-shared and multi-programmed resource system (ref. 6.1), as shown in fig. 6.1. The arriving modules and intermodule packets are first pre-processed at the sink processor resource by the communications preprocessor (packet disassembly, checked for transmission errors, packet identification,
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Fig. 6.1 The Sink Processor System
book-keeping) before being loaded into the memory for processing. In this way this channel traffic communications preprocessor is an I/O device that handles the arriving and departing channel traffic. Other I/O devices process and handle the flow of data between the main memory and the secondary devices. The operating system (or the supervisory program) provides the control function by governing the activity and assignment of the various resources of the sink processor system. It is the duty of the supervisory program to resolve the numerous conflicting demands which must arise when the many user programs and modules attempt to access and use these various resources. Often the supervisory program gives each user the impression of having the whole sink system to themselves.

6.2.2 The Sink Processor Model

A time-shared computer system can be viewed as a collection of resources and a population of users who compete at various times for the allocation of these resources. The resulting competitive and conflicting demands placed upon these resources are resolved by the resource scheduler. In this study, the CPU is the most central resource in demand for allocation. One general model for characterising such a central resource in a time-shared system is the feedback queueing model, (ref. 6.2,6.3), shown in fig. 6.2, and consists of a single resource (the CPU) and a system of queues that holds the customers (service requests) waiting for attention by the CPU. These queued requests are serviced by the CPU according to an operational scheduling algorithm or queueing discipline. In this way, a newly arriving request is placed in the system of queues and, when the CPU scheduling algorithm finally permits, is given a turn in the CPU. The request spends a period of time (the service quantum or time-slice) in the CPU. This offered service quantum may or may not be enough to satisfy the original service request. If sufficient, the fully processed request departs from
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the system; else, the partially processed request re-enters the system of queues and waits within this system of queues until the CPU scheduling algorithm decides to offer a second quantum, and so on. Eventually, after a sufficient number of visits to the CPU service facility, the request will have gained enough service and will depart as a fully processed request. In this way preferential treatment is fairly given to short request than to long requests in that a time consuming request will require many visits to the CPU service facility while a small request may require just a few visits to satisfy the request fully. Hence the feedback model is a highly preemptive resume priority queueing discipline (ref. 6.4, 6.5, 6.8).

As mentioned earlier, the allocation of resources to the unpredictable competitive and conflicting demands, which form a queue in front of the resources, often leads to the characterisation of the system in terms of a network of queues or queueing networks. In such queueing networks, the three main parameters necessary to characterise the system performance are the arrival rate, the service rate and the resource scheduling algorithm or the queueing discipline.

6.2.2.1 The System Arrival Rate

The average arrival rate $\lambda$, or the inter-arrival time distribution for the module and intermodule data to the sink processor CPU service resource is an important system parameter. The input population to many service facilities, especially the communication facilities, is often taken to be an infinite source and that the arrival process is Poisson (ref. 6.6). The Poisson arrival process provides a good approximation when the nature of the arrival process depends only in a negligible way upon the number of
customers already in the system. The Poisson arrival assumption is often made to simplify calculations but it is also found to produce results that closely agree with measured values. However, in many cases, the system performance can also be estimated in the case in which the input population is finite (ref. 6.7). An inter-arrival time distribution for characterising the average time taken by the users in generating the inter-module data requests during the processing time of the modules at both the source and the sink processors is important in the calculation of the basic system performance measures. In well designed or logically distinct modules, the intermodule reference times may be expected to be few and far between.

6.2.2.2 The System Service Rate

The average service rate \( \mu \), or the service time distribution of the CPU service facility is also an important system performance parameter. Factors pertaining to the service facility will in general be important in determining when service may be available, how many customers may be served at a time, and how long the service lasts. Statistical service-time distributions may be specified for the service-times and the negative exponential distribution gives a good approximation in many cases, although branching Erlang distribution may be used if the service is highly variable (ref. 6.9, 6.10, 6.12). In many cases, it is the system equilibrium behaviour that is needed, so that \( \mu > \lambda \).

6.2.2.3 The System Queueing Discipline

The queueing discipline or the scheduling algorithm is basically a set of decision rules which relate to how a customer is selected for service from the network of queues. The simplest and most obvious queueing discipline consists of serving customers in order of arrivals, but there
are many other possibilities such as; (ref. 6.4, 6.11).

a) First Come First Serve (FCFS)
b) Last Come First Serve (LCFS)
c) Shortest Processing Time First (SPF)
d) Shortest Remaining Processing Time (SRPT)
e) Shortest Expected Processing Time (SEPT)
f) Shortest Expected Remaining Processing Time (SERPT)
g) Shortest Latency Time First (SLTF)
h) Shortest Seek Time First (SSTF)

The scheduling algorithm may also distinguish the arriving customers according to priority groups so that preferential service is given according to this pre-established internal (or external) priority among groups. Such internal priority may be based on the order of arrival (e.g. LCFS) or on the amount of processing required (Shortest Processing Time). In the case of such priority queueing disciplines, preemptive or non-preemptive priority may be employed depending on whether or not a customer in the process of being served is liable to be ejected from service and returned to the queue whenever a customer with a higher priority arrives in the queue. When the queueing discipline involves preemption, three modes of service may be distinguished depending on how the ejected customer resumes service after having been preempted, (ref. 6.4, 6.11):

a) Preemptive Resume, (PR), in which service resumes from where it left off.
b) Preemptive Repeat without Resampling, in which service is assumed to start from scratch with the same total service time requirement as the customer had upon his earlier visit.
c) Preemptive Repeat with Resampling, in which service is assumed to start from scratch but with a new service time chosen on reentering service.

In this way, prioritized service may be offered at the sink service facility according to the order of arrival (e.g. LCFS-PR) or according to the
amount of service demanded (e.g. the Round Robin). The Round-Robin (RR) processor scheduling algorithm is one of the most widely used algorithms in many multi-accessed time-shared computer systems, (ref. 6.4, 6.11). In the RR scheduling algorithm, fig. 6.3, newly arriving customers join the single queue and work their way up to the head of the queue for service in a FCFS fashion, and then finally receive their quantum of service. When that service quantum expires and if they need more service, then they return to the tail of that same queue and repeat the cycle. The size of the service quantum is important in that a very large quantum in the RR system will make the queueing discipline approach the FCFS while an infinitesimally small service quantum will make the RR performance approach the processor-sharing (PS) system (ref. 6.11). In the PS system a customer makes an infinite number of visits to the CPU service facility, each visit infinitely quickly and each visit receiving infinitesimal service, until finally his attained service equals his required service, at which time he departs. Hence, the PS discipline cannot be actually implemented, but is valuable in modelling RR scheduling. The PS is a reasonable representation of the RR when the quantum is large with respect to the swapping overhead, and small with respect to the average service time (ref. 6.11). Hence the PS is the limiting case of the RR with zero overhead as the quantum goes to zero. The FCFS discipline is often used in many situations in which the service time distribution is exponentially distributed, while the PS (or RR) is often used in those situations where the service time distribution is arbitrary because the effects of high variability (\( C_x > 1 \)) in service times is much less noticeable (ref. 6.10). The PS is often insensitive to all distribution characteristics other than the mean and it gives the same performance as the FCFS with exponential service times.
For I/O devices, service is often offered on a FCFS basis, SLTF (for drum-like devices), or SSTF (for moving head disks), (ref. 6.13, 6.14), but preemption cannot be used.

Hence, depending on the complexity and nature of the operating system at the sink processor system, the CPU service facility provides service to the modules and intermodule data requests in a highly complicated manner, and the system response time (or load factor) can be expected to be a function of many variables. In many cases too, external priority may be imposed on the system by the system administration.

6.2.3 The System Performance Model

From the point of view of the dual processor CPU cache distributed computation environment a composite Markovian queueing network model incorporating the characteristics of both the communication channel and the sink processor system may be used to determine the system response time. With respect to the scheduling and computation of the system modules in such an environment, three main situations may prevail:

a) all modules run at the source processor and none runs at the sink processor
b) all modules run at the sink processor and none runs at the source processor
c) some modules run at either processor

By virtue of the nature of the computation in situation (a), no distribution is involved and hence this does not contribute to the system response time analysis. However, situations (b) and (c) are relevant to the analysis of the distributed computation model because the overall system performance depends on the sink processor system. In situation (b), the effects of the communication delay in the channel are not very
significant, if the communication channel is not very heavily loaded, because the main component of channel delay is only apparent during the sending of the modules to the sink processor system and there is no intermodule communication time incurred during the processing time of the modules. However, the processing of the modules there will increase the prevailing computational workload there and hence the system response time will increase. Situation (c) represents the true arrangement for the CPU cache distributed computation system. In this case the communication channel delay plays a substantial role through the intermodule communication interactions between the two sets of modules at the two processors. Hence, only the source processors corresponding to situations (b) and (c) need be taken into account in the modelling of the dual processor CPU cache distributed computation system for the system response time. This system response time may be defined as the time interval since the sending of a computational request by the source (sink) processor to when that request is received from the sink (source) processor in the system. Hence the total system response time will involve both the communication delay, as explained in the previous chapter, and the computation delay. These two main components of the system delay can be considered to be independent. The computation component of delay can be obtained by characterising the sink processor system computation workload or load factor.

The sink processor system can be modelled as a Markovian queueing network, (ref. 6.7). Many Markovian queueing networks may be modelled as open, closed or mixed networks, (ref. 6.15).
6.2.3.1 Open Networks

In open network models of queueing systems it is usually found reasonable to assume that there is an infinite external source for the customers (module packets, requests) arriving to the network (ref. 6.16, 6.17). Exponential or other interarrival time distributions and various queueing disciplines may then be employed to model the system performance, (ref. 6.12). As well as having a source for the arriving customers, there is also a sink for the departing customers. The assumption of the infinite population of customers is a valid assumption in many communication system models where the number of sources for the customers (module packets) may be very large (ref. 6.16, 6.17), as was done in the analysis of the communication channel delay. In such open networks the value of the queue length and delay can range from zero to infinity and no restriction is imposed on the network job (module) population. However, the infinite source assumption is not usually reasonable in many computer system models because, in this case, there is usually some finite resource which acts as a bottleneck and thus limiting the total population of the customers (modules) in the network. In a dual processor CPU cache distributed computation system, the total population of modules may be limited by the contention for the sink processor system memory. Furthermore, the total population in such a system will be discouraged by a large computational workload at the sink processor.

6.2.3.2 Closed Networks

In a closed network model, there is a constant number of jobs (modules) at all times, (ref. 6.7, 6.9). The jobs (modules) neither enter nor leave the closed network. The number of these jobs in a closed network is called the job population. Hence, the total number of jobs in the network must always equal the network population, the sum of the queue lengths of all jobs in the network, (ref. 6.9).
A dual processor CPU cache distributed computation system can be modelled as a multi-accessed, time-shared system as shown in fig. 6.4. The system model shows a closed network model with job population N. In this model the job population N refers to the number of source processors that are involved in the distributed computation system as described by the situations (b) and (c) above. During processing, a module processing at the sink processor may be considered to interact with the relevant source processor module during the intermodule communication. In this way, the job population N may be taken to refer to the number of inter-module pairs involved in the intermodule communication during the computation of one module at either processor. From time to time, intermodule parameters and data are demanded by either processor in the dual processor CPU cache distributed computation environment during the computation process life-time. As explained earlier, the intermodule data traverses the LAN communications subnet interface in the form of packets. It may be assumed that the average time interval between the intermodule data exchange and transfer is long enough to guarantee equilibrium system performance, (ref. 6.7). Fig. 6.4 models the closed network with two main queues which form in front of the two main resources, the communication channel facility, and the computation (CPU) facility at the sink processor. This is modelled as a feedback queueing system in which each intermodule request can be considered to cycle through the various resources until the request is satisfied and finally returns to its origin. The system response time may be considered to be measured at point X. Fig. 6.5 models the system with the sink processor system modelled as a central server, (ref. 6.18), in which a request leaving the CPU may proceed to one of
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two I/O devices, and the request leaving the I/O device may, in turn, either cycle back and return to the CPU for further processing, or it may return back to the relevant source processor. Fig. 6.5 illustrates also the concept of branching probabilities; the probability of a request making a transition from queue $i$ to queue $j$ in a routing chain (ref. 6.18, 6.19, 6.20).

Due to the nature of the dual processor CPU cache distributed computation system, the network job population $N$ is not truly constant over all time. In general $N$ will fluctuate with time as some of the users complete their computations while some of the other users start their computations at arbitrary times. However, it is preferable to model the system as a closed network with a fixed job population $N$, and analyse the behaviour of the model for different values of $N$ (ref. 6.18). In this way, the system performance measures such as the system response time, load factor, throughput, and utilization may be determined as a function of $N$. Such a method of analysis is equivalent to characterising the system in terms of several equilibrium models: one for each value of $N$. The alternative is to analyse just a single model which incorporates the transient behaviour of the system with $N$. Such a method may be difficult to analyse or it may yield results which are too cumbersome to be directly or easily usable.

Figs. 6.4 and 6.5 show how the overall system performance may be modelled as a chain network in which a job of any class $i$ can become a job of any other class $j$, possibly after making intermediate transitions to other classes $k_1, k_2, \ldots$, with non-zero probability (ref. 6.19, 6.20). Such queueing networks have product form solutions which render the
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queueing networks to be mathematically tractable (ref. 6.18, 6.21).

Most useful mathematically tractable queueing network models have product form solution. Some open, closed and mixed networks have product form solutions (ref. 6.15). But for closed networks, the product form solution is more difficult conceptually and computationally than the one for open networks, because of the stronger interactions between the various queues due to the fixed number of jobs (ref. 6.9, 6.18). In a network of N queues, the basic product form is expressed as (ref. 6.21, 6.22).

\[ P[\mathbf{k}_1, \mathbf{k}_2, \ldots, \mathbf{k}_N] = \frac{X[\mathbf{k}_1] \cdot X[\mathbf{k}_2] \cdots X[\mathbf{k}_N]}{G[\mathbf{N}]} \]

where the vectors have elements corresponding to the different routing chains, and

\[ P[\mathbf{k}_1, \mathbf{k}_2, \ldots, \mathbf{k}_N] = \text{the probability of } \mathbf{k}_1 \text{ jobs at queue 1, } \mathbf{k}_2 \text{ jobs at queue 2,} \]
\[ \ldots \text{, } \mathbf{k}_N \text{ jobs at queue N,} \]

\[ X[\mathbf{k}_i], \text{ for } i = 1, 2, \ldots, N, \text{ is a factor determined from the probability} \]
\[ \text{of } \mathbf{k}_i \text{ jobs at queue } i \text{ in isolation (in an M/M/1 queue),} \]
\[ \mathbf{N} = \text{vector of number of jobs in the routing chains,} \]

and \( G[\mathbf{N}] = \text{normalization constant} \)

For an N-node closed network with population \( n \), the joint distribution of finding customers in the various nodes is given by the product form solution, (ref. 6.22)

\[ P[k_1, k_2, \ldots, k_N] = \frac{1}{G[n]} \cdot \prod_{i=1}^{N} \frac{r_i^{k_i}}{Q[k_i]} \]

where the set of numbers \( \{r_i\} \) satisfy the set of linear equations given by
\[ u_i \cdot r_i = \sum_{j=1}^{N} u_j \cdot r_j \cdot P_{ij}, \text{ for } i = 1, 2, \ldots N \]

where

\[ P_{ij} = \text{probability of a customer next proceeds to node } j \text{ when he completes service at node } i \]

\[ u_i = \text{the mean of the exponentially distributed service time of the } i^{th} \text{ node which consists of a single queue served by } m_i \text{ servers, (each with } u_i) \]

and the normalization constant

\[ G[n] = \sum_{k \in A} \prod_{i=1}^{N} \frac{x_i}{Q[k_i]} \]

where \( k = (k_1, k_2, \ldots k_N) \) and \( A \) is the set of vectors \( k \) for which

\[ k_1 + k_2 + \ldots + k_N = n \]

and where

\[ Q[k_i] = \begin{cases} 
  k_i!, & \text{for } k_i \leq m_i \\
  \frac{k_i!}{m_i!}, & \text{for } k_i > m_i 
\end{cases} \]

In closed networks, the queues must be considered collectively because of the interactions between them. However, it is not necessary for a computational algorithm to recognise the explicit product form, (ref. 6.23, 6.24).

**6.2.3.3 The Time-Shared Model Performance**

The system performance may be analysed by considering fig. 6.4 in which the \( N \) users (the source processors in the system) make unpredictable demands upon the time-shared sink processor system. The model performance can be described as follows: whenever a ready source processor user makes a computational request for service at the sink processor, the request
proceeds to receive service according to the operational scheduling algorithm there. During this time the source processor user is busy processing own computational workload, wherever possible, and does not generate any new requests. This request may be a demand for inter-module data and parameters from the remote sink processor. Conversely, the remote sink processor may demand intermodule data and parameters from the source processor, in which case the source processor must suspend own computation and service the interrupt for service. When finally that request is completely serviced at the sink processor, the response is retransmitted back over the communication interface to the respective source processor. The time interval taken by each source processor in generating each new request may be referred to the "intermodule data request time". In this way alternating periods of intermodule data request time and processing take place throughout the life-time of the scheduled modules.

The performance of the model may be examined by assuming that the intermodule data request time for each source processor is exponentially distributed with mean $b_1$ seconds. If $n \to \infty$ as $l/b_1 \to 0$ so that $n/b_1 = a$ constant, then the system may be modelled as a Poisson arrival process, with average rate $l/b_1$, to characterise this finite population model with $n$ users. At the sink processor system, the processor scheduling algorithm may be assumed to be PS, FCFS or LCFSPR. When the service time at the sink processor is assumed to be exponentially distributed (rate $\mu$), and with FCFS scheduling algorithm, then this is a finite $M/M/1$ system in which the probability of finding $k$ customers (module requests) is given by, 

(ref. 6.7, 6.25)
\[ p[k] = \begin{cases} \mathbf{P}[0] \cdot (\lambda_1/\mu)^k \cdot n!/(n-k)! & \text{for } 0 \leq k \leq n \\ 0 & \text{for } k > n \end{cases} \]

where

\[ \mathbf{P}[0] = \left[ \sum_{i=0}^{n} \left( \frac{\lambda_1}{\mu} \right)^i \cdot n!/(n-i)! \right]^{-1} \]

and

\[ \lambda_1 = 1/b_1 \]

\[ 1/\mu = b_2 = \text{the mean value of the exponentially distributed service time at the sink processor.} \]

From the memoryless property of the exponential distribution, it may be seen that the distribution for number in the system must be independent of the scheduling algorithm of the sink processor.

By considering this model with exponential service time and examining the rate at which jobs enter into and depart from the sink processor system (CPU), the mean system response time \( T(n) \) of the system is given by,

(ref. 6.25)

\[ T(n) = \frac{n \cdot b_2}{1 - \mathbf{P}[0]} - b_1 \]

where

\[ \mathbf{P}[0] = \frac{1}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( \frac{b_2}{b_1} \right)^i \cdot n!/(n-i)!} \]

From (1) it may be seen that the minimum value of \( T(n) = b_2 \), and this occurs when \( n = 1 \), so that \( T(1) = b_2 \). Hence, normalizing (1) with respect to this minimum value
then the behaviour of \( F(n) \) may be examined as a function of \( n \). Fig. 6.6 shows this variation of \( F(n) \) with \( n \) and it may be seen that \( F(n) \) rises very slowly with \( n \), at first, until a critical value of \( n \) is reached when \( F(n) \) rises more rapidly and linearly with \( n \), (ref. 6.25). In the region where \( F(n) \) rises slowly with \( n \), the number of the interacting source processor users is small so that the periods when a customer needs service may be thought of as the periods when the other system users are doing their own processing and therefore not interfering with the one who is being served at the sink processor system. On the other hand, after the critical value of \( n \), \( F(n) \) rises linearly with unity slope, and the system behaviour may be considered to show some form of saturation, (ref. 6.25, 6.26). The critical value of \( n \), \( n_s \), is given by (ref.6.25).

\[
n_s = \frac{b_1 + b_2}{b_2} = 1 + \frac{b_1}{b_2} \quad (3)
\]

so that each user beyond \( n_s \) causes all other users to be delayed by an amount of time equal to his entire processing time of \( b_2 \) seconds. The linear relationship of \( F(n) \), beyond \( n_s \), is given by

\[
F(n) = n - \frac{b_1}{b_2} \quad (4)
\]

since, for large \( n \), \( F[0] = 0 \).

By extrapolating this linear asymptote for \( F(n) \), in fig. 6.6, back to meet the horizontal asymptote defined by

\[
F(n) = 1 \quad \text{or} \quad F(1) = 1
\]

it may be seen that the two asymptotes meet at the critical point defined by the value of \( n_s \), so that the linear asymptotic rise may be expressed
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as, (ref. 6.25, 6.26)

\[ F(n) = n - n_s + 1 \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

As mentioned earlier, fig. 6.4 models the performance of just a single CPU resource at the sink processor system. The analysis and performance of both general Markovian open queueing networks (ref. 6.16, 6.17, 6.22), and general Markovian closed networks (ref. 6.9, 6.24), have been extensively studied. The analysis of the closed Markovian queueing networks suitable for modelling the performance of multiple resource computer systems in which each resource is modelled as a network node has also been carried out and studied extensively (ref. 6.27). However, when such analysis for the general Markovian open and closed network models is used for characterising the multiple resource computer system and if the product form solution must be retained, three basic limitations are generally encountered (ref. 6.23).

a) the queue discipline is FCFS

b) all service time distributions are exponential

c) all customers are assumed to behave identically so that service times and transition probabilities are drawn from the same distribution for each.

However, the PS, and the LCFSPR scheduling algorithms at the CPU have been shown to remove some of these limitations in that they have a mean conditional response time that is independent of the service time distribution in both the open and closed networks (ref. 6.11, 6.24). Furthermore, the limitations have also been removed in the case in which different classes of customers in a closed system are used, (ref. 6.18, 6.28), and also in closed networks in which the different customers are allowed
different transition probabilities, as well as their own set of exponentially distributed service times, (ref. 6.27).

Hence, by considering the time-shared system with n users sharing a multiple resource sink processor system with N resources, the asymptotic behaviour of such a closed system may be examined (ref. 6.25, 6.26). Arbitrary distributions of service at each node are permitted (ref. 6.25).

Let

\[ b_i = \frac{1}{\mu_i} = \text{mean service time at node } i \]

\[ m_i = \text{the number of servers at node } i \]

\[ \lambda_i = \frac{1}{b_i} = \text{rate at which jobs are generated by each of the } n \text{ source processor users. The mean intermodule data request time, } b_i, \text{ may be drawn from an arbitrary distribution.} \]

\[ T(n) = \text{average response time to pass the sink processor multiple resource system when there are } n \text{ users in the system} \]

 Hence, the average cycle time, the sum of the average intermodule data request time plus the average service time, is

\[ T(n) + b_i, \text{ seconds} \quad (6) \]

so that the system throughput, \( R(n) \), is given by

\[ R(n) = \frac{n}{T(n) + b_i}, \text{ customers/second} \quad (7) \]

If

\[ \bar{N} = \text{average number of jobs in the multiple resource sink processor system} \]

\[ \bar{n} = \text{average number of intermodule data requests at the source processors} \]

then, by the application of Little's result (ref. 6.29),

\[ T(n) = \frac{\bar{N}}{R(n)} \quad (8) \]
or, since
\[ n = \overline{n} + N \]
then
\[ T(n) = \frac{n}{R(n)} - \overline{n} \cdot \frac{1}{R(n)} \]

Applying Little's result to the source processor yields
\[ \beta = \frac{1}{\lambda_1} = \frac{\overline{n}}{R(n)} \]
so that
\[ T(n) = \frac{n}{R(n)} - \beta_1 \]

If the relative utilization of the \( i \)th node is defined as \( r_i / m_i \), and by considering the limit as \( n \to \infty \), then an infinite queue will form at the bottleneck node and saturate it (so that saturation value of the largest relative utilization of the node becomes \( r_s / m_s \)) while only finite queues exist at the other nodes, (ref. 6.27, 6.25). The extent to which the \( i \)th node creates this bottleneck effect (or saturation) is defined (ref. 6.24), as being proportional to the rate of change of throughput with respect to an increase in the service rate of that node: the throughput being defined as the average number of jobs processed per unit time. Hence, by using these arguments it can be shown that the asymptotic behaviour of the system response time, \( T(n) \), is given by, (ref. 6.24, 6.25, 6.26. 6.30)
\[ T(n) = \frac{n \cdot r_s}{m_s \cdot u_N \cdot r_N} - \beta_1, \text{ for } n \gg n_s, \]
in which \( u_N \cdot r_N \) is the relative number of visits a job makes to the \( N \)th node in passing through the rest of the network (the sink processor system). Hence the subscript \( N \) corresponds to the source processor node (node 1). Furthermore, the average number of times a bottleneck node is visited for each entry into the sink processor system, i.e. between each visit to the
source processor node, is given by, (ref. 6.25, 6.30)
\[
\frac{\mu_s \cdot r_s}{\mu_N \cdot r_N}
\]  
(13)

When the bottleneck node is deeply saturated, so that \( n \gg n_s \), the output rate, \( R_s(n) \), from the saturated node is given by
\[
\frac{\mu_s \cdot m_s}{\mu_N \cdot r_N}
\]  
(14)

so that the output rate (throughput) of customers from the sink processor system, is obtained from (13) and (14), as
\[
R(n) = \frac{\mu_s \cdot m_s}{\left(\frac{\mu_s \cdot r_s}{\mu_N \cdot r_N}\right)} = \frac{m_s \cdot \mu_N \cdot r_N}{r_s}
\]  
(15)

From (12), the asymptotic behaviour of \( T(n) \) may be examined, fig. 6.7, and the linear asymptote of \( T(n) \) beyond the saturation value \( n = n_s \) has slope, given by
\[
\frac{r_s}{m_s \cdot \mu_N \cdot r_N}, \quad \text{for } n \gg n_s
\]  
(16)

The minimum value of \( T(n) \) is
\[
\frac{n_s \cdot r_s - m_s \cdot r_N}{m_s \cdot \mu_N \cdot r_N}
\]  
(17)

Since, for \( n \gg n_s \), each additional user causes all other users to be delayed by his entire average service time, it may be seen that the saturated system behaves like a deterministic system (ref. 6.25, 6.30). Hence, by considering that
\( n_s = \) maximum number of perfectly scheduled jobs, in a deterministic system, that cause no mutual interference
The asymptotic behavior of $T(n)$ and $F(n)$ is given by:

$$T(n) = \frac{n \cdot r - m \cdot s \cdot N}{m \cdot s \cdot N}$$

The slope is:

$$\text{slope} = \frac{r_s}{m \cdot s \cdot N}$$

Fig. 6.7 Asymptotic behavior of $T(n)$ and $F(n)$
then, the horizontal asymptotic behaviour of \( T(n) \) may be estimated. The value of \( n_s \) may be estimated since, for each of the \( m_s \) servers in the saturated node, the maximum number of jobs that can be scheduled is equal to the service required by a job in each cycle divided by the service time spent by a job in the saturated node per cycle. Hence, considering all the \( m_s \) servers, then

\[
\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{\mu_i \cdot r_i}{\mu_N \cdot r_N}}{m_s} = \frac{n_s}{r_s} \cdot \frac{1}{\mu_s} \cdot \frac{1}{\mu_N \cdot r_N} = \frac{1}{\mu_s \cdot r_s} \cdot \frac{1}{\mu_N \cdot r_N} \cdot \mu_i
\]

so that,

\[
n_s = \frac{m_s \cdot N}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} r_i} \cdot \frac{1}{r_s} \cdot \frac{1}{\mu_s} \cdot \frac{1}{\mu_N \cdot r_N} \cdot \mu_i
\]

From (18) the average cycle time (or the service time in a cycle, no queueing since \( n=1 \)), is given by

\[
\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{\mu_i \cdot r_i}{\mu_N \cdot r_N}}{m_s} = \frac{n_s \cdot r_s}{\mu_N \cdot r_N \cdot m_s}
\]

Equating (6) and (20), then the horizontal asymptotic behaviour of \( T(n) \) may be given by

\[
T(n) = \frac{n_s \cdot r_s}{\mu_N \cdot r_N \cdot m_s} - h_1
\]

In this way several linear asymptotes with different values of \( n_s \) and slope may be obtained depending on which node saturates first (ref. 6.30, 6.25), as shown in fig. 6.7.

The performance analysis of more general open, closed and mixed multiple resource networks of queues that permit different classes of
customers, routing chains, scheduling disciplines and general service time distributions by the method of local balance in computer systems have been extensively studied (ref. 6.22, 6.31, 6.10, 6.15). Most of this study has concentrated on networks with product form solutions. In the use of the local balance methods in the solution of these generalised models, the Markovian characterisation of the service time distribution of these networks is preserved by the use of stage-type servers (ref. 6.32). Generalized queueing models for the multiprogrammed computer systems have been solved similarly (ref. 6.7, 6.24, 6.32). The major goals of the multiprogrammed computer systems are similar to that of the time-shared multi-accessed systems in that a number of jobs are permitted to gain simultaneous access to the resources of the system in such a way that the CPU is allowed to be busy processing one job while various I/O peripheral devices are processing some of the others concurrently. A central-server model of a computer system permits the inclusion of a number of peripheral devices. Fig. 6.5 shows a time-shared central-server model with two peripheral I/O devices.

6.2.3.4 Computational Algorithms

The traditional approach to the solution of the general Markovian queueing networks was to formulate a system of algebraic equations (balance equations) for the joint probability distribution of the vector-valued system state, as explained earlier. But it was later found that for certain types of networks, the solution of these balance equations is in the form of a product of simple terms, and that these products could then be normalized numerically to form a proper probability distribution, (ref. 6.21, 6.22, 6.23). However, in the case of networks with closed
routing chains, this normalization was found to be computationally limited, (ref. 6.24). But this difficulty was overcome by the use of computational algorithms as it is not necessary for the computational algorithm to recognize the explicit product form (ref. 6.23, 6.24). The four main types of computational algorithms are

a) The Convolution Algorithm, (ref. 6.24, 6.33)
b) The Mean Value Analysis Algorithm (ref. 6.34)
c) The Local Balance Algorithm for Normalizing Constants (ref. 6.23)
d) The Algorithm to Coalesce Computation of Normalizing Constants, (ref. 6.23).

A number of criteria may then be employed in choosing a computational algorithm for queueing network models. Such criteria include

a) generality
b) asymptotic computational complexity
c) asymptotic space complexity
d) numerical stability
e) implementation effort

All the four computational algorithm exhibit various advantages and disadvantages with respect to the above performance criteria. While the performance of the Mean Value Analysis Algorithm (MVAA) may be shown to be asymptotically equivalent to the others, its program implementation is often simpler (ref. 6.34). The MVAA starts off by recognizing that the joint distribution contains far too much detail even in situations in which much simpler quantities such as the mean queue sizes, mean queueing times, mean resource utilization and throughput only are needed. Hence the major goal in the application of MVAA computation algorithm
is to obtain the mean value performance measures associated with the
queueing system. The MVAA for a closed network such as the one modelled
by fig. 6.5 with a single routing chain and allowing a number of job
classes, can be sketched (ref. 6.23, 6.34).

Let

$M = \text{number of queues (nodes) in the network}$

$C = \text{number of job classes. The classes are partitioned among the}$

$\text{queues, with at least one class per queue}$

$S_m = \text{the set of classes belonging to queue } m. \text{ Queue } m \text{ has FCFS}$

$\text{scheduling algorithm and exponential service time distribution, with mean } b_m$

$\text{at each of the classes}$

$P_{ij} = \text{probability a job departing from class } i \text{ next joins class } j$

The value of the relative throughputs at each of the classes is
given by the set of linearly dependent equations

$$r_j = \sum_{i=1}^{C} r_j P_{ij}, \text{ for } j = 1, 2, \ldots C \quad (22)$$

Hence, if $R_j$ is the throughput at class $j$, then the throughput at class $k$
is given by

$$R_k = \frac{r_k}{r_j} \cdot R_j \quad (23)$$

Let

$r_m = \text{the relative throughput of queue } m$

$$r_m = \sum_{\text{all } j} r_j \quad (24)$$

$N = \text{job population in the network}$

$L_m(n) = \text{the mean queue length at queue } m \text{ when there are } n \text{ jobs in the}$

$\text{network}$
\( Q_m(n) \) = the mean queueing time at queue \( m \) when there are \( n \) jobs in the network

From fig. 6.5 it may be seen that the network may be modelled as single server queues and infinite server queues. According to MVAA, for networks with single server and infinite server queues, the various system performance measures may be determined from the mean values, and without the need for considering the probabilities of the network states or the marginal probabilities, (ref. 6.33, 6.34). For single server queues, it may be shown that the mean queueing time \( Q_m(n) \) can be defined recursively as follows, (ref. 6.34)

\[
Q_m(n) = b_m (1 + L_m(n-1))
\]  \hspace{1cm} (25)

while for the infinite server queues

\[
Q_m(n) = b_m
\]  \hspace{1cm} (26)

Given the mean queueing time, the mean queue length may be obtained by the application of Little's result, (ref. 6.29), and throughput. The value of the throughput may be obtained by applying Little's result to the mean cycle time. The mean cycle time defines the mean time between visits to a queue, and is given by, (ref. 6.34)

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{M} \frac{r_i}{r_m} \cdot Q_i(n)
\]  \hspace{1cm} (27)

so that

\[
n = R_m(n) \cdot \sum_{i=1}^{M} \frac{r_i}{r_m} \cdot Q_i(n)
\]  \hspace{1cm} (28)

in which the job population \( n \) of the network is used as the queue length in Little's result. From (28) the throughput is given by
By using these recursive equations and the initial condition that $L_m(0) = 0$, then for $m = 1, 2, \ldots, M$, the mean value system performance measures may be calculated from the MVAA computation algorithm, which may be sketched as follows, (ref. 6.33, 6.34)

For $n = 1$ to $N$

For $m = 1$ to $M$

If Queue $m$ is single server

Then (* queue $m$ is single server *)

$$Q_m(n) = b_m (1 + L_m(n-1))$$

Else (* queue $m$ is infinite server *)

$$Q_m(n) = b_m$$

(* end loop on $m$*)

For $m = 1$ to $M$

$$R_m(n) = \frac{n}{\sum_{i=1}^{M} \frac{r_i}{r_m} \cdot Q_i(n)}$$

$$L_m(n) = R_m(n) \cdot Q_m(n)$$

(* end loop on $m$*)

(* end loop on $n$ *)

From such a computational algorithm the queueing model performance measures such as the mean throughput, queue lengths and queueing time may be determined for each queue. Fig. 6.5 is modelled with six queues and the above computational algorithm may be used to determine the mean performance measures. From the values of the mean queueing time $Q_m(n)$
and the mean cycle time, the system response time, T(n) may be obtained. If q is the probability that a job returns to the CPU for more service after leaving an I/O device, (i.e. P[CPU/IO]), then the number of the CPU-I/O cycles has a geometric distribution, starting at one, with a mean r_{CPU} given by

\[ r_{CPU} = \frac{1}{1-q} \text{ cycles} \]

The computational algorithm may be applied to the network model of fig. 6.5 by letting

queue 1 = the infinite server queue
queue 2 = the single server transmission channel queue
queue 3 = the single server sink system CPU queue
queue 4 = the single server sink system I/O (floppy) disk queue
queue 5 = the single server sink system I/O (hard) disk queue
queue 6 = the single server transmission channel queue

Hence the mean system response time, T(n), measured at point x, may be calculated from

\[ T(n) = r_1 Q_1(n) + r_2 Q_2(n) + r_3 Q_3(n) + r_4 Q_4(n) + r_5 Q_5(n) + r_6 Q_6(n) \]

\[ = \sum_{i=1}^{6} r_i Q_i(n) \]  \hspace{1cm} (30)

If \( r_1 = 1 \), then

\[ r_2 = 1 \]

\[ r_3 = r_{CPU} = \frac{1}{1-q} \]

\[ r_4 = \frac{p}{1-q} \]

\[ r_5 = \frac{1-p}{1-q} \]

\[ r_6 = 1 \]
$T(n)$ is the mean time taken since the issue of a request by a source processor to the time the response is finally obtained from the sink processor system when there are $n$ jobs in the network. An alternative characterisation of $T(n)$ is the sink processor system load factor $F(n)$ which may be defined similarly to (2) as a dimensionless quantity as

$$F(n) = \frac{T(n)}{T(1)}$$

where

$$T(1) = \sum_{i=1}^{6} r_{i}Q_{i}(1)$$

so that the minimum value of $F(n)$ is $F(1) = 1$.

Hence both $T(n)$ and $F(n)$ may be used to characterise the system performance as the system workload varies. In a dual processor CPU cache distributed computation system, it is necessary that $T(n)$, (or $F(n)$) characterises the variation of this workload. A small value of $T(n)$ or $F(n)$ means that distributed computation is feasible because the reserve capacity of the crunching power of the sink processor system is still available and also the effects of the intermodule communication times are not too high. Hence the values of $T(n)$ and $F(n)$ contain both the communications and the computational delay components of the system delay performance. The communications component of delay was dealt with in Chapter 5 and can be omitted from the model. Furthermore, these two components of delay are largely independent. It was seen in Chapter 5 too that under low traffic conditions, the communications component of delay is very small. Hence, the contributions to $F(n)$ and $T(n)$ from queues 2 and 6 may be omitted in the computational algorithm so that $F(n)$ and $T(n)$ characterise the computational workload only at the sink.
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processor system. Hence, it can be seen that the main factors that contribute to the computational workload and $T(n)$ at the sink processor system are

a) $n$: the network population

b) $b_m$: the mean of the service time distributions

c) $q$: which determines the computational requirements

d) $p$: which determines the I/O requirements

The values of $b_m$ are the mean values of the exponential service time distributions at the various system service facilities. Specifically, $b_1$ models the mean time between intermodule references and its value is very critical to the overall system performance.

Figs. 6.8 to 6.23 summarise the analytical performance result of the sink processor system as obtained by the use of the MVAA computational algorithm. They show how $T(n)$ (or $F(n)$) varies with $n$ for various values of $b_m$, $p$, and $q$. These values also show how the bottleneck and saturation effects, discussed earlier, govern the behaviour of $T(n)$ and $F(n)$. In this way, the variations of $T(n)$ and $F(n)$ are characterised by the horizontal and the linear asymptotes so that $T(n)$ and $F(n)$ rise very slowly with $n$, at first, but after the critical value of $n$, ($n_s$), is reached there is a sudden change of the linear asymptote slope. Hence, as long as $n_s$ is not reached, $T(n)$ remains quite low and is approximately equal to $T(1)$, but the actual value is only marginally higher, as given by (30).

The other system performance measures such as the service facility mean throughput, queue lengths, and queueing time and resource utilizations for each queue or resource may be obtained from the MVAA computational algorithm. Fig. 6.21 shows the variation of the sink processor system CPU throughput as a function of $n$ for various values of $b_m$, $p$, and $q$. 
This variation of the CPU throughput also shows the saturation and bottleneck effects when \( n \) exceeds certain critical values \( (n_s) \) and is also seen to be strongly dependent on the values of \( p, q, \) and \( b_m \). From these results it may be seen that the behaviour of \( T(n) \) as predicted by equations (12) and (30) show great similarity, but the use of the computational algorithm may produce more information and with less effort than the use of the balance equation to the Markovian networks. Furthermore, the computation algorithm can form a simpler basis for simulation experimentation.

6.3 SIMULATION EXPERIMENTATION

Without measurement, it is difficult to have a true science. But, in the design and development of almost all systems, measurement is not possible. However, modelling becomes a necessary tool in such situations in order to estimate the system performance that may be expected from the complete system. Section 6.2 presented the analytic model of the dual processor CPU cache distributed computation system and some important system model performance measures such as the sink processor system response time and load factor were obtained. In such analytic models, many assumptions have to be made in order to obtain reasonable abstractions of the system performance to which probability theory can be used to obtain the equations that characterise system performance. The method of simulation experimentation can then be used to test the validity of these abstracted analytic models and to check whether the assumptions on which the models are based are valid or not. This section presents the simulation results of the model shown by fig. 6.5.
6.3.1 Simulation Model

Simulation experiments can be classified as either clock-driven or event-driven. Event-driven simulation models for queueing systems can be quite conveniently described, (ref. 6.35).

An event-driven simulation model for a queueing system can be considered as consisting of two basic phases, (ref. 6.35):

a) data generation
b) bookkeeping

Data generation involves the production of inter-arrival and service times where needed throughout the queueing system experiment and taking the queueing discipline at each queue into account. These queueing times are generated from the relevant probability distributions. The negative exponential distribution has been used as the service time distribution in the various queues. This is accomplished by the use of the various random number generators (ref. 6.36), and these are usually available at most university computer centres (e.g. the NAG routines). On the other hand, the bookkeeping phase of the simulation model deals with updating the system queues when new events (arrivals and departures) occur, monitoring and recording the system states as they change, and keeping track of the various quantities such as the beginning and end of busy times, idle times, queue lengths, and waiting times from which the various performance measures such as the throughput, utilization, and response time may be estimated. In this way, each event may be described by the time it is expected to occur and by the actions that must follow. For queueing network models, the simulation program maintains a list of events ordered by their time of occurrence. Hence, the program cycles through the following three basic steps;
a) Select the event with the earliest time
b) Set the simulated clock to this time
c) Perform the action

With FCFS queueing disciplines, the only events that need to be considered are the service completions. When the jobs are in the service facility, the simulation program does not need to take any action at all. However, when a job completes service the program must do all the bookkeeping and reassign the server to a waiting job, if there is one, move the job to the next queue and possibly initiate service for the job there. With exponential distributions for service time, the probability of two or more simultaneous events is negligible. However, with non-exponential service time distributions, the probability of simultaneous events may occur frequently. (ref. 6.35).

6.3.2 Simulation Performance Estimates

As explained earlier, some of the most important basic performance estimates of a queueing model are the mean values of the resource utilization, resource throughput, queue length, and queueing time. From the mean queueing time, the system response time may be estimated. As in the analytic model of system behaviour, the simulation model assumes that the modelled system has attained equilibrium (ref. 6.37).

Resource utilization (U) may be defined as the fraction of time the server is busy. Hence, if the simulation experiment runs for time T, then U may be estimated by summing the individual busy times of the server and dividing this sum by T, so that

\[ U = \frac{\text{sum of busy times}}{T} \]
For \( m \) identical servers

\[
U = \frac{\text{sum of the busy times of the } m \text{ servers}}{m \cdot T}
\]

The running sum of the busy times can be conveniently accumulated by recording the difference between when the server becomes busy and when the server becomes idle, and adding all such sub-busy periods to the running sum, fig. 6.24.

The resource throughput may be defined as the average number of jobs processed per unit of time. Hence, the throughput may be estimated simply by counting the number of jobs which get served at the particular resource and then dividing this by the length of the simulation run \( T \), i.e.

\[
R = \frac{\text{number served}}{T}
\]

The mean queue length may be obtained in a similar way to the busy times: i.e. by finding the accumulated area of fig. 6.25 and dividing by the length of the simulation run \( T \). The area may be estimated by first recording the time at which the queue length changes, subtracting the previously recorded time, and multiplying this time difference by the previous queue length, and finally adding that subarea to the running sum of the area, i.e.

\[
L = \frac{\text{Accumulated area}}{T}
\]

The mean queueing time may be obtained from the above values of queue length and throughput by the application of Little's result (ref. 6.29), since the mean queueing time is equal to the mean queue length divided by the throughput, i.e.

\[
Q = \frac{\text{Accumulated area}}{\text{number served}}
\]

The mean system response time may then be estimated by summing the mean queueing times at the various queues.
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In many cases, simulation experiments can be constructed with arbitrary amount of detail so that they model the system behaviour as closely as possible. In this way, they can be made as general as possible. Besides being one of its greatest advantages, this generality of the simulation experimentation provides it with a severe liability because the simulation models are liable to become unwieldy due to excess detail. If the running of a simulation is viewed as an experiment which entails statistical behaviour, then the methods of statistical analysis may be employed to deal with the statistical variability of the simulation results, (ref. 6.38). The two main methods for statistical analysis of simulation results are the methods of independent replications and the regenerative method (ref. 6.39, 6.40, 6.38, 6.41). In both these methods, the primary aim is to analyse the statistical behaviour of the results by estimating the confidence interval (ref. 6.42, 6.43, 6.44), which may be estimated by obtaining the estimates of the mean and variance of the performance measures. Some typical confidence levels used in such simulation analysis are the 90%, 95% or 99%. For example the 90% confidence level in the unit normal distribution defines the interval (-1.645, 1.645), (ref. 6.43, 6.44).

In the use of the method of independent replications in the statistical analysis of a simulation model, the aim is to repeat (replicate) the experiment many times and then use the average of these experimental values as the final estimate of the relevant performance measure. By making many such identical replications of the simulation runs, then it may be reasonably assumed that they obey the law of large numbers and that the central limit theorem (ref. 6.40), is applicable. If this is the case,
then it may be assumed that the average over the replications has a normal distribution, with a finite mean and a finite variance, so that the confidence level may be estimated (ref. 6.40, 6.43). In using these estimates for the mean and variance too, it is assumed that the simulation runs long enough to have attained equilibrium (ref. 6.37).

On the other hand, the method of regeneration in the statistical analysis of simulation models exploits the specific behaviour of a Markov process (ref. 6.39, 6.42). Since the future behaviour of a Markov process is dependent only upon the current state of the process, then each time the process enters that state the process will have the same expected future behaviour. In this way, a Markov process regenerates each time it enters a specified regeneration state and produces regeneration cycles between successive entrances to the state. A simulation model can take advantage of this regenerative phenomenon to estimate the confidence intervals for equilibrium behaviour if a regeneration state which is entered frequently enough can be identified. A more frequently entered state ensures short regeneration cycles. The main advantage of the regenerative method is that if the simulation is initialized in a regeneration state, then the simulation may be assumed to have been initialized in an equilibrium condition, so that observing the regeneration cycles is equivalent to observing periods of equilibrium behaviour (ref. 6.39, 6.42). Hence, besides recognizing the entrances to the regeneration states, the regeneration cycles which are of random length must be determined and used to estimate the confidence intervals, (ref. 6.43, 6.44). For many networks, and as long as no queue is saturated, the Markov state in which there are no jobs in the system is usually the most frequently occurring state and can be used as the regeneration state.
For a queue with exponential interarrival times, exponential service times, and having a FCFS single fixed rate server, the queue length is geometrically distributed (ref. 6.30), so that

\[ P[n] = (1-U).U^n, \text{ for } n = 0, 1, 2, \ldots \]

where \( U \) is the utilization of the server, and since \( U < 1 \), then, \( P[0] = 1-U \), is the most probable queue length. This result also holds for PS and the LCFSPR with single fixed rate server and arbitrary service time distributions (ref. 6.30).

Hence, if the number of replications, or the number of the regeneration cycles is large, and if the value of the performance measure for each of these simulation runs can be taken to be independent and identically distributed random variables, then the law of large numbers and the central limit theorem may be used to obtain the confidence interval (C.I.) The confidence interval is obtained by the use of the standard (unit) normal distribution given by (ref. 6.40)

\[
F_z(z_0) = \int_{-\infty}^{z_0} \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}} e^{-z^2/2} \, dt
\]

with density

\[
P_z(z_0) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}} e^{-z_0^2/2}
\]

If \( F_z^{-1}(a) \) = inverse of \( F_z(z_0) \)

\[ = P[z_0 \leq F_z^{-1}(a)] = a \]

so that

\[ P[0 \leq z_0 \leq F_z^{-1}(a)] = a - 0.5 \]

and

\[ P[-F_z^{-1}(a) \leq z_0 \leq F_z^{-1}(a)] = 2a - 1 \]
or, for $0 \leq C \leq 1$, then

$$P[-F^{-1}_Z((1+C)/2) \leq z_o \leq F^{-1}_Z((1+C)/2)] = C$$

If $C = 0.9$, then

$$F^{-1}_Z(0.95) = 1.645$$

so that

$$P[-1.645 \leq z_o \leq 1.645] = 0.9$$

Hence for $n$ independent and identically distributed random variables, each with mean $m$ and variance $\sigma^2$, then, if the sample mean is $\bar{y}_n$ and the sample variance is $\frac{s^2}{n}$, then for $n$ large enough $\bar{y}_n$ can be assumed to have a normal distribution and $(\bar{y}_n - m) \frac{\sqrt{n}}{\sigma}$ has the standard normal distribution, so that

$$P[-F^{-1}_Z((1+C)/2) \leq (\bar{y}_n - m) \frac{\sqrt{n}}{\sigma} \leq F^{-1}_Z((1+C)/2)] = C$$

or

$$P[\bar{y}_n - d \leq m \leq \bar{y}_n + d] = C$$

where

$$d = F^{-1}_Z(1+C/2) \frac{\sigma}{\sqrt{n}}$$

and

$$[\bar{y}_n - d, \bar{y}_n + d]$$

is a random interval called the confidence interval whose $90\%$ confidence level may be defined by $C = 0.9$.

The sample variance, $s^2$, of $n$ independent and identically distributed random variables $x_i$ is defined by, (ref. 6.40)

$$s^2 = \frac{1}{n-1} \cdot \sum_{i=1}^{n} (x_i - \bar{y}_n)^2$$

$$= \frac{1}{n-1} \left\{ \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i^2 - n \cdot \bar{y}_n^2 \right\}$$

which, for large $n$, may be used to estimate the variance of the performance measures.
In the calculation of the queueing time performance measure a quotient of two averages $x_n$ and $w_n$, (queue length and number served), is used, where $x_n$ is the average of the set of the random variables $V_i$, and $w_n$ is the average of the set of random variables $U_i$, during the $i^{th}$ regeneration cycle. In this case the joint sample variance may be obtained from (ref. 6.41, 6.42, 6.43).

$$S^2 = S_u^2 - 2.y_n.S_{uv} + y_n^2.S_v^2$$

where

$$S_u^2 = \frac{1}{n-1} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} U_i^2 - n.w_n^2 \right)$$

$$S_{uv} = \frac{1}{n-1} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} U_i.V_i - n.w_n.x_n \right)$$

and

$$S_v^2 = \frac{1}{n-1} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} V_i^2 - n.x_n^2 \right)$$

from which the confidence interval estimate $[\bar{y}_n - d, y_n + d]$ may be obtained, where

$$d = \frac{F^{-1}((1+c)/2).s}{x_n \cdot \sqrt{n}}$$

Hence, the simulation program must recognise that the $i^{th}$ regeneration cycle has ended and maintain values of $U_i, V_i, U_i.V_i, U_i^2$, for $i = 1, 2, \ldots n$.

6.3.3 Simulation Language

Many programming languages are available for simulation. Some of the main examples of such languages are Basic, Fortran, Pascal, PL/1, Coral 66, and APL. Among these languages, Fortran is the oldest and was the first high-level language to be introduced, and has continued to enjoy
wider acceptance over the years. It is simple to use, and its wide acceptance and dominance over the years has resulted in a great wealth of software and experience. In particular the GINO and NAG Library routines, which are available to computer centres of many universities, is a rich source of a variety of many efficiently coded, sophisticated and invaluable subroutines. Unfortunately, Fortran has many shortcomings such as cumbersome character handling, limited flexibility and in some cases, inefficient use of core store. More seriously, Fortran suffers from the so-called "spaghetti-code" problem in which the statements in a program are convoluted, often with no discernible beginning or end. One reason for this is the use of the control "goto" and the statement label numbers which tend to spread out an algorithm. Some of these problems, however, have been removed by a recent version of structured Fortran.

Pascal has been used for the simulation of the queueing models of fig. 6.5 (ref. 6.45, 6.46, 6.48). Besides being a simple language to use it has also quickly gained wide acceptance. One of the main advantages of Pascal is that it is a block-structured language and it is easy to implement the methods of top-down design with it as explained in an earlier chapter. As Pascal is implemented on both the Prime and Multics computers of the computer centre of the university, it is possible to use many of the existing NAG and GINO library routines such as the random number generators (ref. 6.47), and other routines used in the simulation of the queueing model.

The results of the simulation are shown in figs. 6.26 to 6.35. These figures show the results of the various performance measures of the queueing model of the dual processor system. The comparison of the
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theoretical and the simulation experiment are presented as well as the performance comparison of the simulation results for the various sink processor CPU scheduling algorithms. From these results it may be observed that the theoretical (solid lines) and the simulation (dashed lines) show close agreement for the range of values of $b_m$, $p$, and $q$ ($P_{CPU/IO}$) used. These results were obtained using the Prime and Multics Computers of the computer centre of the university. The Multics computer system also supports the Tellagraph graphics system (ref. 6.47), which were used for plotting the results.

6.4 MODULE BEHAVIOUR

The results of section 6.3 summarise the behaviour of the sink processor system as the computational workload there increases. This behaviour has been characterised by the sink processor system response time and load factor as shown by the theoretical results of figs. 6.8 to 6.20, and the simulation results of figs. 6.26 to 6.30 and for the various queueing disciplines at the sink processor CPU of the time-shared central server model of fig. 6.5. As was explained earlier, the sink processor system response time (or load factor) is the most important performance measure in the dual processor CPU cache distributed computation system in that it is the dominant factor in determining whether the system modules may be processable in the dual processor environment. The results show how the load factor (or system response time) performance measure is bounded by the two ideal asymptotes: a horizontal asymptote in which the load factor is largely insensitive to the number of users currently getting service at the sink processor system, and a linear asymptote in which the system load factor rises linearly at a constant slope and in which each
user delays all other users by an amount of time equal to his own processing
time, as previously explained. From this behaviour of the system load
factor it may be suspected that the benefits of the dual processor system
are maximum in this horizontal region. However, as the system load
factor approaches the linear asymptote, substantial delay is introduced
in the system and hence it may be expected that the source processor users
planning to partition and assign their modules to the sink processor will
have to "think twice"; or are discouraged from apportioning any of their
computation to the sink processor. Furthermore, because of the feedback
nature of the system, it may be expected that those source processors
already with modules at the sink processor may wish to recall some of their
modules to process at "home".

An alternative way of looking at the way the modules behave in the
system is to examine the position of the minimum cut. The two extreme
positions of the minimum cut, as explained in an earlier chapter, correspond
to when all the modules are scheduled and assigned to either processor,
i.e.

a) all modules assigned to the source processor
b) all modules assigned to the sink processor

In the case in which all or some of the modules are assigned to the sink
processor, it may be expected that the position of the minimum cut will
approach case (a), perhaps gradually at first and then rapidly later, as
the load factor increases beyond the critical value of $n_s$. Such
module behaviour may be compared with a queueing arrival process with
impatience.

A dual processor CPU cache distributed computation system may be
viewed as a queueing system with impatience because of the expected
reaction of the source processors and their modules in the feedback system. Impatient users may be described as either balking, reneging, or jockeying for a queue position (ref. 6.49, 6.50). If a customer (modules, user) decides not to join the queue upon arrival, then he is said to have balked. On the other hand, a customer may join the queue, but after waiting for a while lose patience and decide to leave, in which case he is said to have reneged. Both balking and reneging may be expected to exist in a dynamic dual processor CPU cache distributed computation system in which a feedback mechanism is present and used to control the system behaviour by broadcasting the level of the sink processor system load factor before, during, and after the module scheduling and assignment to processors.

In practice, it may be expected that users become discouraged when the queue is long and may not wish to risk waiting. Such a queueing system may be modelled as a birth-death process with limited waiting room (ref.6.49), in which an arriving customer does not join the queue if he sees $K$ ahead of him. If $K_q$ is the greatest queue length at which an arrival would not balk, then $K_q$ is a random variable whose distribution $B(n)$ is the same for all the users, (ref. 6.49), so that

$$B(n) = P[K_q < n]$$

Let $B(n-1) = \text{the probability that the arrival refuses to join when } n \text{ are in the queue.}$

then

$B(n-1)$ defines the balking distribution, so that

$$P[\text{arrival joins the queue}] = P[K_q \geq n]$$

$$= 1 - P[K_q < n]$$
Hence
\[ 1 - P[K_q < n] = 1 - B(n-1), \text{ for } n > 0, \]
or
\[ B(n-1) = P[K_q < n] \]
Let
\[ G(n) = 1 - F(n) \]
or \[ G(n-1) = 1 - F(n-1) \]
and \[ \lambda_n = \lambda . G(n-1) \]
then
\[ P[n] = P[o] . \prod_{i=1}^{n} \frac{\lambda_{i-1}}{\mu_i} \]
where \( \lambda_i \) and \( \mu_i \) are state dependent birth and death rates, so that
\[ P[n] = P[o] . \prod_{i=1}^{n} \frac{\lambda . G(i-1)}{\mu} \]
\[ = \left( \frac{\lambda}{\mu} \right)^n . P[o] . \prod_{i=1}^{n-1} G(i-1), \text{ for } n > 1 \]
where
\[ P[1] = \frac{\lambda}{\mu} . P[o] \]
and
\[ P[o] = \frac{1}{\left[ 1 + \frac{\lambda}{\mu} + \sum_{n=2}^{\infty} \left( \frac{\lambda}{\mu} \right)^n \prod_{i=1}^{n-1} G(i-1) \right]} \]
and
\[ P[n+1] = \frac{\lambda}{\mu} . P[n] . G(n-1) \]
Balking functions which are dependent on the value of the sink processor system load factor may be used to model the behaviour of the modules in the dual processor CPU cache distributed computation system. Fig. 6.36
characterises the queue lengths of a system with balking for various values of $G(n)$, given by

$$G(n) = \begin{cases} \frac{1}{i+b.n^c} & \text{for } 0 \leq n < k \\ 0 & \text{for } n > k \end{cases}$$

where $b$ and $c$ are constants.

It shows how customers are discouraged from joining the queue as the value of $k$ increases. Figs. 6.37, 6.38 and 6.39 show the simulation results in which the number of modules scheduled and assigned to the sink processor is observed as the load factor increases both uniformly, fig. 6.37 and fig. 6.38, and exponentially, fig. 6.39. As expected, it is seen that the source processors decide against having more modules process at the sink processor as the computational workload there increases. This module behaviour is due to the feedback mechanism of the system and is equivalent to the position of the minimum cut shifting further and further away from the source towards the sink, in the basic graph of the modular program, as shown in fig. 6.40.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

7.1 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the research reported in this thesis is to investigate some aspects of performance in a distributed computation environment. In the type of distributed computation environment considered, the aim is to partition a single computation and assign the various portions of the computation to the various autonomous computers in the system. Various arrangements for distributed computation systems are available but this research was mainly concerned with the CPU cache system. A CPU cache system is primarily a dual processor distributed computation system in which the single computation is partitioned into two and assigned to the two autonomous computers in such a way that the total computation time of the problem is minimized. In order for the single computation to be partitioned and run thus, it is first organised in the form of program modules so that a module scheduler may then be used to partition and assign the program modules to the two processors using graph-theoretic concepts.

The CPU cache dual processor distributed computation system examined in this research is one in which an arbitrary number of the various small, but autonomous, and relatively less powerful computers (source processors) existing in a relatively small geographical area (LAN) decide to share their computations with a much larger and relatively more powerful computer (sink processor) also existing within the same LAN. The source processors may be microcomputers or minicomputers while the sink processor is primarily a large multi-accessed time-shared computer. All the various computers in the network (network-users) are interconnected by a wideband broadcast-
type bus topology communications subnet. Such a CPU cache dual processor
distributed computation arrangement can exist in a LAN among network-users
in a small factory complex or a research complex establishment.

Hence the main goal of the CPU cache dual processor system as explained
above is to partition and assign some of the computations of the individual
source processors to the sink processor, whenever possible. The decision
of the source processors to partition and assign any computation to the
sink processor is dependent on the currently existing workload at the sink
processor. If the computational workload at the sink processor is low
then the source processors are encouraged to assign some portions of
their computation to the sink processor, and conversely. The decision
of the source processors whether to assign any of their computations to
the sink processor is effected by the existence of an internal feedback
mechanism which is built within the broadcast-type distributed computation
system in such a way that the sink processor broadcasts back to all the
source processors, at regular intervals, the up-to-date value of the
load factor or computational workload currently existing at the sink
processor. In this way the source processors can update the values of
the module and intermodule run times at the sink processor. By so doing,
the source processors can calculate and decide the fraction of their total
computation to schedule and assign to the sink processor during the module
scheduling time.

Below we review briefly some of the main results of our investigation
and we present suggestions for possible future development and further
investigations.
7.2 REVIEW OF RESULTS

We showed that the concept of the CPU cache can be extended to the case in which many small computers with a CPU cache problem can be organised to share the resources of the computational power of a large computer coexisting in the same LAN. We examined and characterised the main performance measures in such a CPU cache dual processor distributed computation system. In particular we showed and quantified the three main factors that dominate the overall performance of such a system, i.e.

a) Module scheduling time
b) LAN delay performance
c) Computational workload at the sink processor

With regard to the module scheduling time we showed that the asymptotic space and time complexity of the module scheduling algorithm is a major performance consideration. The performance of two very different module schedulers were examined in detail. It was shown that as the number of program modules increases beyond a critical number of modules, the performance of the polynomial complexity maxflow-mincut module scheduling algorithm, at both the source processor (microcomputer) and sink processor (a large mainframe computer), is far superior to the corresponding exponential complexity enumerative module scheduling algorithm. But even in this case the scheduling time can run into many seconds, and even hours, of CPU time at either processor if the number of modules is large. Hence an even more efficient and faster polynomial complexity module scheduler, preferably $O(n)$, is necessary in the CPU cache dual processor distributed computation system to keep the module scheduling time to a minimum. For a large number of modules, it was shown that it may be worth while to consider transporting all the modules to the sink
processor, whenever possible, so that the module scheduling may be done at the sink processor in order to reduce the overall scheduling time of the modules.

But the actual time taken to schedule the modules at either processor can be considered in both absolute and relative terms. A module scheduling time of one second may be both absolutely and relatively smaller than the module scheduling time of one hour, if the same module scheduler is employed to schedule ten modules. But if the value of the minimum cut has weights of ten seconds and ten hours respectively, then it may be seen that the use of a module scheduling time of one second is impractical compared to the other one. Hence, the absolute value of the module scheduling time cannot be taken in isolation and it may be found better to consider both the absolute and relative values of the scheduling time with respect to the value of the minimum cut. But the underlying assumption is that the module scheduling time is much smaller than the value of the minimum cut. A further underlying assumption is that the overall computation time of the CPU cache dual processable computation may be considered to be quite long since it may be pointless to partition and distribute a computation which lasts just a few seconds to process completely at the source processor. Hence, a problem for solution in a dual processor arrangement is bounded from below by the minimum computation time at the source processor and also by the relative and absolute values of the module scheduling time.

In a CPU cache dual processor distributed computation system it is necessary that, during the computation time, modules move freely between the two processors depending on the relative values of the computational workload at either processor. One way to accomplish this module movement
between the two processors is to keep running the module scheduler at regular intervals to determine whether the existing module assignment is acceptable. If the module assignment is found to be acceptable, then the modules continue with the same assignment, otherwise the scheduler must determine a new module assignment to the processors. In this case it is necessary that the module scheduling time is as small as possible, in absolute terms. With such a fast scheduler, and if the scheduling time is very small compared to the value of the minimum cut, dynamic module scheduling and assignment can be supported in the system. Also, with such a fast scheduler, and for a relatively few number of modules, all the cuts and module assignments may be pre-determined and stored in some form of a look-up table. In such a case, all the run-time environment routines have to do is to modify and up-date the table, at regular intervals, as the computational workload at the sink processor changes, and by so doing also determine the new module assignment. On the other hand, if the absolute module scheduling time is not small, or if the number of modules scheduled to the sink processor is large, then it is not possible to run the module scheduler very often. In this case, the scheduler may be run only once and the dynamic movement of the modules between the processors may be accomplished by examining the relative running times of the modules at the two processors so that those modules that are most affected by the increased load factor of the sink processor may now be moved to process at the respective source processor, and conversely if the load factor decreases.

With regard to the LAN delay performance, it was shown that the module and intermodule packets experience small delay when the channel traffic is low to medium. Hence the communications component of delay in the CPU cache.
dual processor distributed computation system is not very significant. Furthermore, due to the internal feedback mechanism of the dual processor system, the actual number of users contending for the channel may be expected to remain small, most of the time.

Finally, the computational workload at the sink processor itself was characterised in terms of the sink processor system response time and load factor. The sink processor was considered to be a multi-accessed and time-shared and modelled as a central server time-shared resource system. The variation of the sink processor system response time and load factor was examined as the number of the source processors sending their computation to the sink processor increased. In particular, it was shown that the computational workload (or load factor) increased very slowly and gradually at first until a critical value of the number of source processors interacting with the sink processor was reached when the computational workload increased more rapidly. In the region of the load factor curve where the rate of rise of the computational workload with the number of source processors is slow and gradual the expected computational delay is very small and hence, in this region, the source processors derive maximum benefit from the computational crunching power of the sink processor system. In the deeply saturated region of the load factor, however, the expected delay for the modules scheduled and assigned to the sink processor system is substantial and it may be expected that the source processors will be discouraged from considering to assign much of their computation to the sink processor system to avoid long computational delay there. As explained earlier, the source processors are discouraged thus via the system feedback mechanism in which the level of the load factor is broadcast
back to all the source processors to let them know the volume of the computational workload there. Through such an internally built feedback mechanism, the source processors are constrained to schedule and do module assignment in the horizontal part of the load factor curve. As explained before, the load factor is a dimensionless quantity and represents a multiplication factor which the source processors must use to multiply the values of the module run times at the sink processor. As the load factor gradually increases with the computational workload, the feedback information forces the source processors to schedule and reassign their modules again so that fewer and fewer modules get assigned to the sink processor. This module behaviour due to this feedback is equivalent to the minimum-cut shifting further and further away from the source towards the sink, in the basic graph of the modular program, as explained before.

A major assumption in the derivation of the results which characterise the computational workload at the sink processor is that, on average, the multitude of the source processors may be considered to be homogeneous with respect to their computational requirements. Hence, if the average intermodule data request time was relatively long compared to the average service time for the intermodule request then the load factor curve show a relatively long horizontal portion. A long average intermodule data request time can be considered to be consistent with well designed program modules which are relatively autonomous and logically distinct. From the overall computation point of view, it is necessary that the program modules remain as autonomous and logically distinct as possible. In the way in which the dual processor system is organised in this research it is possible to have some modules which are not processable by the source processor. This is because such modules may already be existing on the
sink processor system, such as in the form of NAG library routines, as explained earlier. In such cases, it may be neither possible nor worthwhile to transport the routines from the sink processor because they may be implementation dependent and written in a different programming language.

7.3 SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

The following suggestions for future work along the lines of this research are now offered.

(i) As explained earlier, the efficiency and speed of a module scheduling algorithm is very important. A fast polynomial complexity module scheduler algorithm can go a long way in reducing the module scheduling and assignment delay in a dynamic dual processor system.

(ii) The minimum and maximum size of modules in terms of the computation time can give an indication as to whether a module is too small to be organised as a separate module.

(iii) A study of intermodule relationships in terms of their computational precedence relationships among the modules is also important.

(iv) The possibility of parallel execution of modules can also be investigated.

(v) The component of computational delay due to the contention for the primary memory at the sink processor system can be investigated since the sink processor system is likely to support multiprogramming.
program sita (output) ;

$import
'qmill(pl1)':qmilk$
const
n= 12 ;
unscanned= -12 ;
infinity=10000 ;
type
node=1..n ;
xnode=-n..n ;
vector=array[node] of xnode ;
matrix=array[node,node] of real ;
whichway=(push,pull) ;
var
s,t : node ;
c,f : matrix ;
initial,final,cputime : real ;
x : integer ;
function qmlll (var x : integer) : real ;external
procedure generate ( var c : matrix) ;
var
i,j,cost,uptime : integer ;
begin
for i:=1 to n do
  for j:=1 to n do
    if (i=j) or (i=t) or (j=s) or (i=s) and (j=t) then c[i,j] := 0 ;
    for j:=(s+1) to (n-1) do
      begin
        runtime := 10 * j mod 61 ;
        c[j,t] := runtime ;
        c[s,j] := 61 - 0.8*runtime ;
        end ;
      i := s+1 ;
      while (i<=(n-2)) do
      begin
        j := i + 1 ;
        while (j<=(n-1)) do
          begin
            cost := i mod 11 ;
            c[i,j] := cost ;
            c[j,i] := cost ;
            j := j + 1
          end ;
        i := i + 1
      end ;
procedure maxflow (s,t:node ;c:matrix ; var f:matrix) ;
var refnode :node ; (*node with least excess capacity *)
minpotential :real ; (*excess capacity of the ref node *)
layer :vector ; (*the layered network is defined by this array *)
r : real ;
i,j :node ; (*indices *)
minimumcut : real ;
function min (x,y:real):real ;
(*determines the minimum amount of flow *)
begin
   if x<y
   then min :=x
   else min :=y
end ;

procedure walk (i:node ) ;
(*traverse the layered network from t,inverting layer numbers.*)
var j:node ; li :xnode ;
begin
   layer[i] := -layer[i] ;
   li :=layer[i] ;
   for j:= 1 to n do
      if (j<>s) and (-layer[j]=li-1) and ((f[j,i]<c[j,i]) or (f[i,j]>0)
      then walk (j) ;
   end ; (*walk *)

function layeringpossible : boolean ;
(*is it possible to build a layered network, if so build it *)
var i,j :node ;
begin
   k:=0 ; (*k keeps track of layer being built *)
   for i:= 1 to n do
      layer[i] :=unscanned ; (*initialize each node *)
      layer[s] :=k ; (*source node is in layer 0 *)
   repeat
      emptylayer := true ; (*an empty layer stops the algorithm *)
      for j:= 1 to n do
         if -layer[j] = k-1
         then begin
            layer[j] := -k ;
            emptylayer := false
         end ;
      until (layer[t] <> unscanned ) or emptylayer
   layeringpossible := not emptylayer;
   walk (t) ; (*prune off the dead ends *)
end; (*layeringpossible *)

procedure findrefnode (i:node) ;
(*traverse the layered network from t, seeking the ref node *)
var j :node ;
begin
   li := layer[i] ;
   incap :=0 ;
   for j:= 1 to n do
      (*examine each node adjacent to i *)
begin
lj := layer[j] ;
if (lj = i-1) and (j<>s) and ((f[j,i]<c[j,i]) or (f[i,j]>0))
then findrefnode(j) ;
if lj = i-1
then incap := incap + (c[j,i]-f[j,i])+f[i,j] ;
if lj = i+1
then outcap := outcap + (c[i,j]-f[i,j])+f[j,i]
end ;
if (lj<>s) and (lj<>t) and (min (incap, outcap)< minpotential)
then
(*node i has smaller potential than the current ref node *)
begin
minpotential := min (incap, outcap) ;
refnode := i ;
end ;
end ; (*findrefnode *)

procedure pushpull (i : node ; flowleft : real ; p : whichway ) ;
(*augment the flow thro' i by pushing or pulling minpotential units

\c *)

var j, k1, k2, layersought : 0..n ;
begin
j := 0 ;
while (flowleft >0) and (j<n) do
begin
j := j+1 ;
if p= push
then
begin
k1 := i ;
k2 := j ;
layersought := layer[i]+1
end
else
begin
k1 := j ;
k2 := i ;
layersought := layer[i]-1
end ;
r := min (flowleft, c[k1,k2]-f[k1,k2]+f[k2,k1] ) ;
(*amount of flow to move *)
if (r>0) and (layer[j]=layersought)
then
begin (*push/pull some flow to/from an adjacent layer *)
flowleft := flowleft - r ;
f[k1,k2] := f[k1,k2]+r-min(r,f[k2,k1] ) ;
(*augment positive flow *)
f[k2,k1] := f[k2,k1]-min (r,f[k2,k1] ) ;
(*push reverse flow backwards *)
if (j<>s) and (j<>t)
then pushpull (j,r,p)
end
end
end ; (*pushpull *)

begin (*maxflow *)
for i := 1 to n do
for j := 1 to n do
f[i,j] := 0 ; (*initially no flow *)
f[s,t] := c[s,t] ; (*if an s_t link exists, saturate it *)
minimumcut := 0;

while layeringpossible do (*assign nodes to layers *)

begin

minpotencial := infinity;
findrefnode (t); (*find the reference node *)
pushpull (refnode,minpotential,push); (*push flow towards the
\csink*)
pushpull (refnode,minpotential,pull); (*pull flow from source*)
minimumcut := minimumcut + r;
end;

writeln ('minimum cut = ',minimumcut:12:3);
end; (*maxflow*)

begin (*main program *)

writeln ('maxflow__mincut scheduling');
writeln ('***************************');
s := 1;
t := n;
initial := 0;
final := 0;
initial := qmill(x);
generate (c);
maxflow (s,t,c,f);
final := qmill(x);
cputime := final - initial;
writeln (' time = ',cputime:12:3);
end.
Appendix B  Enumerative Module Scheduling

program enumerate (output) ;
$import

'qmill(pl1)':qmill$

const
n = 10 ;

var
x : integer ;
initial,final,cputime : real ;

function qmill (var x : integer) : real ; external ;

procedure allcuts ;

var
i,j,ja,jb,k : integer ;
z,zz,s,t,best,total : integer ;
out : array [1..n] of integer ;
comp : array [1..n] of integer ;
bout : array [1..n] of integer ;
bcomp : array [1..n] of integer ;
t1 : array [1..n] of integer ;
t2 : array [1..n] of integer ;
c : array [1..n,1..n] of integer ;

function power : integer ;

var
i,answer : integer ;

begin
answer := 1 ;
for i := 1 to n do
  answer := answer * 2 ;
power := answer
end ;

begin
for s := 1 to n do
t1[s] := 61 - 8 * s mod 61 ;
for s := 1 to n do
t2[s] := 10 * s mod 61 ;
for s := 1 to n do
  for t := 1 to n do
    if s=t
      then c[s,t] := 0
      else c[s,t] := s mod 11 ;
    best := maxint ;
  for i := 0 to power do
    begin
      j := i ;
      for ja := 1 to n do
        begin
          jb := j div 2 ;
          if j <> 2*jb
            then
              begin
                out[ja] := ja ;
                comp[ja] := 0 ;
              end
            else
              begin
                out[ja] := ja ;
                comp[ja] := 0 ;
              end
        end
out[ja] := 0 ;
comp[ja] := ja ;
end ;
j := jb ;
end ;
total := 0 ;
for z := 1 to n do
begin
  if out[z] <> 0 then
  begin
    total := total + t2[z] ;
    for zz := 1 to n do
      if comp[zz] <> 0 then total := total + c[z,zz]
  end
  else total := total + t2[z] ;
  if best > total then
  begin
    best := total ;
    for z := 1 to n do
      begin
        bout[z] := out[z] ;
        bcomp[z] := comp[z] ;
      end
  end
  writeln ('minimum cut = ',best) ;
end ;
begin (* main program *)
writeln (' enumerated cuts as follows' ) ;
writeln ('***************************') ;
initial := 0 ;
final := 0 ;
initial := qmill(x) ;
allcuts ;
final := qmill(x) ;
cputime := final - initial ;
writeln ('time = ',cputime:12:3) ;
end.
Appendix C  Channel Delay Performance

1 program approxchannel (output) ;
2
3 $import
4   'g05ccf(fortran)':g05ccf ;
5   'g05caf(fortran)':g05caf ;
6   'g05dbf(fortran)':g05dbf$
7
8 const
9   b1 = 200 ;
10  a = 0.001 ; (* prop. delay = 5ys, P=5Kb, C=1Mbps *)
11  nq = 1 ;
12
13 type
14   elementptr = ^element ;
15   element = record
16      time : real ;
17      param : integer ;
18      next : elementptr
19   end ;
20
21 var
22   clock : real ;
23   totallength : integer ;
24   i : integer ;
25   first,last,avail : elementptr ;
26   queues : array [1..nq] of
27      record
28         numberservers : integer ;
29         meanservice : real ;
30         length : integer ;
31         timelengthchanged : real ;
32         sumtimelength : real ;
33         sumbusysytime : real ;
34         numbercompletions : integer ;
35         bt : real ;
36         tl : real ;
37         nc : real ;
38         btsq : real ;
39         btxcl : real ;
40         ncsq : real ;
41         ncxcl : real ;
42         tlsq : real ;
43         tlxcl : real ;
44         tlixnc : real ;
45   end ;
46   run,numberevents,eventlimit,eventmax : integer ;
47   noeventsduringcycles,numbercycles,nocymc1 : integer ;
48   timecyclestarted,cyclelength,
49      sumcl,sumclsq,varcl,dcl : real ;
50   util,dutil,vari,varbtcltcl,vart : real ;
51   tput,dtput,vartc,vartnccl : real ;
52   q1,q2l,vartl,covartc1 : real ;
53   q1,q2l,covartnc1 : real ;
54   dummymeanvalue,negexpomean : real ;
55   negexpotime : real ;
56   meaninterarrival : real ;
57   v1,v2 : integer :
58
59 procedure g05ccf ; external ;
function g05caf (var dummymeanvalue : real) : real; external;
function g05dbf (var negexpomean : real) : real; external;
function min (v1,v2 : integer) : integer;
begin
  if v1<v2
    then
      min := v1
    else
      min := v2
  end ; (* min *)
procedure insertevent (t : real ; q : integer);
(* insertevent adds event at time t for param q to list *)
var
  temp, n, l : elementptr;
begin
  if avail = nil
  then
    new(temp)
  else (* previously used storage available *)
    begin
      temp := avail;
      avail := avail^.next
    end;
  temp^.time := t;
  temp^.param := q;
  if first = nil
  then
    begin (* list was empty *)
      first := temp;
      last := temp;
      temp^.next := nil;
    end
  else
    if t<first^.time
    then
      begin (* insert at beginning of list *)
        temp^.next := first;
        first := temp;
      end
    else
      if t>=last^.time
      then
        begin (* insert at end of list *)
          last^.next := temp;
          last := temp;
          temp^.next := nil;
        end
      else
        begin (* insert somewhere in middle of li
        l := first;
        while t>l^.next^.time do
          l := l^.next;
        temp^.next := l^.next;
        l^.next := temp;
      end
  (* insert at end of list *)
  last^.next := temp;
  last := temp;
  temp^.next := nil;
  end
end;
procedure removefirstevent (var t : real; var q : integer); (* removefirstevent returns time t and param q of first event *)
var
temp : elementptr;
begin
if first = nil then begin
  writeln (' removefirstevent --- empty list'); (* halt *)
end else begin
  t := first^.time;
  q := first^.param;
  temp := first;
  first := first^.next;
  if first = nil then
    last := nil;
  temp^.next := aval;
  aval := temp;
end;
(* removefirstevent *)

procedure complete (q : integer); (* handles completion of a Job at queue q *)
begin
  with queues(q) do begin (* statistics *)
    numbercompletions := numbercompletions + 1;
    sumtimelength := sumtimelength+(clock-timelengthchanged)*length
  end;
  sumbusyt ime := sumbusyt ime + (clock-timelengthchanged)*
  min(length,numberservers);
  timelengthchanged := clock;
  (* mechanics *)
  length := length - 1;
  if length >= numberservers then begin
    g05ccf;
    negexpotime := g05dbf(meanservice);
    insertevent (clock + a + negexpotime,q);
  end
del;} (* complete *)

procedure arrive (q : integer); (* handles arrival of a Job at queue q *)
begin
  with queues(q) do begin (* statistics *)
    sumtimelength := sumtimelength+(clock-timelengthchanged)
  end;
  length ;
sumbusytime := sumbusytime + (clock - timelengthchanged) * min(length, numberservers);

timelengthchanged := clock;

(* mechanics *)
length := length + 1;
if length <= numberservers then
    begin
        g05ccf;
        negexpotime := g05dbf(meanservice);
        insertevent (clock + a + negexpotime, q);
    end
end; (* arrive *)

function endcycle : boolean;
(* determines whether at end of regeneration cycle. If so, *) (* endcycle updates accumulators. *)
var
    q : integer;
begin
    if (totallength = 0) and (numberevents > 0) then
        begin
            endcycle := true;
            noeventsduringcycles := numberevents;
            numbercycles := numbercycles + 1;
            cyclelength := clock - timecyclestarted;
            timecyclestarted := clock;
            sumcl := sumcl + cyclelength;
            sumclsq := sumclsq + sqr(cyclelength);
            for q := 1 to nq do
                with queues[q] do
                    begin
                        end
begin
    sumtimelength := sumtimelength +
    (clock - timelengthchanged) * length;
    sumbusytime := (sumbusytime +
    (clock - timelengthchanged) * min(length, numberservers)) / numberservers;

timelengthchanged := clock;
bt := bt + sumbusytime;
tl := tl + sumtimelength;
nc := nc + numbercompletions;
btsq := btsq + sqr(sumbusytime);
btxcl := btxcl + sumbusytime * cyclelength;
sumbusytime := 0.0;
ncsq := ncsq + sqr(numbercompletions);
ncxcl := ncxcl + numbercompletions * cyclelength;
tlsq := tlsq + sqr(sumtimelength);

tlxcl := tlxcl + sumtimelength * cyclelength;
tlxnc := tlxnc + sumtimelength * numbercompletions;

end

numbercompletions := 0;
sumtimelength := 0.0;

end
else
    endcycle := false
end; (* endcycle *)

begin (* main program *)
(* initialization *)
meaninterarrival := 0.00625;
avail := nil;
eventlimit := 100;
for run := 1 to 3 do
begin
  first := nil;
  last := nil;
  clock := 0.0;
  numberevents := 0;
  numbercycles := 0;
timecyclestarted := 0.0;
  sumcl := 0.0;
  sumclsq := 0.0;
eventlimit := 10*eventlimit;
eventmax := 2*eventlimit;
for i := 1 to nq do
  with queues[i] do
    begin
      length := 0;
timelengthchanged := 0.0;
sumtimelength := 0.0;
sumbusytime := 0.0;
numbercompletions := 0;
between  := 0.0;
tl := 0.0;
nc := 0.0;
btsq := 0.0;
btxcl := 0.0;
ncsq := 0.0;
nxc1 := 0.0;
tlsq := 0.0;
-txtl := 0.0;
llxnc := 0.0;
    end;
queues[1].numberservers := 1;
queues[1].meanservice := 1.0/b1;
totallength := 0;
g05ccf;
negexpotime := g05dbf(meaninterarrival);
insertevent (negexpotime, 0);
(* run *)
while (first <> nil) and (numberevents<eventmax)
and
((numberevents<eventlimit) or not endcycle)
do
begin
  numberevents := numberevents + 1;
  removefirstevent (clock, i);
  if i = 0
    then
      begin
        totallength := totallength + 1;
        arrive(1);
g05ccf;
negexpotime := g05dbf(meaninterarrival);
insertevent (clock + negexpotime, 0);
      end
    else
      begin

complete(i) ;
if i<>nq then
   arrive (i + 1)
else
   totallength := totallength - 1 ;
ed
(* print statistics *)
writeln ;
writeln ('no. of events :',numberevents:8,
   ' simulated time :',clock:10:3) ;
writeln ;
writeln ('queue util tput queue length queueing time')
if numbercycles>1 then (* produce confi. interval estimates *)
   begin
   cyclelength := sumcl/numbercycles  
nocycml := numbercycles - 1 ;
varcl := (sumclsq-sqr(sumcl)/numbercycles)/nocycml ;
for i := 1 to nq do
   with queues[i] do
      if nc>0 then
         begin
         uti := bt/sumcl  
         varbt := (btsq-sqr(bt)/numbercycles)/
nocycml ;
covarbtcl:=(btxcl-bt*sumcl/numbercycles)/
nocycml ;
dutil:=1.645*sqrt((varbt-2*uti*covarbtcl +sqr(uti)*varcl)/numbercycles)/
cyclelength ;
tput := nc/sumcl ;
varnc := (ncsq-sqr(nc)/numbercycles)/
nocycml ;
covarnccl:=(ncxcl-nc*sumcl/numbercycles)/
nocycml ;
dtput:=1.645*sqrt((varnc-2*tput*covarnccl +sqr(tput)*varcl)/numbercycles)/
cyclelength ;
ql := tl/sumcl ;
vartl := (tlsq-sqr(tl)/numbercycles)/
nocycml ;
covarlcl:=(txlcl-tl*sumcl/numbercycles)/
nocycml ;
dql:=1.645*sqrt((vartl-2*ql*covarlcl +sqr(ql)*varcl)/numbercycles)/
cyclelength ;
qt := tl/nc ;
covartlnc:=(txlnc-tl*nc/numbercycles)/
nocycml ;
dqt:=1.645*sqrt((vartl-2*qt*covartlnc +sqr(qt)*varnc)/numbercycles)/
(nc/cyclelength)
   writeln ('UPPER',
      util+dutil:12:3,tput+dtput:l1:3
   ql+dql:13:3,qt+dqt:14:3) ;
   writeln (i:5,util:12:3,tput:11:3,
359

ql:13:3,qt:14:3) ;
writeln ('LOWER',
util-dutil:12:3,tput-dtput:11
ql-dql:13:3,qt-dqt:14:3) ;
\c:3,
end ;
writeln ;
writeln('no. of cycles :',numbercycles:8) ;
if noeventsduringcycles<>numberevents
then
writeln ('no. of discarded events :',
numberevents-noeventsduringcycles:8)
\c ;
writeln ('ave. no of events :
noeventsduringcycles/numbercycles:10:3)
\c;
dcl:=1.645*sqrt(varcl/numbercycles) ;
writeln ('ave. length :',cyclelength:10:3,
' C.I. : ('',cyclelength-dcl:10:3','
\c ；
end
else (* produce point estimates only *)
for i:=1 to nq do
with queues[i] do
if numbercompletions+trunc(nc)>0
then
begin
sumtimelength := sumtimelength + tl ;
sumbusytime := sumbusytime+bt*numberservers
\c ;
numbercompletions:=numbercompletions+trunc(
\cnc);

sumtimelength:=sumtimelength +
(clock-timelengthchanged)*length ;
sumbusytime := sumbusytime +
min(length,numberservers)*
(clock-timelengthchanged)
writeln (i:5,
sumbusytime/(numberservers*clock):1
numbercompletions-clock:11:3,
sumtimelength-clock:13:3,
sumtimelength/numbercompletions:14:
\c3)
end ;
(* put leftover events on avail list *)
if first<>nil
then
begin
last^.next := avail ;
avail := first ;
end
end
end.
Appendix D  Module Movement

PROGRAM sabini (output);

CONST
n=12;
loopmax = 50;
unscanned=-12;
infinity=10000;

TYPE
node=1..n;
xnode=-n..n;
vector=array[node] of xnode;
matrix=array[node,node] of real;
WhichWay=(push,pull);
A5=ARRAY [1..30] OF INTEGER;
cutset = array [1..50] of real;

VAR
i,s,t : node;
J : NODE;
c,f : matrix;
x,y,FlowLeft : real;
p: WhichWay;
B:A5;
INT:INTEGER;
countone,counttwo,countzero : integer;
loop : integer;
count,avem,avelinks : integer;
a1,p1,p2 : real;
MinCut,avesource,avesink,dodsn : real;
parameter : integer;
MinimumCut : real;
ratio : real;
xx,yy : cutset;
nn,mode : integer;
mean,meanno,meantwo,meanthree : REAL;

PROCEDURE TIMDAT (VAR M:A5 SHORT ; VAR N:INTEGER SHORT) ; EXTERN;
(* returns cpu and i/o time parameters *)

PROCEDURE C1051n ; EXTERN ;
(* the graph plotting device *)

PROCEDURE DEVEND ; EXTERN ;
(* closes graph plotting routines *)

PROCEDURE GRAF (VAR xx,yy:cutset short; VAR nn,mode:integer short);EXT.
(* graph plotting GINO routine *)

PROCEDURE G05CCF ; EXTERN ;
(* sets the generator G05CAF to non-repeatable initial state *)

PROCEDURE G05CBF (VAR parameter :integer short) ; EXTERN ;
(* sets the generator G05CAF to a repeatable initial state *)

FUNCTION RAND1 (var lower,upper :integer) :integer ;EXTERN ;
(* modified G05DYF returns an integer from a uniform distribution *)

FUNCTION G05DBF (VAR mean : REAL SHORT) : REAL ; EXTERN ;
(* returns a real no. from a neg. expo. distribution *)

FUNCTION ChDe (p1,a1 : real) : real;
(* The channel delay factor = normalized mean delay *)
var
X,Y,packet : real;
begin
packet := 0.1
X := 1+7.44*a1+1*(1+12.87*a1+53.37*a1*a1)/(2-2*p1-12.88*a1*p1)\c1)
Y := (5.4*a1-33.87*a1*a1*p1)/(1-p1*(1+6.44*a1)+p1*p1*(0.5+a1))\c)
ChDe := (X-Y)*packet
end

FUNCTION Load (p2 : real) : real;
(* The effect of loading due to higher usage *)
var
wait : real
begin
wait := 1.00;
Load := wait/(1-p2) ; (* straight M/M/1,FCFS queue *)
end

PROCEDURE GENERATE ( var c : matrix);
var
lower,upper : integer ;
low,upp : integer ;
cost : integer ;
sinktime, sourcetime : integer ;
eff : real ;
begin
for i:=1 to n do
  for j:=1 to n do
    if (i=j) or (i=t) or (j=s) or (i=s) and (j=t) then c[i,j] := 0;
    begin
      for j:= (s+1) to (n-1) do
        begin
          sourcetime := ROUND (G05DBF(meanone) + 1) ;
          c[j,t] := sourcetime ;
          G05CCF ;
          mean := meantwo*Load(p2) ;
          sinktime := ROUND (G05DBF(mean)+1);(*The P1 stream *\cm*)
          c[s,j] := sinktime ;
        end
      end
      j:=s+1 ;
      while (i<=(n-2)) do
        begin
          j := i + 1 ;
          while (j<=(n-1)) do
            begin
              cost := ROUND (G05DBF(meanthree) + 1) ;
              c[i,j] := cost ;
              c[j,i] := cost ;
              j := j + 1
            end
          l := l + 1
        end
      end
    end
  end
PROCEDURE MaxFlow (s,t:node ;c:matrix ; var f:matrix);
var RefNode :node; (*node with least excess capacity *)
MinPotential :real; (*excess capacity of the ref node *)
layer : vector; (*the layered network is defined by this array *)
r : real;
Cut : cutset;
value : 1..maxint;
i,j : node; (*indices *)

FUNCTION Min (x,y: real) : real;
(*determines the minimum amount of flow *)
begin
  if x < y
  then Min := x
  else Min := y
end;

PROCEDURE Walk (i: node);
(*traverse the layered network from t, inverting layer numbers.*)
var j : node;
li : xnode;
begin
  layer[i] := -layer Ci)
  li := layer[i];
  for j := 1 to n do
    if (j <> s) and (-layer [j] = li - 1) and ((f [j, i] < c [j, i]) or (f [i, j] > 0)
      then Walk (j);
end; (*Walk *)

FUNCTION LayeringPossible : boolean;
(*is it possible to build a layered network, If so build it *)
var i, j : node;
k: 0..n;
EmptyLayer : boolean;
begin
  k := 0; (*k keeps track of layer being built *)
  for i := 1 to n do
    layer[i] := unscanned; (*initialize each node *)
    layer[s] := k; (*source node is in layer 0 *)
  repeat
    k := k + 1; (*now locate all nodes in layer k *)
    EmptyLayer := true; (*an empty layer stops the algorithm *)
    for i := 1 to n do
      if -layer[i] = k - 1
        then
          (*i is in layer k-1, its neighbors may be in layer k *)
          for j := 1 to n do (*check each node adjacent to i *)
            if (layer[j] = unscanned) and ((f[i, j] < c[i, j]) or (f[i, j] > 0))
              then
                begin
                  EmptyLayer := false
                end;
          until (layer[t] <> unscanned) or EmptyLayer;
    LayeringPossible := not EmptyLayer;
  end; (*LayeringPossible *)

PROCEDURE FindRefNode (i: node);
(*traverse the layered network from t, seeking the ref node *)
var j : node;
lil : node;
InCap, OutCap : real;
begin
layer[i] := layer[i];
InCap := 0;
OutCap := 0;
for j := 1 to n do
(*examine each node adjacent to i*)
begin
lj := layer[j];
if (lj = li-1) and (j<>s) and ((f[j, i] < c[j, i]) or (f[i, j] > 0))
then FindRefNode (j) ;
if lj = li-1
then InCap := InCap + (c[j, i] - f[j, i] + f[i, j] ;
if lj = li+1
then OutCap := OutCap + (c[i, j] - f[i, j] + f[j, i] )
end;
if (i<>s) and (j<>t) and (Min(InCap, OutCap) < MinPotential)
then (*node i has smaller potential than the current ref node*)
begin
MinPotential := Min(InCap, OutCap) ;
RefNode := i ;
end ;
end (*FindRefNode*)

PROCEDURE PushPull (i :node; FlowLeft :real; p : WhichWay)
(*Augment the flow thro' i by pushing or pulling MinPotential units*
var j, k1, k2, LayerSought : 0..n ;
begin
j := 0 ;
while (FlowLeft > 0) and (j<n) do
begin
j := j+1 ;
if p = push
begin
k1 := i ;
k2 := j ;
LayerSought := layer[i] + 1
end
else
begin
k1 := j ;
k2 := i ;
LayerSought := layer[i]-1
end
r := Min(FlowLeft, c[k1, k2] - f[k1, k2] + f[k2, k1] ) ;
(*amount of flow to move*)
if (r>0) and (layer[j] = LayerSought)
then
begin (*push/pull some flow to/from an adjacent layer*)
FlowLeft := FlowLeft - r ;
f[k1, k2] := f[k1, k2] + r - Min(r, f[k2, k1] ) ;
(*Augment positive flow*)
f[k2, k1] := f[k2, k1] - Min(r, f[k2, k1] ) ;
(*push reverse flow backwards*)
if (j<>s) and (j<>t)
then PushPull (j, r, p)
end
end
end ;(*PushPull *)
begin (*maxflow *)
for i := 1 to n do  
for j := 1 to n do
f[i,j] := 0 ; (*initially no flow *)
f[s,t] := c[s,t] ; (*if an s_t link exists, saturate it *)
MinimumCut := 0 ;
while LayeringPossible do (*assign nodes to layers *)
begn
MinPotential := infinity ;
FindRefNode (t) ; (*find the reference node *)
PushPull (RefNode,MinPotential,push) ; (*push flow towards the sink*)
PushPull (RefNode,MinPotential,pull) ; (*pull flow from source*)
MinimumCut := MinimumCut + r ;
end ; (*MaxFlow*)
end (*main program*)
writeln ("************** Maxflow Mincut Scheduling **************") ;
writeln ("###MAXFLOW_MINCUT SCHEDULING ###") ;
writeln ("*******************************") ;
MeanCut := MinimumCut ;
while LayeringPossible do (*assign nodes to layers *)
begn
MinPotential := infinity ;
FindRefNode (t) ; (*find the reference node *)
PushPull (RefNode,MinPotential,push) ; (*push flow towards the sink*)
PushPull (RefNode,MinPotential,pull) ; (*pull flow from source*)
MinimumCut := MinimumCut + r ;
end ; (*MaxFlow*)
end (*main program*)
writeln ('***************************************')
writeln ('****MAXFLOW___MINCUT SCHEDULING ****')
writeln (t***************************************,)
YRI'IELN
writeln ("a=0.005,T=20ys,b1=2ms,P=4000 bits,C=2Mbps") ;
s := 1 ;
t := n ;
p1 := 0.00 ;
a1 := 0.005 ;
meanone := 150 ; (* ave source time *)
meantwo := 30 ; (* initial ave . sink time *)
meanthree := 10 ; (* ave_intermod_time *)
(*for_countzero:=1 to 23 do *)
(*begin*)
p2 := 0.00 ;
count := 1 ;
writeln ;
writeln ;
writeln ('-------------------------') ;
writeln (' ethernet channel delay =',ChDe(p1,a1):7:3) ;
writeln ('-------------------------') ;
writeln ;
writeln ;
writeln ("count,avem,MinCut,avesource,avesink,dodsn,Load,link")
writeln ('---------------------------------') ;
writeln ;
writeln ;
writeln ;
for countone := 1 to 50 do (* 50 graph points *)
begin
avem := 0 ;
MinCut := 0.00 ;
avesource := 0.00 ;
avesink := 0.00 ;
for counttwo := 1 to loopmax do
begin
avem := 0 ;
MinCut := 0.00 ;
avesource := 0.00 ;
avesink := 0.00 ;
for j := (s+1) to (n-1) do
begin
avesource := avesource + c[j,t] ;
avesink := avesink + c[s,j] ;
end ;
end ;
for countone := 1 to 50 do (* 50 graph points *)
begin
avem := 0 ;
MinCut := 0.00 ;
avesource := 0.00 ;
avesink := 0.00 ;
for counttwo := 1 to loopmax do
begin
avem := 0 ;
MinCut := 0.00 ;
avesource := 0.00 ;
avesink := 0.00 ;
for j := (s+1) to (n-1) do
begin
avem := 0 ;
MinCut := 0.00 ;
avesource := 0.00 ;
avesink := 0.00 ;
end ;
end ;
begin
GENERATE (c) ;
MaxFlow (s,t,c,f) ;
MinCut := MinCut + MinimumCut ;
for j := (s+1) to (n-1) do
begin
avesource := avesource + c[j,t] ;
avesink := avesink + c[s,j] ;
end ;
begin
GENERATE (c) ;
MaxFlow (s,t,c,f) ;
MinCut := MinCut + MinimumCut ;
for j := (s+1) to (n-1) do
begin
avesource := avesource + c[j,t] ;
avesink := avesink + c[s,j] ;
end ;
for $j := (s+1)$ to $(n-1)$ do
  if $(j<>t)$ and $(f[s,j] = c[s,j])$
    then avem := avem + 1 ;
  end ;
  avem := avem div loopmax ;(* no. scheduled to sink *)
  MinCut := MinCut/loopmax ;(* minimum cut *)
  avesource := avesource/loopmax ;(* ave. source time *)
  avesink := avesink/loopmax ;(* ave. sink time *)
  avelinks := avem * (n-2-avem) ;(* intermod links *)
  dodsn := avem/(n-2) ;(* degree of distribution *)
  ratio := avesink/avesource ;
  xx[count] := ratio ;
  yy[count] := avem ;
  write (count:4,ayem:4,MinCut:4:2,avesource:9:2) ;
  writeln (avesink:9:2,dodsn:4:2,Load(p2):7:3,avelinks:4,
\ratio:4:2) ;
  count := count + 1 ;
  p2 := p2 + 0.0202 ;
  end ;
  nn := 50 ;
  mode := 0 ;
  for countone := 1 to 3 do
    begin
      C1051n ;
      GRAF (xx,yy,nn,mode) ;
      DEVEND ;
    end ;
  INT:=28 ;
  TIMDAT (B,INT) ;
  BEGIN
  WRIELEN ;
  WRIELEN ;
  WRIELEN ("CPU SECONDS USED",B[7]) ;
  WRIELEN ("CPU TICKS USED ",B[8]) ;
  WRIELEN ("DISK SECONDS USED",B[9]) ;
  WRIELEN ("DISK TICKS USED ",B[10]) ;
  WRIELEN ("TICKS PER SECOND ",B[11]) ;
  END
end.
Appendix E  System Performance

1 program simulation (output) ;
2 $import
3 'g05ccf(fortran)':g05ccf;
4 'g05dbf(fortran)':g05dbf;
5 'g05caf(fortran)':g05caf$
6 
7 const
8  nq = 4 ;
9  nj = 100 ;
10  nn = 4 ;
11  nio = 2 ;
12  b1 = 5.0 ;
13  b2 = 0.05 ;
14  b3 = 0.22 ;
15  b4 = 0.019 ;
16 
17 type
18  eventtype = (completion,nodedeparture) ;
19  jobptr = "jobelement" ;
20  eventptr = "eventelement" ;
21  eventelement = record
22             kindofevent : eventtype ;
23             time : real ;
24             job : jobptr ;
25             next : eventptr ;
26             previous : eventptr
27         end ;
28  jobelement = record
29             currentnode : 1..nn ;
30             request : real ;
31             requestgranted : boolean ;
32             subserver : integer ;
33             nextjob : jobptr ;
34             tokenholder : jobptr ;
35             parent : jobptr ;
36             child : jobptr ;
37             event : eventptr
38         end ;
39  routingpointer = "routingelement" ;
40  routingelement = record
41             destination : 1..nn ;
42             probability : real ;
43             nextrouting : routingpointer
44         end ;
45  regenpointer = "regenelement" ;
regenelement = record
  noderegen : 1..nn ;
  lengthregen : integer ;
  nextregen : regenpointer ;
end ;

var
i : integer ;
firstevent,lastevent,availevent : eventptr ;
clock : real ;
queues : array [1..nq] of record
  discipline : (fcfs,lcfspr,ps) ;
  numberunits : integer ;
  numbersubservers : integer ;
  meansubservice : real ;
  firstinqueue : jobptr ;
  lastinqueue : jobptr ;
  length : integer ;
  timelengthchanged : real ;
  sumtimelength : real ;
sumablytime : real ;
  numbercompletions : integer ;
  bt : real ;
  tl : real ;
  nc : real ;
  btsq : real ;
  btxcl : real ;
  ncsq : real ;
  ncxcl : real ;
  tlsq : real ;
  tlxcl : real ;
  tlxnc : real ;
end ;

responsetime : real ;
run,numberevents,eventlimit,eventmax : integer ;
noeventsduringcycles,numbercycles,nocycm1 : integer ;
timecyclestarted,cyclelength,sumcl,sumclsq,varcl,dcl : real ;
util,dutil,varbt,covarbtcl : real ;
tput,dtput,varnc,covarncc1 : real ;
ql,qt,dql,vartl,covartlcl,dqt,covartlnc : real ;
availjob,tempjob : jobptr ;
tempkind : eventtype ;
firstregen,availregen : regenpointer ;
availrouting : routingpointer ;
nodes : array [1..nn] of
record
  kindofnode : (class,allocate,release,
  fission,fusi
\cion)
queue : integer ;
lengthnode : integer ;
fusionptr : jobptr ;
routingptr : routingpointer ;
childrouting : routingpointer ;
v1,v2 : integer ;
dummymeanvalue,negexpomean : real ;
procedure g05ccf ; external ;
function g05caf (var dummymeanvalue : real) : real ; external ;
function g05dbf (var negexpomean : real) : real ; external ;
function min (v1,v2 : integer) : integer ;
begin
  if v1<v2
  then min := v1
  else min := v2
end ;
procedure insertevent (k : eventtype ; t : real ; j : jobptr) ;
(* insertevent adds event of kind k at time t for job j to list *)
var
temp, 1 : eventptr ;
begin
  if availevent = nil
  then new(temp)
  else
    begin (* previously used storage available *)
      temp := availevent ;
      availevent := availevent^.next
    end ;
temp^.kindofevent := k ;
temp^.time := t ;
temp^.job := j ;
j^.event := temp ;
if firstevent = nil
then
  begin (* list was empty *)
    firstevent := temp ;
    lastevent := temp ;
    temp^.next := nil ;
    temp^.previous := nil ;
  end
else
  if t<firstevent^.time
     begin (* insert at beginning of list *)
        temp^.next := firstevent ;
        temp^.previous := nil ;
        firstevent^.previous := temp ;
        firstevent := temp ;
     end
  else
     if t >= lastevent^.time
        then
           begin (* insert at end of list *)
              lastevent^.next := temp ;
              temp^.previous := lastevent ;
              lastevent := temp ;
              temp^.next := nil
           end
     else
        begin (* insert somewhere in middle of list *)
          l := firstevent ;
          while t >= l^.next^.time do
            l := l^.next ;
            temp^.next := l^.next ;
            l^.next := temp ;
            temp^.previous := l ;
            temp^.next^.previous := temp
          end ;
  end ; (* insertevent *)

procedure updatepsqueue (q : integer ; t : real ; j : jobptr) ;
(* subtracts t from request for jobs currently in queue q. *)
(* then inserts j in the queue according to j^.request *)
var
  temp : jobptr ;
begin
  with queues [q] do
    begin
temp := firstinqueue ;
while temp <> nil do
begin
  temp^.request := temp^.request - t ;
  temp := temp^.nextjob
end ;
if j^.request < firstinqueue^.request
then
  begin
    j^.nextjob := firstinqueue ;
    firstinqueue := j ;
  end
else
  if j^.request >= lastinqueue^.request
  then
    begin
      lastinqueue^.nextjob := j ;
      j^.nextjob := nil ;
      lastinqueue := j ;
    end
  else
    begin
      temp := firstinqueue ;
      while j^.request >= temp^.nextjob^.request
      do
        begin
          temp := temp^.nextjob ;
          j^.nextjob := temp^.nextjob ;
          temp^.nextjob := j ;
        end
      end ; (* updatepsqueue *)
end ;

procedure complete (var j : jobptr) ;
(* handles completion of subserver for job j. *)
(* If service is complete, j remains unchanged *)
(* otherwise j becomes nil *)
var
leng : integer ;
l : jobptr ;
t : real ;
begins
  with queues [nodes[j^.currentnode].queue] do
  begin
    if j^.subserver < numbersubservers
    then
      begin
j^.subserver := j^.subserver + 1 ;
if (discipline in [fcfs,lcfspr]) or (length =
    then
    begin
      g05ccf ;
      j^.request:=g05dbf(meansubservice)
      insertevent (completion,clock+j^.req
      j := nil ;
    end
  else begin (* discipline = ps *)
    t := j^.request ;
    g05ccf ;
    j^.request:=g05dbf(meansubservice)
  end
firstinqueue := firstinqueue^.nextjob;
updatepsqueue(nodes[j^.currentnode].
insertevent (completion,clock + firstinqueue^.request *
length/min(length,numbe
j := nil ;
end
else begin (* statistics *)
  numbercompletions := numbercompletions + 1 ;
  sumtimelength := sumtimelength +
      (clock - timelengthchanged) *
  sumbusytime := sumbusytime +
      (clock - timelengthchanged)*
  timelengthchanged := clock ;
(* mechanics *)
nodes[j^.currentnode].lengthnode :=
nodes[j^.currentnode].lengthnode - 1
length := length - 1 ;
if (discipline in [fcfs,lcfspr]) or (length =
    then
    begin
      if j = firstinqueue
      then
        begin
          firstinqueue := firstinqu
        end
      if firstinqueue = nil
      then lastinqueue := nil
      else
\begin{verbatim}
begin
  l := firstinqueue
  leng := 1 ;
end
else
  begin
  l := firstinqueue ;
  leng := 2 ;
  while j <> l^.nextjob do
    begin
      leng := leng + 1
      l := l^.nextjob
    end ;
  if j^.nextjob = nil
    then lastinqueue := 1
  l^.nextjob := j^.nextjob
  l := l^.nextjob
end ;
if length >= numberunits
  then
    begin
      while leng < numberunits do
        begin
          l := l^.nextjob ;
          leng := leng + 1
        end ;
      if not l^.requestgranted
        then
          begin
            g55ccf ;
            l^.request := g55dbf (meansubscriber
            l^.requestgranted :=
          end ;
        insertevent(completion,clock+l^.request)
        end
      end ;
  else
    begin (* discipline = ps *)
      t := j^.request ;
      firstinqueue := firstinqueue^+.nextjob ;
      l := firstinqueue ;
      while l <> nil do
        begin
          end
        end
    end
\end{verbatim}
l^.request := l^.request - t ;
end;
insertevent (completion,
clock + firstinqueue^.requ
length/min(length,numberun
firstinqueue) ;
\cits),
\cest *
end
end; (* complete *)

procedure removeevent (e : eventptr ; var k : eventtype ;
var t : real ; var j : jobptr) ;
(* removeevent returns kind k , time t and job j of event e *)
var
temp : eventptr ;
begin
  if firstevent = nil
  then
    begin
      writeln ('Removevent --- empty list') ;
      (* halt *)
    end
  else
    if e = firstevent
    then
      begin
        k := firstevent^.kindofevent ;
t := firstevent^.time ;
j := firstevent^.job ;
temp := firstevent ;
firstevent := firstevent^.next ;
if firstevent = nil
  then lastevent := nil
  else firstevent^.previous := nil ;
temp^.next := availevent ;
available := temp ;
end
else
  if e = lastevent
  then
    begin
      k := lastevent^.kindofevent ;
t := lastevent^.time ;
end
j := lastevent^.job ;
temp := lastevent ;
lastevent := lastevent^.previous ;
lastevent^.next := nil ;
temp^.next := availevent ;
available := temp ;
end
else
begin
    temp := firstevent ;
    while (temp <> e) and (temp <> nil) do
        temp := temp^.next ;
    if temp <> e
        then
            begin
                writeln('removeevent---event not
                (* halt ; *)
            end
        else (* e is between first and lastevent *
            begin
                k := temp^.kindofevent ;
t := temp^.time ;
j := temp^.job ;
temp^.next^.previous := temp^.p

temp^.previous^.next := temp^.n

temp^.next := availevent ;
available := temp ;
end
end ; (* removeevent *)

procedure arrive (var j : jobptr ; c : integer) ;
(* handles arrival of a job j at class c. j becomes nil *)

var
dummykind : eventtype ;
t : real ;
dummyjob,temp : jobptr ;
leng : integer ;

begin
    j^.currentnode := c ;
j^.subserver := 1 ;
j^.requestgranted := false ;
with queues[nodes[c].queue] do
    begin
        (* statistics *)
sumtimelength := sumtimelength +
               (clock - timelengthchanged) * length
sumbusytime := sumbusytime +
              (clock - timelengthchanged) * min(length, numberunits)
timelengthchanged := clock;
(* mechanics *)
if (discipline = fcfs) or (firstinqueue = nil)
    then
        begin
            j^.nextjob := nil;
            if firstinqueue = nil
                then firstinqueue := j
            else lastinqueue^.nextjob := j;
            lastinqueue := j;
            nodes[c].lengthnode := nodes[c].lengthnode + 1
        end
        length := length + 1;
        if length <= numberunits
            then
                begin
                    g05ccf;
                    j^.request := g05dbf (meansubservicestate);
                    j^.requestgranted := true;
                    insertevent(completion, clock + j^.request);
                end
        else
            if discipline = lcfspr
                then
                    begin
                        if length = numberunits
                            then
                                (* preempt last in queue *)
                                removeevent(lastinqueue^.event);
                                dummykind, t, dummy
                                lastinqueue^.request := t - cl
                    end
            else
                begin (* preempt last job in queue *)
                    temp := firstinqueue;
                    while leng < numberunits
                        begin
                            leng := leng + 1
                        end
                end
        end
temp := temp^..ne
end;
removeevent (temp^..event
dummykind,t,d

temp^..request := t - clo

end;
j^..nextjob := firstinqueue;
firstinqueue := j;
nodes[c].lengthnode:=nodes[c].len

length := length + 1 ;
g05ccf ;
j^..request := g05dbf(meansubservi

j^..requestgranted := true ;
insertevent(completion,clock+j^..r

end

else (* discipline = ps *)
begin
removeevent (firstinqueue^..event,dummykind,t
dum


t := firstinqueue^..request - (t - clock) * 
min (length,numberunits)/length ;
g05ccf ;
j^..request:=g05dbf (meansubservi

j^..requestgranted := true ;
updatepsqueue (nodes[c].queue,t,,j) ;
nodes[c].lengthnode := nodes[c].lengthnode +

length := length + 1 ;
insertevent (completion,
clock+firstinqueue^..request * 1

/min (length,numberunits), firs

end

end ;  (* arrive *)

procedure addregen (n,l : integer) ;
(* initialises l jobs at node l. sets regeneration state descriptio

cn to *)

(* have l jobs at node l *)

var
temp : regenpointer ;
j : jobptr ;
i : integer ;

begin
for i := 1 to l do
begin
if availjob = nil
    then new(j)
else
    begin
        j := availjob;
        availjob := availjob^.nextjob;
    end;
    j^.tokenholder := nil;
    j^.parent := nil;
    j^.child := nil;
    arrive(j,n);
end;

if availregen = nil
    then new(temp)
else
    begin
        temp := availregen;
        availregen := availregen^.nextregen;
    end;
    temp^.noderegen := n;
    temp^.lengthregen := 1;
    temp^.nextregen := firstregen;
    firstregen := temp;
end; (* addregen *)

function endcycle : boolean;
(* determines whether at at end of regeneration cycle. If so, endcycle
 updates accumulators *)
var
    result : boolean;
    temp : jobptr;
    l,q : integer;
    rtemp : regenpointer;
begin
    if firstevent = nil
        then
            begin
                writeln('endcycle event list empty');
                endcycle := false;
            end
        else
            begin
                if firstevent^.kindofevent = completion
                    then result := true
                else result := false;
            end;
end.
rtemp := firstregen;
while result and (rtemp <> nil) do

    begin
        if nodes[rtemp^nodereg].lengthnode <>
            rtemp^nodereg then result := false;
        rtemp := rtemp^nodereg
    end;

if result then

    begin
        q := 1;
        while result and (q<=nq) do

            begin
                with queues[q] do
                    if length > 0 then
                        if numbersubservers > 1 then
                            begin
                                if discipline=fcf then
                                    begin
                                        temp := firstinqueue;
                                        l := 1
                                        while result and
                                            (l<=mi
                                            ,numbe
                                            do
                                                begin
                                                    if temp^n.s
                                                        <> 1 then
                                                        temp := firstinqueue
                                                        l := temp
                                                            temp
                                                        else
                                                            end
                                        end
                                    end
                                else
                                    begin
                                        temp := firstinqueue;
                                        l := 1
                                        while result and
                                            (l<=length
                                            do
                                                begin
                                                    if temp^n.s
                                                        <> 1 then
                                                        temp := firstinqueue
                                                        l := temp
                                                            temp
                                                        else
                                                            end
                                    end
                                end
                            end
                        end
                    end
                end
            end
        end
end
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do
    begin
        if temp^s.sub <> 1 then result :=
            l := l + 1
        temp := temp^ faster;
    end;

end

cnextjob

c

if numberevents = 0 then
    if not result and
      (firstevent^.kindofevent=completion) then begin
        writeln('endcycle --- not initially
      regeneration state');
        (* halt ; *)
    end else endcycle := false
else if result then begin
    endcycle := true ;
    noeventsduringcycles := numberevents

numbercycles := numbercycles + 1 ;
cyclelength := clock - timecyclestarted ;
timecyclestarted := clock ;
sumcl := sumcl + cyclelength ;
sumclsq := sumclsq + sqr(cyclelength)

for q := 1 to nq do
    with queues[q] do
        begin
            sumtimelength := sumtimelength +
              (clock-timeclengthchanged)
            length ;
            sumbusytime := (sumbusytime
              (clock-timeclengthchanged)*

\[ \min(\text{length}, \text{numbersubservers}) \]
\[ \text{numbersubservers} ; \]
\[ \text{timelengthchanged} := \text{clock} \]
\[ \text{bt} := \text{bt} + \text{sumbusysystem} ; \]
\[ \text{tl} := \text{tl} + \text{sumtimelength} \]
\[ \text{nc} := \text{nc} + \text{numbercompletions} \]
\[ \text{btsq} := \text{btsq} + \text{sqr}(\text{sumbusysystem}) \]
\[ \text{btxcl} := \text{btxcl} + \text{sumbusysystem} \]
\[ \text{cyclelength} \]
\[ \text{sumbusysystem} := 0.0 ; \]
\[ \text{ncsq} := \text{ncsq} + \text{sqr}(\text{numbercompletions}) \]
\[ \text{ncxcl} := \text{ncxcl} + \text{numbercompletions} \]
\[ \text{cyclelength} \]
\[ \text{tlsq} := \text{tlsq} + \text{sqr}(\text{sumtimelength}) \]
\[ \text{tlxcl} := \text{tlxcl} + \text{sumtimelength} \]
\[ \text{cyclelength} \]
\[ \text{txnc} := \text{txnc} + \text{sumtimelength} \]
\[ \text{numbercompletions} := 0 ; \]
\[ \text{sumtimelength} := 0.0 \]
\[ \text{end} \]
\[ \text{endcycle} := \text{false} ; \]
\[ \text{end} \]
\[ \text{end} ; (* \text{endcycle} *) \]
\[ \text{function nextnode} (j : \text{jobptr}) : \text{integer} ; \]
\[ (* \text{finds the next node for job } j \text{ to go to} *) \]
\[ \text{var} \]
\[ \text{prob} : \text{real} ; \]
\[ \text{temp} : \text{routingpointer} ; \]
\[ \text{begin} \]
\[ \text{if} (\text{nodes}[j^.currentnode].\text{kindofnode} = \text{fission}) \]
\[ \text{and} \]
\[ (j^.\text{parent} <> \text{nil}) \]
\[ \text{then} \]
\[ \text{temp} := \text{nodes}[j^.currentnode].\text{childrouting} \]
\[ \text{else} \]
\[ \text{temp} := \text{nodes}[j^.currentnode].\text{routingptr} ; \]
\[ \text{if} \text{temp} = \text{nil} \]
\[ \text{then} \]
\[ \text{begin} \]
\[ \text{writeln ('nextnode---undefined routing from node'}, \]
\[ \text{end} \]
\[ \text{end} ; (* \text{endcycle} *) \]
procedure adddestination (i, j : integer; p : real; c : boolean); (* adds destination node j to routing list for node i with probabil

city p*)
(* if c then routing is for child, otherwise parent *)
var
    temp : routingpointer;
begin
    if availrouting = nil
    then
        new (temp)
    else
        begin
            temp := availrouting;
            availrouting := availrouting^.nextrouting;
        end;
    temp^.probability := p;
    temp^.destination := j;
    if c
    then
        begin
            temp^.nextrouting := nodes[i].childrouting;
            nodes[i].childrouting := temp;
        end
    else
        begin
            temp^.nextrouting := nodes[i].routingptr;
            nodes[i].routingptr := temp;
        end
end;

if temp^.probability < 1.0
then
    begin
        g05ccf;
        prob := g05caf (dummymeanvalue);
        while (prob > temp^.probability)
        and
        (temp^.nextrouting <> nil) do
        begin
            prob := prob - temp^.probability;
            temp := temp^.nextrouting;
        end;
        nextnode := temp^.destination
    end; (* nextnode *)
begin (* main program *)
(* initialization *)
availevent := nil ;
availjob := nil ;
availrouting := nil ;
availregen := nil ;
eventlimit:= 100 ;
for run := 1 to 3 do
begin
    firstevent := nil ;
    lastevent := nil ;
    clock := 0.0 ;
    numberevents := 0 ;
    firstregen := nil ;
    numbercycles := 0 ;
timecyclestarted := 0.0 ;
sumcl := 0.0 ;
sumclsq := 0.0 ;
eventmax := 2*eventlimit ;
for i := 1 to nq do
    with queues[i] do
      begin
        discipline := fcfs ;
        numbersubservers := 1 ;
        numberunits := 1 ;
        firstinqueue := nil ;
        lastinqueue := nil ;
        length := 0 ;
timelengthchanged := 0.0 ;
sumtimelength := 0.0 ;
sumbusytime := 0.0 ;
umbercompletions := 0 ;
b vener i := 0.0 ;
t1 := 0.0 ;
nc := 0.0 ;
btsq := 0.0 ;
btvcl := 0.0 ;
csq := 0.0 ;
cxcl := 0.0 ;
tlsq := 0.0 ;
tlxcl := 0.0 ;
tlxnc := 0.0 ;
end ;

for i := 1 to nn do
with nodes[i] do
begin
kindofnode := class ;
queue := i ;

lengthnode := 0 ;
routingptr := nil ;

fusionptr := nil ;
childrouting := nil ;
end ;

(* parameters specific to this model *)
adddestination (1,2,1.0,false) ;
queues[1].discipline := ps ;
queues[1].numberunits := nj ;
queues[1].meansubservice := b1 ;
adddestination (2,3,0.1,false) ;
adddestination (2,4,0.9,false) ;
queues[2].discipline := fcfs ;
queues[2].meansubservice := b2 ;
adddestination (3,1,0.125,false) ;
adddestination (3,2,0.875,false) ;
queues[3].meansubservice := b3 ;
adddestination (4,1,0.125,false) ;
adddestination (4,2,0.875,false) ;
queues[4].meansubservice := b4 ;
addregen (1,nj) ;

(* run *)
while (firstevent <> nil) and (numberevents<eventmax)
and
((numberevents < eventlimit) or (not endcycle)) do
begin
removeevent (firstevent,tempkind,clock,tempjob

if tempkind = completion
then
begin
numberevents := numberevents + 1 ;
complete (tempjob) ;
end ;
while tempjob <> nil do
begin
i := nextnode (tempjob) ;
arrive (tempjob,i) ;
end
(* print statistics *)
writeln ('number of events:', numberevents, 8,
  'simulated time:', clock, ':10:3');
writeln;
writeln ('queue util thruput queue length queue time');
if numbercycles > 1 then (* produce confidence interval estimates *)
begin
  cyclelength := sumcl/numbercycles;
nocycml := numbercycles - 1;
  varcl := (sumclsq-sqr(sumcl)/numbercycles)/nocycml;
  responsetime := 0.0;
  for i := 1 to nq do
    with queues[i] do
      if nc > 0 then
        begin
          util := bt/sumcl;
          varbt := (btsq-sqr(bt)/numbercycles)/nocycml;
          covarbtcl := (bt*xcl-bt*sumcl)/numbercycles/nocy;
          dutil := 1.645*sqrt((varbt-2*util*covarbtcl+sqr(util)*varcl)/
            numbercycles)/cyclelength;
          tput := nc/sumcl;
          varnc := (ncsq-sqr(nc)/numbercycles)/nocycml;
          covarncc1 := (ncxcl-nc*sumcl)/numbercycles/nocy;
          dtput := 1.645*sqrt((varnc-2*tput*covarncc1+sqr(tput)*varcl)/
            numbercycles)/cyclelength;
          ql := tl/sumcl;
          vartl := (tlsq-sqr(tl)/numbercycles)/nocycml;
          covartlcl := (tl*xcl-tl*sumcl)/numbercycles/nocy;
          dql := 1.645*sqrt((vartl-2*ql*covartlcl+sqr(ql)*varcl)/
            numbercycles)/cyclelength;
          qt := tl/nc;
          covartlnc := (tl*xnc-tl*nc/numbe}
\<cm1 \> ;
\covartlnc
\ccles) /
\c3 ,
\c2 : 3 ,
\c*qt ;
\c8) ;
\c ;
\dcl := 1.645*sqrt(varcl/numbercycles) ;
\writeln ('AVERAGE LENGTH : ',cyclelength:10:3 ,
' C.I. : (' ,cyclelength-dcl:10:3 ,',',
cyclelength+dcl:10:3 ,'})
end
else (* produce point estimates only *)
responsetime := 0.0 ;
for i := 1 to nq do
  with queues[i] do
    if numbercompletions + trunc(nc) > 0 then
      begin
        sumtimelength := sumtimelength + tl ;
        sumbusytime := sumbusytime + bt*numbersu
        numbercompletions := numbercompletions + trunc(nc);*
        sumtimelength := sumtimelength +
        (clock - timelengthchan)
        sumbusytime := sumbusytime +
        min(length,numbersubservers)
        (clock-timelengthchan)
        writeln (i:5,
        sumbusytime/(numbersubservers*cloc
        numbercompletions/clock:13:3,
        sumtimelength/clock:13:3,
        sumtimelength/numbercompletions
        if i=2 then
          responsetime := responsetime + 8*
          sumtimelength/numbercompletions
        else if i=3 then
          responsetime := responsetime +
          0.8*sumtimelength/numbercompletions
        else if i=4 then
          responsetime := responsetime +
          7.2*sumtimelength/numbercompletions
        end
      end
    writeln
    (* put leftovers on avail lists *)
    if first-event <> nil then
      begin
        lastevent^.next := avaievent ;
        avaievent := firstevent ;
      end ;
  end.  ```
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